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Following the first successful edition of FUNFI held in Varenna in yr 2011 ( Proceedings AIP Conference Nr 1442 , 2012,
editors J Kallne, D Ryutov, G Gorini and C Sozzi) , we present the book of proceedings of the second edition of the
conference. FUNFI2 is dedicated to the physics, technology and engineering of machines where fusion reactions drive
a fission blanket. Such hybrid devices can be used for energy generation, fissile fuel production and nuclear waste
transmutation. The concept of Fusion-Fission hybrid (FFH) systems was introduced in a famous paper by H.Bethe
(Physics Today 1979) and recently reviewed by H. Rebut (Plasma Physics Controlled Fusion 2006). The Deuterium-Tritium
fusion reactions produce 14MeV neutrons which are able to induce fission reactions in most of actinides including
uranium 238 and thorium. The fission reactions deliver an energy 10 times that of the neutrons produced by fusion:
so with one fission reaction per one fusion reaction there is an energy gain of 10. In this condition the fusion system
producing neutrons can work at low minimum gain of Qfusion≈3 , for realizing a global energy gain of the integrated
fusion-fission system QFFH≈ 30. The main aim of FUNFI2 conference is to identify the proposals/projects with a high
degree of reliability to make the technology available, making the analysis of the level of readiness of the technology
for a medium term (25yrs) realization of a FFH reactor. Contributions concerning the following arguments are inserted
in the programme:
1) Mission and priorities of Demonstrators;
2) Device comparison: Tokamak or mirror based systems, stellarators and other configurations
		 including accelerator based hybrid systems;
3) Level of readiness of the technologies and R&D essential programme.
The programme is divided into five sessions :
DAY 1 - session 1: introduction and tokamak
DAY 2 - session 2: open systems and ADS; session 3: open systems and fuel cycle
DAY 3 - session 4: diagnostics; session 5: discussions of level of readiness of fusion technologies and challenges
		
of the integration of fusion and fission in a new hybrid device.
FUNFI2 is organized by ENEA (Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic
Development), INFN (Italian National Institute for Nuclear Physics), CNR (National Research Council) and CIRTEN
(Italian Interuniversity Consortium for Technological Nuclear Research).
About 62 Scientists, representative of all the countries where the FFH studies are carried out, participated to FUNFI2,
and 34 talks were given in a 2.5 days conference. The message from the participants in the lively discussion session is
to organize the FUNFI conferences systematically (possibly every two years), since the interest on Fusion-Fission studies
is increasing and FUNFI is the place where the worldwide results can be presented and discussed.
Aldo Pizzuto
ENEA
Chairman FUNFI2

Francesco Paolo Orsitto
CREATE Consortium and ENEA
Scientific Secretary FUNFI2
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1 - Fusion-Fission Hybrid Reactor Research in China
Yican Wu

Key Laboratory of Neutronics and Radiation Safety, Institute of Nuclear Energy Safety Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Hefei, Anhui, 230031, China

Abstract
Fusion-fission hybrid reactor is a potential solution to overcome difficulties in fission energy, with the functions of
waste transmutation, fuel breeding and energy production. It is a feasible approach to early fusion energy application
considering its low plasma parameters requirement. China has performed research on hybrid reactor for 30 years and
has won a series of achievements in terms of conceptual designs and related R&D activities.
Keywords: Fusion-fission hybrid reactor, Nuclear technology, Nuclear material, Nuclear software.
1. Introduction
Nuclear energy is an economic and clean source of base load energy, which provides about 11% of the world’s electricity
today. Nuclear capacity will keep increasing to meet energy demand and climate change challenge as a competitive
large scale alternative to fossil fuels, mainly spurred by deployment in China[1]. However, there are challenges to make
nuclear energy as a sustainable technology, such as low efficiency utilization of uranium sources, growing inventory of
nuclear waste, nuclear safety issues and so on. Generation IV reactors have more advances in sustainability, economics,
reliability and proliferation-resistance than conventional reactors. And fusion energy may also provide a potential
solution to meet increasing global energy demand, but still needs hard work before commercial applications.
Fusion-fission hybrid reactor is a highly promising approach as a bridge between fission and fusion energy development,
by combining a fusion-powered core with a fission blanket shown in Fig.1. Meanwhile, hybrid reactor shares lots of
vital technologies with fission and fusion reactors. For example, lead-based technology could be employed in both
Generation IV fast reactor system and liquid PbLi blanket.

Fig.1. Schematic of fusion fission hybrid reactor

China has performed research on hybrid reactor for 30 years since the national Hi’Tech program (“863” program)
started. The related research units includes Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), China Academy of Engineering Physics
(CAEP), Southwestern Institute of Physics (SWIP), and some colleges, etc[2]. Multi-functional hybrid reactor concepts
FDS-SFB and FDS-MFX were proposed as intermediate steps toward the final application of fusion energy. Except
for conceptual designs, a series of R&D studies in blanket engineering and analysis software were performed, which
included development of the China Low Activation Martensitic (CLAM) steel, the series liquid PbLi experimental loops
(DRAGON), the High Intensify D-T Fusion Neutron Generator (HINEG), the Accelerator-based Fusion neutron source
Driven sub-critical fission System (AFDS), the Super Monte Carlo Simulation Program for Nuclear and Radiation Process
(SuperMC), etc. In this contribution, the progress of fusion fission hybrid reactor research has been summarized, and
some suggestions for future development have been given.
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2. Features of hybrid reactor
Hybrid reactor has many features, which can reduce the requirements of fusion devices and achieve the early application
of fusion energy. It also could solve the problems of fission energy by using the excess neutrons to transmute long-lived
radionuclides and breed fissile fuels. Compared with fusion reactor, hybrid reactor has the following advantages:
Easy-achieved Plasma Parameters
The requirement of fusion plasma technology of hybrid reactor are much lower than fusion power reactor due to the
higher energy multiplication factor of hybrid reactor, and the fusion plasma parameters of different devices are shown
in Table 1. The fusion power requirement of hybrid reactor is only tens of MW and JET already achieved about a
fusion power of 16 MW. The neutron wall loading requirement of hybrid reactor may be 0.5-1 MW/m2, which is far
below fusion power reactor. The fusion energy gain (Q) requirement of hybrid reactor is around 1, which is close to
the experimental achievements[3]. Fig.2 shows the fusion triple product of a series of experimental facilities and the
requiement parameters of hybrid reactor. Fig.3 shows the neutron wall loading of a series of fusion reactors, fusion
DEMO reactors and hybrid reactors.

Table 1 Fusion plasma parameters of different devices

Fig.2. Fusion triple product of a series of experimental
facilities and hybrid reactor

Fig.3. Neutron wall loading of a series of fusion and
hybrid reactors

Higher Tritium Breeding Ratio
The tritium self-sufficiency is one of the challenges of fusion reactors because of its low tritium breeding ratio (TBR) in
blanket. The TBR of fusion reactor is about 1.1 and difficult to be improved[4], while the TBR of hybrid reactor can be
much higher with the fission neutron multiplication materials in blanket[5]. Fig.4 shows the TBR of a series of fusion and
hybrid reactors.

Fig.4. TBR of a series of fusion and hybrid reactors

Compared with current fission reactor, hybrid reactor has the following advantages:
Better Sustainable Features
The excess high energy neutrons from the fusion reactions can be used to achieve outstanding waste transmutation and
fuel breeding performances. Thus hybrid reactor has higher transmutation support ratio (TSR) and breeding ratio (BR)
than current fission reactor. Table 2 shows the BR of liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) and hybrid reactor[6,7].
Table 3 shows the TSR of different types of reactors[8-10].

Table 2. BR of LMFBR and hybrid reactor[6,7]

Table 3. TSR of different reactors[8-10]

More Flexible Fuel Loading
Some kinds of fuel loading need to be restrained in critical fission reactors. For example, the fraction of Pu in fuel
should not exceed 13% in thermal reactor[11]. However, hybrid reactor could operate under subcritical condition, thus
it has large safety margin and flexible fuel options. Hybrid reactor has a wide range of uranium enrichment options, not
only natural or highly enriched uranium, but also depleted uranium. It could use more kinds of fission fuels, even 100%
of TRUs could be loaded in the hybrid reactor.
Deep Burnup
Excess reactivity is reserved for the loss from burnup and accumulated fission products when fresh fuel is loaded in
critical reactor, and refueling is needed when excess reactivity is exhausted. Hybrid reactor could control the operation
of blanket by external neutrons to acquire deep burnup and long reload cycle.
Except for those advantages, hybrid reactor also combine some difficuities of both fusion and fission reactors.
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3. Research progress
Great progress on conceptual designs, nuclear technologies, materials and nuclear software have been achieved in
China.
3.1 Conceptual Designs
The FDS series hybrid reactor concepts including FDS-I/SFB, FDS-MFX, FDS-ST and FDS-GDT have been proposed and
some new conceps are being developed such as AFDS (Accelerator-based Fusion neutron source Driven sub-critical
fission System). Fig.5 gives the schematic view of the FDS series concepts and Table 4 gives the main parameters.

(a) FDS-I/SFB

(b) FDS-MFX

(c) FDS-ST

(d) FDS-GDT

Fig.5. Schematic view of FDS series hybrid reactor concepts

Fusion-driven subcritical system (FDS-I) was presented as an intermediate step toward the ﬁnal application of fusion
energy, which use the regular tokamak as fusion neutron driver. Fusion Driven subcritical System for Spent Fuel Burning
(FDS-SFB) is a hybrid reactor concept based on FDS-I and used for nuclear waste transmutation, fissile fuel breeding
and energy production. The subcritical blanket was designed based on the well-developed technologies of fission
reactor and makes use of spent nuclear fuel as fuel, liquid lead lithium as coolant and tritium breeder[12].
Fusion Driven subcritical Multi-Functional Experimental Reactor (FDS-MFX) was designed for testing and validating the
construction and operation of fusion DEMO and fusion-fission hybrid DEMO. It provides an experimental platform to
relevant techniques. Three-stage tests will be carried out by using three different blankets: the tritium breeding blanket,
natural/enriched uranium-fueled blanket and spent-fuel-fueled blanket[13,14]. The Fusion Driven Subcritical reactor
based on Spherical Tokamak (FDS-ST) was proposed for breeding fissile fuel and transmuting nuclear waste. This
studies were undertaken to investigate the potential advantages of the low aspect ratio tokamaks FDS-ST was designed
with high energy multiplication due to ﬁssion reaction for highly economical operation. This can compensate the large
fraction of recirculating power in a Spherical Tokamak (ST), reduce the neutron wall loading and irradiation on the ﬁrst
wall (FW)[15,16]. A fusion neutron source based on Gas Dynamic Trap (GDT) magnetic mirror was featured with inherent
steady state operation, compact structure, easy construction and maintenance, relatively low tritium consumption, and
flexible operation. FDS-GDT was proposed to explore the potential application of fusion neutron source based on GDT
in hybrid system. It can be used to drive a hybrid reactor to produce energy or drive a transmutation reactor to burn
the radioactive waste[17]. AFDS is a subcritical nuclear power system driven by an external high intensity fusion neutron
source, it is an easy-achieved hybrid reactor concept, which avoid the technical difficulty of plasma controlling and
have the potential for nuclear waste transmutation and nuclear fuel breeding. With the characteristics of self-sustained
buring depleted uranium or nuclear waster, AFDS has the advantages of high resource utilizaiton ratio, deep burn up,
and minimum nuclear waste production. Due to the subcritical design, the system also has the feature of inherent safety
without supercritical risk.

Table 4. The main parameters of FDS series hybrid reactor concepts

3.2 Nuclear Technology and Material
To explore the features of fusion neutron in fusion and hybrid
reactor, China has been developing the HINEG for testing of
nuclear technology and safety. The HINEG will be achieved by
three phases: HINEG-I, is designed to achieve the intensity of
1012-1013 n/s, HINEG-II. aims to reach 1015-1016 n/s. HINEG-III,
which is a volumetric fusion neutron source with the neutron
yield of more than 1018 n/s. HINEG-I has already been
constructed shown in Fig.6 and successfully produced a D-T
fusion neutron yield of 6.4×1012 n/s, while the related research
on the key technologies of HINEG-II and the design of HINEGIII are going on. HINEG can be used for the development of
hybrid reactor technology and safety, including not only basic
research on validation and measurement of nuclear data,
neutronic method and software, radiation protection, etc., but
also materials irradiation, neutronic performances, integration
test of components nuclear performances and so on. Its
applications could extend to nuclear medicine, radiotherapy,
neutron radiography, and other nuclear technology applications
[18].

Fig.6. High intensity D-T fusion neutron generator

(HINEG-I)

AFDS-0 has been built for nuclear physics validation of AFDS,
as shown in Fig.7. AFDS-0 consists of HINEG and Leadbased Zero Power Sub-critical/Critical Reactor (CLEAR-0)
[19]. CLEAR-0 is a multi-functional zero-power reactor for
simulating neutronic process in various fast reactors and
hybrid systems. The core of CLEAR-0 is designed to be
flexible with sufficient safe considerations, which could
load various fuel and coolant materials, such as lead or
lead-based alloy. AFDS-0 is an experimental platform for
the integrated validation of neutronics and control strategy
of subcritical core in hybrid reactor. Meanwhile, it is taking
advantages of the flexible core, robust safety control system
and intensity fusion neutron.
Fig.7. Accelerator-based Fusion neutron Driven
zero power sub-critical System (AFDS-0)

CLAM steel is one of the candidate structural materials for fusion and hybrid
reactors. It has been chosen as the structural material in the PbLi blanket designs
of the FDS series fusion and hybrid reactors because of its high strength, high
thermal conductivity, high irradiation resistance and low activation features. It
has been developed in the past decade, leading by the Institute of Nuclear
Energy Safety Technology (INEST), CAS with the participation of more than
thirty domestic and oversea research units [20,21].
Extensive physical and mechanical tests have been conducted on CLAM steel,
as well as compatibility tests in liquid PbLi and neutron irradiation tests in
reactors up to 3 dpa and in spallation neutron source up to 21 dpa. At present,
CLAM steel has reached industrial mass production, and code qualification for
application in ITER is undergoing. It is the primary candidate structure material
for Chinese Helium Cooled Ceramic Breeder (HCCB) and Dual Function
Lithium Lead (DFLL) Test Blanket Module (TBM) in China, whose updated
design is ongoing and the 1/3 mockup of TBM modules are fabricated, as
shown in Fig.8[22,23].
Fig.8. 1/3 scale DFLL TBM mockup
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The liquid PbLi blanket is one of the most promising blanket concepts for hybrid reactor. Aiming at better development
of PbLi blanket technology and engineering application, the key issues of PbLi blanket should be investigated such
as materials corrosion, the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effect and so on. A series of PbLi experimental loops have
been designed and built successfully such as DRAGON-I/II and DRAGON-IV. Some experiments were conducted to
investigate the corrosion behaviors of CLAM steel in magnetic field, the purification technology of liquid PbLi and MHD
effect. To support the engineering design validation of DEMO blanket with the parameters covering the requirements
of ITER-TBM and China DEMO, a Dual Coolant Thermal Hydraulic Integrated Experimental Loop (DRAGON-V) was
designed, which can also be used to develop the key techniques in-pile and the engineering design of hybrid reactor.
It is composed of a lead-lithium loop and a helium loop. The maximum temperature in the test section is designed to
be 1100 °C, the maximum flow rate of PbLi can reach 40 kg/s, and the magnetic field is up to 5 T. The maximum helium
pressure is 10.5 MPa[24,25].

Fig.9. Dual Coolant Thermal Hydraulic Integrated Experimental Loop (DRAGON-V)

3.3 Nuclear Software
Based on advanced methodology, nuclear software was developed for reactor design, evaluation, phenomenon and
feature prediction. The software is divided into three hierarchies including physics and engineering calculation, digital
reactor, virtual nuclear power plant, taking SuperMC, VisualBUS, Virtual4DS as the representatives respectively.
SuperMC is a general, intelligent, accurate and precise simulation software system for the nuclear design and safety
evaluation. It is designed to perform the comprehensive neutronics calculation, taking the radiation transport as the
core and including the depletion, radiation source term/dose/biohazard, material activation and transmutation, etc. It
supports the multi-physics coupling calculation including thermo-hydraulics, structural mechanics, biology, chemistry,
etc. The latest version of SuperMC supports the comprehensive neutronics simulation including radiation transport,
depletion of isotopes, activation and dose. Automatic modeling of geometry and physics, efficient radiation transport
calculation, multi-D visualization analysis and cloud computing are the advanced capabilities.
Advanced capabilities and features of SuperMC were developed by FDS Team to solve the new problems of hybrid
reactor, especially focusing on the following points. (1) The geometry of fusion and hybrid nuclear energy systems
is extremely complicated. Tediousness, intensive labor and error-prone in geometry modeling process makes the
accurate analysis unrealistic. The automatic CAD-based geometry modeling methods were developed with outstanding
capabilities of decomposition and conversion of very complex geometry, void free geometry description, processing of
high order surfaces, visual-based hierarchical structure modeling and etc. (2) Deep penetration of radiation shielding
is another challenge situation. Series of novel methods were proposed to accelerate the convergence. Global weight
window generator was proposed and speeded up the global flux calculation 635 times for the ITER (International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) C-Lite model. In this method, the expected contribution to a uniform particle
distribution was considered at a very fine level and an efficient automatic iteration scheme was employed. The Optimal
Spatial Subdivision method and Bounding Box method were proposed for geometry processing acceleration based on
particle location anticipation. (3) Neutrons in fusion and hybrid nuclear energy systems are strongly anisotropic in large
energy range with complex energy spectrum structure. The hybrid evaluation nuclear data libraries in SuperMC include
fine-group, coarse-group, fine-group and point-wise nuclear data with selecting suitable energy structure and weight
functions were developed. The physical effect was corrected including resonance self-shielding, thermal neutron upscattering and temperature Doppler effect.
SuperMC has been verified by more than 2000 benchmark models and experiments. Now SuperMC has been applied
in more than 30 major nuclear engineering projects. [26,27].

Fig.10. Architecture of SuperMC

The Digital reactor named VisualBUS takes SuperMC as the core. For fission application, it supports design optimization,
performance assessment in normal operation condition and nuclear emergency simulation in accident operation
condition. For fusion application, it supports the simulation and prediction of new phenomena based on multi-physicscoupling, safety design and evaluation in the whole space with high fidelity and collaborative research. The Virtual
Nuclear Power Plant named Virtual4DS is full-scope and full-period simulation and emergency decision platform for
operational safety in the digital environment. It supports social risk assessment based on nuclear big data, drill and
intelligent decision of nuclear emergency, accident warning and process simulation, large-scale radionuclide diffusion
and environment consequence prediction. [28-30].
4. Summary
The fusion-fission hybrid reactor studies have been performed for nearly 30 years in China to seek for early applications
of fusion energy, covering conceptual designs and R&D on relevant nuclear technology and material, advanced nuclear
software and virtual reactor, etc. Although impressive progress has been made in the international community, there
are still much work to be done with some suggestions given as below:
(1) A consensus of hybrid reactor roadmaps should be reached. Many different concepts have been proposed with
different goals and sub-systems, but unfortunately in the comminuty none of them has been well recognized as
the canditate which is likely to move to the engineering design phase.
(2) Technical gaps and requirements need to be detailly specified especially regarding the hybrid technology R&D,
such as fission blanket technologies, safety technologies, system integration technologies, etc.
(3) Tight international cooperation is suggested, such as establishing an international standing committee for hybrid
reactor research, developing some projects for international/multi-/bi-lateral cooperation within the frames of
IAEA Coordinated Research Project (CRP) and IEA Technology Collaboration Program (TCP).
(4) Strenghen the training of youth talents would be an important task in the future. Educating and encouraging
young people to join the hybrid reactor research activities with more workshops, seminars and training courses is
necessary.
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2 - Nuclear Waste Transmutation: the Potential Role of Hybrid Systems and Major Technical
Requirements
Phillip Finck and Massimo Salvatores

Idaho National Laboratory, Idaho Falls, USA

The fission process used in nuclear reactors produces a number of isotopes that can be toxic to human beings and the
environment. Since the start of the large scale deployment of nuclear energy, disposal of the long lived isotopes has
been an issue that has had a priority in most nuclear countries.
We will first give an overview of the scale of that issue in terms of masses and relative toxicities of various isotopes, and
will follow by a summary of the national strategies that have evolved to provide short and long term solutions.
From that summary we will point out that all national strategies are a combination – with nationally different weighting
factors – of three technical approaches: temporary storage, transmutation, and permanent storage.
While transmutation is not a necessary element in these strategies, it can achieve a number of benefits, including the
reduction in the mass of key isotopes, the reduction in the total toxicity, and the reduction in storage requirements, in
particular a potential reduction in the storage time.
A number of studies, analyses, and experiments have been run in the world over the past several decades on various
systems for transmutation, including transmutation in source driven systems – where the source (of neutrons) originates
either from accelerators or fusion systems.
From these studies we will summarize what we believe are the major challenges related to the use of source driven
systems, namely:
the physics of the system where a delicate balance between the source neutron production and the multiplicity of
the nuclear component
source reliability
the safety of the source driven systems remains of utmost concern when analyzed in detail
engineering of the barriers between the source and the nuclear component has been demonstrated to be a
particularly delicate achievement
the development of the targets containing the nuclear waste, and their compatibility with nuclear safety rules
The energy “cost” of the neutrons (characterized by ratio of the energy that should be spent to produce the
source to the total fission energy to be used e.g. for transmutation) that should be kept to a minimum while
keeping the fission blanket sub-critical (e.g. K~0.95)
finally, because the masses of the waste involved, this effort eventually will need to move to large scales, and
economics of the various approaches will need to be considered.
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3 - Feasibility of early fusion applications
A. Botrugno

ENEA, Dipartimento FSN, C. R. Frascati, Via E. Fermi 45, 00044 Frascati (Roma), Italy

A Magnetic Confinement Fusion (MCF) Neutron Source can produce high intensity (1012 < n/s < 1020) of high energy
neutrons, approximately mono-chromatic at 2.45 MeV (using DD plasma) or 14.1 MeV (using DT plasma). These
characteristics are different from those of all the other types of neutron sources currently in use, and open the way to
both improvements of traditional neutron applications and to newer fast neutron applications.
Presently, several countries have strategies to exploit by now acquired MCF technology or its close extrapolation (0.5 <
Q < 2.0 and power level < 40 MW) for non-electrical applications. In particular, programs are being carried out mainly
in the USA, Russia, China, India and United Kingdom. Most promising applications are in the nuclear energy field,
medical science, material science and nuclear industry such as fissile fuel production, nuclear waste transmutation and
radioisotope production.
This work provides a preliminary analysis of the technical feasibility of each application based on their different physical,
technological and regulatory requirements. Different applications can be carried out by facilities ranging from small
DD devices with a specific purpose to a full large-scale multi-functional DT device; they present different degrees
of technical and regulatory complexity, different classes of costs and risk factors. The analysis is guided by the wellestablished requirements for compact tokamaks, by the ITER experience and by the on-going technology development
for DEMO.
Moreover, potential showstoppers and some related issues for fostering the development of non-electrical fusion
applications will also be presented and discussed.

4 - Development of tokamak based fusion neutron sources and fusion-fission hybrid systems
B.V. Kuteev

National Research Centre “Kurchatov Institute”, 123182Moscow, Russia - email: Kuteev_BV@nrcki.ru

The interest of nuclear research and industry in intense fusion neutron sources (FNS) and fusion-fission hybrid systems
(FFHS) definitely has been growing up during the past decades. Major motivations for that are driven by the deficit of
excess neutrons needed for controlling subcritical active cores and production of radionuclides in the nuclear industry,
needs for deeper insight in fusion and fission nuclear science and technology, requirements for realization of neutron
experiments and technologies with higher safety characteristics at higher neutron fluxes and lower level of radiotoxicity
generated. This paper summarizes the results of Russian conceptual design activity in the development of FNS and
FFHS.
Introduction
Contemporary level of physics and technology allows us to realize tokamaks with DT-fusion neutron yields up to
1018-1019 n/s. The modern technology is developed for those operating in a pulse mode with the duration of tens of
seconds. A lot of design and research activity is still needed to make the device operational in steady state mode (SSO)
and neutron environment that is extremely desirable for research and industrial applications [1].
From the technical point of view, FNS could be realized using beam-plasma fusion in a tokamak with copper coils or via
mixed beam-plasma and thermonuclear fusion mode in a larger superconducting tokamak.
Both options have been considered in our design of spherical tokamak FNS-ST with major radius
R =0.5 m and aspect ratio A = 1.67 [2, 3] as well as conventional tokamak DEMO-FNS with
R = 2.75-3.2 m and A = 2.75-3.2 [1, 4, 5]. According to system code analysis both are capable of producing the neutron
loading of 0.2 MW/m2 in SSO mode maintained by neural beams and gyrotrons. The total power consumptions are 60
MW and 200 MW for FNS-ST and DEMO-FNS correspondingly.
Applications for FNS include material studies in fusion neutron spectra, fusion nuclear science, blanket module testing,
production of thermal and cold neutrons, subcritical core control and nuclide production. A decade scale seems feasible
for design and construction of such devices.
The mission of DEMO-FNS is the demonstration of SSO-tokamak and hybrid technologies at the semi-industrial level.
Devices like that may appear by 2035. The cost for these facilities will be in B$ range or higher.
1. Significance of Ignition, Controlled fusion and Hybrid Systems
From the very beginning of fusion research the major goal, namely, reaching ignition conditions, defined the development
program. The parameter, characterizing the gap between the technology level reached and the ignition, is determined
by the plasma density n20, temperature T and energy confinement time τE, the triple product of which should reach
5×1021m-3keVs at ignition. Industrial level of fusion development requires device operation close to ignition under the
fusion energy multiplication factor Q = Pfus/PAH >30 - the ratio of fusion (Pfus) and auxiliary heating (PAH) powers. Realization
of Controlled Fusion requires additionally Steady State Operation (SSO) with duration tSS in year scale, intensive fusion
rate kg in grams of neutrons per day (corresponds to ~20 MW of DT-fusion power) and capacity factor C close to unity.
It is convenient to evaluate the contemporary development level (tokamak JET, laser facility NIF), next future devices
(ITER) and the Controlled fusion goal – reactors DEMO and PROTO using the Kurchatov factor Kg=n20 T tE kg tSS C . As
clearly seen from Table 1, the JET level is close to Breakeven Q=1, NIF is still far from that, ITER plans to reach Q=10
or higher. Meanwhile, transition from modern tokamaks to PROTO still requires growth of the Kurchatov factor over 12
orders of magnitude.
Below a conceptual design
is considered for the two
facilities, which may operate
in the intermediate domain of
Kurchatov factor 10-3-10-1 and
provide new information about
SSO and fusion nuclear science
FNS complementary to ITER
information about burning plasma
physics.
Table 1. Parameters of Fusion and Hybrid facilities
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2. Hybrid Systems in Russian Fusion Program
Hybrid development program was presented at FEC25 in Saint Petersburg by E.P. Velikhov [6]. The main
stream of Strategy is associated with ITER-DEMOPROTO line. The major facilities on the path to Industrial
Hybrid Plant are shown in figure 1. Development of
SSO and Molten Salts technologies require capital
and operation cost $1 B, that for supporting and
integration of
Globus-M3 facility is $100 M, for FNS-ST oriented
to materials and components -$1 B, for DEMO-FNS
oriented to hybrid technology integration-$5B. For
hybrid power plant PHP with 500 MW(th) power we
expect cost ~$10 B like our US colleagues. Project
cost of IHP incinerator program will be very close to
evaluations of USA - $100 B and will need ~100 years
for realization. Basic parameters of FNS-ST, DEMOFNS and ITER are compared in Table 2.

Fig. 1. Major Facilities on the path to industrial power plant.

Table 2. Basic parameters of FNS-ST, DEMO-FNS and ITER

FNS-ST should demonstrate and utilize the best features of beam-plasma fusion and no-shielding device with simplest
copper coils design. The mission of DEMO-FNS is to reach transmutation range valuable energy applications and open
the door to PHF and IHP.
Technical feasibility of DEMO-FNS construction by 2035 is supported by the following design and experimental
information.
1 - Regimes with Q~1 are realized in tokamaks.
2 - Electron temperature sufficient for DT beam driven fusion T = ~4 keV has been demonstrated in numerous 		
experiments.
3 - Non-inductive current drive has been demonstrated in conventional tokamaks and is close to demonstration in
spherical devices.
4 - Reduction of techical requirements on neutron loading in PHF to 0.2 MW/m2 and fluence value for operation
time below 2 MWa/m2 allows to use commercially available materials.
5 - Economics of PHP is acceptable in case of total products selling: MA incineration, electricity production, tritium
breeding, fuel breeding for U-Pu and Th-U nuclear fuel cycles.
6 - System models and codes predict appropriate parameters of PHF.
7 - Russia has an appropriate cooperation of fusion and fission organizations and highly qualified staff.
3. FNS-ST conceptual design
New physics appears for FNS-ST due to the high specific heating power up to 10 MW/m3 which is by a factor of 10
higher than that for ITER and even higher than that in the DEMO case. Steady state operation without inductive current
drive is another R&D problem dealing with reaching the required currents, their maintenance and control. Stability of
the plasma with a high fraction of fast ions and high pressure anisotropy is the additional issue that needs research
activity. Meanwhile, the benefits of the low cost, simplicity and opportunity to use existing materials under reduced

neutron fluences are very attractive and maintain interest to such devices [7].
A cut-away view of FNS-ST device is shown in Fig. 2. Prospective technical solutions for tokamak systems have been
validated, and choices of enabling technologies and materials of the basic FNS have been made. Spinel (MgAl2O4) has
been finally chosen as the insulating material and plasma spraying technology has been chosen for inter-loop insulation
in toroidal magnetic coils with a twisted center post. The neutron fluence of approximately 1026 n/m2 will be tolerable
from the viewpoint of both the degradation of insulation property and decreasing the conductivity of copper.

Fig. 2. FNS-ST cut-away view.

Fig. 3. Divertor basement with pumping.

Toroidal beryllium coils cooled down to the liquid nitrogen temperature offer the best characteristics both for the
neutronics and the power consumption of the toroidal magnet system. Power consumption reduces by a factor of 3
compared with pure copper coils. The neutron flux in the thermal blanket grows up by a factor of 2 and this allows
reaching fluxes similar to the highest ones produced by fission reactors ~1015 n/cm2s. However, additional analysis and
R&D are needed to assess the manufacturing feasibility of this very attractive Be option. The design of the FNS-ST
vacuum vessel has been upgraded and new solutions for the first wall (FW) structure and joints of the FW with divertor
basement.
A concept of a double-null divertor for the FNS-ST has been suggested which is capable to withstand heat fluxes up
to 6 MW/m2. The divertor basement with pumping is shown in Fig. 3. Lithium dust injection technology is proposed to
control the border plasma radiation and plasma-surface interaction in the scrape-off layer [8].
Concepts of the FNS-ST blankets for the pure thermal neutron production and for the development of a thorium fuel
cycle for fission reactors have been proposed and considered. It was shown that thermal neutron fluxes as large as
1015 n/cm2s are feasible in the FNS-ST with Be coils. The radial structure, neutronics and thermal hydraulic characteristics
as well as the U233 production rate and opportunities to self-breed tritium have been defined. Such a device may also
be capable to test DEMO blanket modules in DT-fusion neutron spectra (Fig.4). The neutron flux as high as 0.2 MW/m2
is provided at the outer wall. This allows materials and components to be tested under fluence of 2 MW*year.

Fig. 4. Blanket maintenance approach, proposal for DEMO TBM tests

The one through approach was chosen for remote handling of the tokamak systems placed within the toroidal magnetic
field coils. This means that only minor repairs and inspections will be maintained in this highly activated zone. The
accidents requiring welding and reassembling will necessitate a total changing of these systems. The whole tokamak
will be changed except removable blanket modules and systems beyond the toroidal magnetic field coils. As a backup
approach the replacement of the injectors and blanket modules to a new machine hall is considered.
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4. DEMO-FNS status
Fusion-fission hybrid facility based on superconducting tokamak DEMO-FNS is developed in Russia for integrated
commissioning of steady-state and nuclear fusion technologies at the power level up to 40 MW for fusion and 400
MW for fission reactions. Fusion-fission hybrid technologies tested on DEMO-FNS may accelerate the implementation
of fusion technologies and are capable of improving the neutron balance in the global nuclear energy system.
Implementation of hybrid technologies should also accelerate the development of Atomic energy reducing the radiotoxicity generated in nuclear fuel cycle and the level of pollution by fuel reprocessing. These problems are associated
with the forthcoming transition of Nuclear Power to a closed nuclear fuel cycle.
The development of fusion neutron source DEMO-FNS based on a classical tokamak was launched in the NRC
“Kurchatov Institute” in 2013. Design was aimed at reaching steady state operation of the plant with a neutron loading
~ 0.2 MW/m2, lifetime neutron fluence ~ 2 MWa/m2, with the plasma facing surface area of the blanket ~ 100 m2,
sufficient for testing materials and components in the fusion neutron spectrum as well as for development of hybrid
transmutation technology, fuel nuclides and tritium production, and energy generation (Fig.5).
It was found during design process that for reliable performance, durability and maintainability of fusion-fission
complex it is necessary to increase the thickness of the radiation shield and to improve the strength characteristics of
the electromagnetic system [1].
As a result, in this embodiment, the large radius R was increased from 2.5-2.7 m to 3.2 m. This modification has a little
effect on plasma currents generated by the beam of neutral atoms, as well as on the total DT-fusion power and on the
beam fusion part in it. However, it has led to several important corrections in the general layout of the tokamak, which
have affected the overall configuration and design of the DEMO-FNS divertor and blanket.
Aspect ratio R/a, m		
Toroidal magnetic field		
Electron/ion
Temperature, keV		
Beta normalized βN		
Plasma current Ipl,		
Neutron yield GN		
Neutral injection power
ECR heating power		
Discharge time			
Capacity factor			
Life time			
Consumed/
generated power		

3.2/1
5T
11.5/10.7
2.1
5 MA
1.3·1019/s
36 MW
6 MW
5000 h
0.3
30 years
200 MW

Fig. 5. Cut-away view of DEMO-FNS tokamak

Figure 6 shows the magnetic configuration and plasma parameters of DEMO-FNS.

Fig.6. Vertical cross-sectional of DEMO-FNS.

Fig. 7. Divertor cassette

Divertor of the DEMO-FNS tokamak is double null one. It is formed by a set of cassettes located inside the tokamak
vacuum chamber in zones around the upper and lower X-points. Each divertor consists of 18 independent cassettes
which form a continuous annular heat removal surface. Each divertor cassette is provided with a forcing and a drain
pipes with the coolant, which are placer at the rear side of the cassette case. Coolant venting pipes are placed inside
the equatorial tokamak ports. When replacing for repair the cassette and cooling pipes are replaced together. Welding
of the coolant pipes is carried out in the zone of minimum neutron flux, preferably outside the vacuum chamber.
The cassette contains a robust case made of nonmagnetic stainless steel, in which the ducts are made for circulating
coolant through heat removal panel, as well as bayonet hole for the tensioning device and the holes for pumping. The
schematic of the divertor cassette is shown in figure 7.
According to operation scenarios the superconducting magnet system (SMS) of DEMO-FNS should work with any
direction of toroidal field in plasma. It should provide maintenance of thirty pulses with the duration up to 5000 hours at
the current of 5 MA and the plasma fusion power up to 40 MW. Hybrid discharge scenario includes an inductive plasma
current ramp-up to the reference value and the transition to steady maintenance of the plasma current using noninductive heating methods and bootstrap current. The coils of the magnetic system must maintain the superconducting
state during the plasma current disruptions, withstand 100 cycles of cooling / warming, 1000 cycles of the current feeds
in toroidal field coils (TFC), and 50 rapid outputs of energy, including five TFC transitions to the normal state.
Electromagnetic system (EMS) of DEMO-FNS includes toroidal field system, consisting of eighteen coils; sectioned
central solenoid (CS); five pairs of poloidal field coils (PFC); three groups (of 18 windings) correction coils (CC) and a
vertical stability coil of the plasma column, disposed within the vacuum chamber. Interunit TFC mechanical structures
also belong to the electromagnetic system. Cryogenic piping and current feedthroughs are made for superconducting
coils of EMC. In normal operation, these components are maintained at liquid helium temperature. Coil wires for CS
and TFC will be made on the base of the intermetallic compound Nb3Sn. It is permissible to use Nb3Sn and NbTi
alloys for PFC and CC wires. Design solutions and operation modes of DEMO-FNS impose increased requirements
onto conductors of EMS: coil
- Compactness EMS coils require high structural current density values;
- Serious electromagnetic forces provide mechanical loadings on EMS, so conductors must withstand to them without
noticeable degradation;
- Steady state thermal (neutron) loadings on the EMS make it necessary well-arranged cooling;
- A high rate of the magnetic field variation under rapid (pulse) modes (discharge and ramp-up of the plasma current)
imposes additional requirements to the stability wire and value of losses in them.
However, stress-strain analysis of the TFC coils leads us to the conclusion that technical feasibility (containing the
required amount of structural material to withstand mechanical loads) of TF-coil design requires placing the winding
wire into massive radial plates, as is shown in Figure 8. The cable for a thin-wall casing that is shown in Figure 5 should
be made of Nb3Sn, carry the current of ~ 80kA and include about 1,000 strands with a critical current density (for noncopper fraction) not less than 1100 A / mm2 (12 T, 4.2 K)

Fig. 8. The coil unit in a cassing (a); cross-section of the inner "legs" (b); cross-sectional outer "legs" (c); conductors in radial
plate (d, e).

Poloidal field coils are supposed to carry out a set of double-layer sections wounded with two parallel conductors of
circular cross-section. Taking into account the size (diameter 12 m) of coils and their operation conditions - as a rule the
magnetic field on the conductor 6 T, winding from NbTi conductor cables are traditionally chosen.
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According to optimization criteria for a tokamak central solenoid it must operate at the highest possible magnetic field
12-13 T. Obviously, with such a level of magnetic field CS conductors withstand a high mechanical stress (more than 400
MPa). CS sections are supposed to wind from conductors with square cross section, with subsequent heat treatment,
insulating and repacking. To withstand loads the winding wire casing should be made of high-strength steel (316LN).
According to preliminary estimates, the rate of magnetic field change on the conductor of CS is 10-15 T/s in the fastest
modes.
Structural scheme of the hybrid module blanket is being developed with functions of transmutation of minor actinides
(MA) and tritium breeding. Blanket consists of 120 modules (Fig. 9).
Drawing keys are as follows:
1 - module case;
2 - nuclear zone;
3 - breeding zone (ceramic breeder);
4 - coolant inlet collector;
5 - coolant outlet collector;
6 – inlet gas collector;
7 – outlet gas collector. The initial composition of the mixture of MA in nuclear zone is shown in Table 4. Initial MA
loading ~ 40 ton. MA burning is expected about 0.5 % per year. TBR ~1.

Table 3. Initial composition of MA mixture

Optimization of FC characteristics was aimed at reducing flows and
inventory of hydrogen isotopes and tritium. Computer code TC-FNS was
applied to estimate tritium distribution in FC systems and components
Fig. 9. A general view of the blanket module. of “tritium plant”. The code evaluates tritium and deuterium flows and
inventory. The separation of D/T mixture is not applied and use of 50:50
mixture of D and T. A small fraction of the fuel (<2%) delivered to the hydrogen isotopes separation system only for
deprotonation. The separate deuterium loop (without tritium) for a neutral beam injection system is proposed.
Neutronic performance and inventory analyses were carried out to quantify the damage and gas production rates in
candidate materials used in the first wall (FW) of DEMO-FNS. They are irradiated by the combined neutron energy
spectrum formed by the two-component fusion–fission neutron source. Fusion neutrons are produced by plasma in
front of the FW and the subcritical fission blanket acts from behind. As shown in [8] the damage and gas production
rates are non-linear functions of the fission neutron source intensity. The D-T-neutron fluence value for DEMO-FNS is
~0.2 MWa/m2 per one operation year (fpy) as measure of 14.1 MeV neutron current through the FW. According to the
one-point approximation, the neutron multiplication factor Mn at the safe subcriticality limit of ~0.95 is about ~20. In
this case the total fast neutron fluence ~4.4 x 1021 cm-2 per fpy is approximately a factor of ~2.2 higher than that from
the initial D-T-neutron source only.
The radiation damage values are almost ~2 times higher compared with those for a pure fusion system at the same 14
MeV neutron FW loading. Both radiogenic hydrogen (H) and helium (He) gas atom production rates are practically at
the same level except of about ~4-5 times higher He-production in austenitic and reduced activation ferritic martensitic
steels.
Conclusions
Increasing the geometric dimensions as compared to the previous version of DEMO-FNS has led to important changes,
which have affected the design of the EMS, vacuum vessel, radiation shield and divertor of the tokamak.
The results of the discharge scenario modeling using DINA code, as well as the current ramp-up scenario in tokamak
DEMO-FNS by ASTRA code confirm reaching the design goals.
Three-dimensional modeling the neutron fluxes from plasma and blanket sources has shown that the hybrid blanket
makes an insignificant contribution to the radiative heating of TFC.

Issues of integrating the hybrid facility in the nuclear fuel cycle of Russian nuclear power are currently under consideration.
Development of devices like FNS-ST and DEMO-FNS may make a significant input in development of DEMO and
PROTO projects. Steady State Technologies of enabling systems: Magnets, Vacuum vessel, Divertor, Heating and
Current drive, Fueling and pumping, Diagnostics, Control, Integration technologies can be tested at pilot plant level
on such facilities. Faster experiments with tritium breading and hybrid blankets, tritium handling, remote handling,
radiochemistry, fusion materials and components will also be possible, complementing ITER activity on burning plasma
physics. Such research will stimulate also safety analysis, licensing and legislation in the controlled fusion field.
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Abstract. The updated Georgia Tech design of the SABR fusion-fission hybrid spent nuclear fuel transmutation
reactor and supporting analyses are summarized. SABR is based on tokamak fusion physics and technology that will be
prototyped in ITER and the fast reactor physics and technology proposed for the Integral Fast Reactor and the PRISM
Reactor, which has been prototyped in EBR-II. Introduction of SABRs in a 1-to-3 power ratio with LWRs would reduce
the spent nuclear fuel HLWR capacity requirement by a factor of 10 to 100.
1. Introduction
The fusion group at Georgia Tech has worked (over the past two decades) to identify a practical, near-term application
of a D-T fusion neutron source based on the fusion plasma physics and technology that will be demonstrated by
the operation of ITER1. A D-T plasma producing the ITER design objective 500 MWth of fusion power will produce
20
S 500
14 Mev neutron/s. If this fusion neutron source is surrounded by fissionable material in an
fus = 2.1x10 n / s

assembly with multiplication constant k the total neutron transmutation (fission) rate will be2
,
provided k<1 . Thus, a constant transmutation (power production) rate can be maintained as k varies with fuel burnup
by varying the fusion source level. The characteristics and performance capability of nuclear facilities driven by a
tokamak fusion neutron source operating with essentially ITER-level physics and technology (but improved availability)
have been characterized2-6 and design concepts have been developed for different nuclear applications (transmutation
of weapons-grade plutonium7, tritium production8, transmutation of transuranics (TRU) in spent nuclear fuel9-18 and
breeding of fissile material19) operating with such tokamak D-T fusion neutron sources. The fuel cycle performance20-27
and dynamic safety28 of the fission-fusion hybrid TRU transmutation reactors have been investigated, and the work has
been summarized in Refs 29-31.
It would appear that the transmutation (destruction by fission) of TRU in spent nuclear fuel provides the most promising
opportunity for fusion to contribute to nuclear energy in the first half of the present century. The realization that
we must decrease burning of fossil fuels32 is becoming widely accepted, and the dream of large-scale replacement
of fossil fuel power with reliable baseline solar and wind power is slowly being confronted by the reality that these
sources are environmentally problematical in other ways and inherently intermittent in nature, with only niche practical
applications32. This leaves nuclear power as the only available option for displacing fossil fuel produced electricity on
a large scale in the first half of this century32.
However, nuclear power has an unresolved problem that fusion can help solve—the disposal of spent nuclear fuel
containing radioactive TRU elements with extremely long half-lives of 100,000 years or more. While disposal of this
spent fuel by burial in secured repositories is technically feasible and not excessively expensive, this solution has been
rejected in the US (at least temporarily) for political reasons. The burial solution also wastes the substantial energy
source in the transuranics in the spent fuel. A better, but technically more difficult, solution is to separate the long-lived
transuranics in spent nuclear fuel, which are fissionable in fast reactors, and use them as TRU fuel in special purpose
“fast burner” or “transmutation” reactors, thus destroying the long half-life radioactive material, while extracting
additional energy from the uranium fuel resource.
There are technical reasons why such transmutation reactors would work better if operated subcritical with a neutron
source rather than operated critical. (In a critical reactor the neutron fission chain reaction is maintained entirely by the
neutrons produced in fission, while in a subcritical reactor the neutrons produced by fission must be supplemented
by source neutrons in order to maintain the neutron fission chain reaction.) One advantage of subcritical operation is
that the neutron source strength can be increased to maintain the neutron fission chain reaction (power) level as the
fissionable material is destroyed, allowing a longer fuel residence time in the reactor and more transuranic destruction
before reprocessing. Another advantage of subcritical operation is that the margin of reactivity error to a runaway
power excursion is much larger in a subcritical reactor than in a critical reactor where it is related to the small fraction of
delayed fission neutrons which are not emitted instantaneously. Since this delayed neutron fraction is much smaller for
the transuranics (β; 0.002) than for uranium (β; 0.006) , prudence dictates that only a fraction (about 20%) of the fuel
in a critical reactor be transuranics. The much larger margin of reactivity error with subcritical operation (δksub ≈ 0.003)
would allow the subcritical transmutation reactor to be completely fueled with transuranics, resulting in 5 times fewer
subcritical than critical transmutation reactors being needed to “burn” a given amount of transuranics.

2. The SABR TRU transmutation reactor design concept
There has been a substantial technical investigation9-12,16-18,20,22-31 of fission-fusion transmutation reactors based on
tokamak and sodium-cooled/metal-fuel fast reactor technologies. The reason that these technologies were chosen
is that they are the most highly developed fusion and fission transmutation-applicable technologies, about which we
know enough to make a realistic assessment of something that could be built in the next 25-30 years. The Subcritical
Advanced Burner Reactor (SABR)16,18 is based on ITER1 fusion technology and physics, so in a sense ITER will be the
prototype for the fusion neutron source for SABR. The fission reactor physics and technology for SABR is based on
the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR)33,34 and the GE PRISM35 designs, so the successful operation of EBR-II and its associated
pyro-processing system34,36 were the prototype for the fission system.
It has been calculated that the ITER1 tokamak magnetic and plasma support technology configuration, with a slightly
smaller plasma operating with somewhat lesser performance parameters but with higher availability, could provide an
adequate D-T fusion neutron source to maintain a 3000 MWth annular fast burner reactor surrounding the plasma4,16 over
an operating period of 2800 full power days in a 4-batch fuel cycle that would accumulate 200 dpa in the discharged
fuel cladding, the design limit on the ODS steel fuel cladding. The SABR fusion neutron source is described in Fig.1
and Table 1.

Fig. 1 SABR configuration

Table 1 SABR plasma physic parameters

The ITER magnetic, firstwall and divertor systems
(the latter two converted to
Na coolant) were used with
minimal alteration, and the
heating-current drive system
was adapted from that of ITER
The TRU-Zr fuel is clad with
ODS steel in 0.54 cm OD
fuel pins, 469 of which are
contained in each of the 80
fuel assemblies, 13.9 cm
across flats, in each of the
10 Na-pools. Each pool also
contains an intermediate heat
exchanger, as depicted in
Fig. 2. SABR modular sodium pool with reactor and intermediate heat exchanger.
Fig. 2. A 3 mm thick SiC flow
channel insert is placed within
each assembly to prevent current loops connecting through the duct wall, which would increase the MHD pressure
drop.
The fuel pin design is depicted in Fig. 3. The pin is about 2 m in height, with the TRU fuel in the lower third and a fission
gas plenum in the upper two-thirds.
The fuel assembly consists of 469 of these pins, arranged as indicated in Fig. 4. Note the SiC liner separating the fuels
pins and sodium within the assembly from ODS steel duct in order to prevent current loops that would cause MHD
pressure drops.
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Table 2 SABR modular sodium pool parameters

Fig. 3. TRU fuel pin configuration.

Fig. 4. TRU fuel assembly configuration.

Fuel assembly calculations were made
in 1968 groups P1 transport theory to
homogenize the fuel assemblies for a 2D, S8,
33-group ERANOS neutronics calculation,
and RELAP-5 thermal-hydraulic calculations
were made to obtain the parameters given
in Table 2.
Refueling (removal and replacement) of the
fuel assemblies located within the TF coil
configuration is a challenging design issue
that was addressed as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Transport casks for removal of an individual
Na pool to a hot bay are located between
TF coils on the outboard at the locations of
pools 1 and 6 in Fig. 5. The pools in these
locations are removed radially, first, then the
other pools are individually rotated to a port
and removed. The secondary coolant system
must be disconnected for the individual pool
during its removal. The thermal capacity of
the pool must absorb the decay heat during
the removal to prevent clad damage, which
places an upper limit on the allowed decay
heating for a given decay heat fraction. We
estimate the procedure will work for 1 h
removal time and decay heat equal 1% of
operating power, which it will reach about 3
h after shutdown.
3. Fuel cycle

Fig. 5. Removal of Na-pools from modular pool configuration

Several fuel cycles based on pyroprocessing
the fuel removed from SABR to separate the
remaining transuranics in aggregate from
the fission products and recycling of the TRU
have been investigated22-27. The maximum
fuel residence time in the reactor is limited
to 700 days by the 200 dpa radiation damage
limit on the fuel cladding. A 4-batch fuel
cycle is indicated in Fig. 6. The maximum
effective multiplication constant was
;
0,97 at BOL and the maximum fusion
power required to maintain the 3000MWth
fission rate was < 500 MW.

A SABR, based on the sodium cooled, metal fuel
technology developed at ANL33,34 and proposed in the
ANL IFR35 and the GE PRISM reactor36, operating at
75% availability with a 4-batch out-to-in fuel cycle (with
total fuel residence time limited by 200 dpa radiation
damage in the clad) could destroy annually all the
transuranics produced annually by three 3000MWth
LWRs22,23,25. Thus, an equilibrium nuclear fleet could
be envisioned in which 75% of the power is produced
by advanced versions of the present LWRs and 25% is
produced by SABRs burning the transuranics produced
in the LWRs.
In an alternative fuel cycle in which the LWRs are
phased out in favor of critical fast reactors, the Pu could
be separated from the transuranics in spent fuel and
used to fuel critical fast reactors, while the remaining
Fig. 6 The SABR 4-batch out-to-in fuel cycle.
“minor actinide” transuranics were used to fuel SABRs.
One 3000MWth SABR could destroy annually all the minor actinides produced annually in 25 3000MWth LWRs. With
such SABR fleets, the relatively short-lived fission products (most with less than a few hundred year half-life), the few
longer-lived fission products and trace amounts of transuranics would still need to be buried in secure repositories, but
an order of magnitude fewer of them would be needed than for the direct burial of LWR spent fuel.
4. Tritium self-sufficiency
Modular sodium-cooled Li4SiO4 blankets are located i) above the plasma, ii) below the sodium pools, iii) outboard of
the sodium pools and iv) in two locations 180° apart in the ring of sodium pools shown in Fig. 3 (TB5, TB6, TB7, TB8).
This tritium must migrate through the blanket to helium purge channels, which requires a blanket temperature in the
range 325 C < T < 925 C. Thermal-hydraulics calculations indicate that the nuclear heating can readily be removed to
maintain temperatures in the blanket within this temperature window.
Neutron transport calculations (R-Z, S8, 33-grp) indicate that this configuration produces an average TBR = 1.12. A
time-dependent calculation of the tritium inventory in the Li4SiO4 blankets, the tritium processing system, the tritium
storage system and plasma demonstrated tritium self-sufficiency for an operational cycle based on one year of burn
at 75% availability, followed by 90 days of downtime for the refueling operation. SABR consumes about 15 kg/yr of
tritium.
5. Shielding
The SABR shield design is indicated in Fig. 7. A 2D, R-Z MCNP-B Monte Carlo calculation confirmed that this shield
design reduced the radiation damage to the TF Coils below the design limits shown in Table 3 for a 40 yr operational
lifetime at 75% availability.

Fig. 7: SABR Shield Design

Table 3: SABR Shield Design Limits to TF Coils
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6. Ongoing dynamic safety analysis
a) Feedback Control of Plasma Power Excursions
The SABR must be designed to prevent or suppress any dynamic power surges that may inadvertently occur in the
plasma neutron source or in the modular fission cores. The actions of various negative and positive reactivity feedback
mechanisms for the fission cores are well-known, and in fact it was demonstrated in EBR-II that metal-fuel, sodium pool
technology could be designed to be inherently safe (i.e. negative feedback mechanisms shut the reactor down without
damage when pumps in the sodium pool and in the external heat removal system were intentionally shut down to
increase the fuel temperatures33,37,38).
Earlier work28 examined the transient response to loss-of-flow, loss-of-heat-sink and loss-of-power events in a single
3000MWth SABR core with a sodium-loop cooling system. The earlier loop-type cooling system has now been replaced
by a modular sodium pool design with the intention of capturing the inherent safety features demonstrated by such
a system. We are constructing a coupled-core, or nodal, neutron and coolant dynamics model of the 10 fission cores,
the fusion neutron source and the associated heat removal systems in order to investigate whether these inherent
safety features33,37,38 can be retained by the SABR modular core design and to investigate if the modular fission core
configuration might be subject to spatial power oscillations.
Power excursions in the plasma neutron source, due either to instabilities within the plasma or to the inadvertent turnon of a modular plasma heating unit or pellet fueling unit or the inadvertent opening of a gas fueling valve, etc. are a
concern because they would produce power excursions in the fission cores. We have recently begun an investigation
of burn control mechanisms that could limit unanticipated D-T plasma power excursions. We are motivated by the
observation that the edge plasma parameters have a strong impact on the core plasma parameters to search for
possible burn control mechanisms in the plasma edge. Experimental and theoretical observations encourage us that
it may be possible to use fueling of deuterium or a seeded impurity gas in such a way that the plasma would respond
to an increase in edge temperature by momentarily dropping into the L-mode confinement regime and thereby to
terminate or at least limit any plasma power excursion.
We are presently assembling a dynamic plasma-impurities-neutrals edge transport code coupled to a global plasma
dynamics code, a wall recycling model and a 2-pt divertor model for the purpose of investigating the ability of
modulated gas puffing (D) or impurity seeding (Ne, Ar, Xe) to create edge conditions in which an increase in edge
temperature causes a momentary H-L transition to suppress the power excursion. For example, impurities seeded into
a plasma edge that was somewhat cooler than the temperature for which the impurity radiation is maximum would
respond to an increase in temperature with an increase in radiative power, hence a decrease in non-radiative power
across the separatrix below the threshold
, causing the plasma to drop momentarily into L-mode in response to
a positive edge temperature excursion and thus serving as a burn control mechanism. Another possibility that will be
investigated is that an increase in edge temperature would produce an increase in ion orbit loss of energy that would
terminate a power excursion.
b) Nodal Neutron Dynamics Model
We are developing a coupled nodal neutron dynamics model for the neutron population in the different sodium pools.
A node is defined as all of the fuel assemblies and reflector assemblies in a given sodium pool. These nodal kinetics
equations will be used to calculate the time-dependent power in each separate core during various accident scenarios
such as Loss of Flow Accidents (LOFA) and Loss of Heat Sink Accidents (LOHSA). The neutron dynamics equations for
the neutron density and for the delayed neutron precursor density in group i in each node j, ci,j are

Λ is the fission generation time, τ is the n-2n generation time, la is the absorption lifetime, le is the escape lifetime,
Sfus,j is the rate at which fusion neutrons from the plasma enter node j, and αk,j is the nodal coupling coefficient (i.e. the

probability that a neutron leaking from node k will enter node j before entering another node). These kinetics terms
are calculated using MCNP639 in a 3D geometry shown in Fig.8. We also include in the model a calculation of how
these kinetics parameters change during various perturbations such as fuel Doppler broadening, sodium voiding, fuel
rod axial expansion, core grid plate expansion, and fuel bowing.

Top down view sodium pools in MCNP model

Side view of sodium pools in MCNP model

Figure 8 3D Geometry of Nodal Neutron Dynamics Model

The power is calculated in MATLAB by numerically solving the kinetics equations. This MATLAB model is coupled
to COMSOL Multiphysics40 which in turn solves all of the thermal and fluid calculations required for each accident
scenario. For each of the 10 nodes, there is one neutron density equation and 6 precursor equations.
7. Economics
Over the past two years, the SABR research group has collaborated with Georgia Tech’s Scheller College of Business
and the law school at Emory University to investigate the economic viability of the SABR concept and explore potential
commercialization strategies41.
This investigation initially focused on the United States as a target market for SABR, however the team later expanded
to consider other markets (countries) around the world. The primary attributes for any suitable SABR market are: (1) a
dependency on nuclear energy generation; (2) the existence of a “commercial” reprocessing program; (3) a favorable
regulatory environment and public opinion; and (4) status as an ITER Party. Reprocessing, which is a method that
separates the transuranic waste components of spent nuclear fuel, is a critical technology for any suitable SABR market.
There are significant challenges in assessing the economic viability of a potential SABR implementation, not the least
of which is the significant amount of uncertainty in the construction cost of a SABR. The determination of whether a
SABR scenario could be economically viable vis-à-vis direct burial of SNF in HLWRs cannot be based on a simple cost
comparison because, unlike geological repositories, SABRs would produce electricity, change the number of traditional
nuclear reactors in operation, and even affect the cost of fuel for those traditional nuclear reactors.
To reduce these complex considerations to a single number, the energy industry uses the Levelized Cost of Electricity
(LCOE). The LCOE can be thought of as the current price of electricity per kilowatt-hour from a power plant which,
when adjusted for inflation throughout the lifetime of the plant, would result in the plant meeting all debt obligations
incurred in constructing the plant and providing a reasonable return to equity investors. Calculations of the LCOE for
nuclear power, such as that done by MIT in the 2003 report “The Future of Nuclear Power”, typically stop short of
accounting for the true societal cost of the SNF. Instead, they use the waste fee that nuclear plants are required to pay
to the federal government. The team modified the calculation to compute a true, post-waste LCOE, which is better
suited to evaluating the effects of a SABR program on the complex nuclear industry.
It is not feasible at this time to estimate the cost of a SABR and its prorated share of the associated fuel processing and
re-fabrication facilities—a SABR+ cost. Instead, we are taking the approach of determining a “break-even” SABR+ cost
with respect to direct burial of SNF in HLWRs. We will first determine the true LCOE of nuclear power with direct burial
of SNF in HLWRs that can be secured indefinitely into the future. We will then determine the “break-even SABR+”
cost for each SABR and its prorated share of the associated reprocessing and fuel fabrication facilities for which the
electricity revenue and cost savings resulting from avoiding the construction of the majority of the repositories will
result in a similar overall LCOE for nuclear energy, compared to the direct SNF burial in HLWRs (i.e. Yucca Mountains)
scenario. A lower than “break-even” construction cost for a SABR and its prorated associated reprocessing and fuel
re-fabrication facilities would result in a lower LCOE for nuclear power with SABRs than with HLWRs. If plutonium is
separated during the reprocessing stage and used as fuel in critical fast reactors to produce additional electricity, the
LCOE for the SABR scenario can be reduced; however this would mitigate the non-proliferation aspect of the reference
SABR fuel cycle in which the transuranics and the plutonium are processed as an aggregate metal.
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8. Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SABR FISSION PHYSICS & TECHNOLOGY HAS BEEN PROTOTYPED BY EBR-2.
SABR FUSION PHYSICS & TECHNOLOGY WILL BE PROTOTYPED BY ITER.
SABR USES THE ITER MAGNET SYSTEM AND THE ITER FIRST-WALL AND DIVERTOR SYSTEMS, THE LATTER
MODIFIED FOR NA-COOLANT.
MODULAR DESIGN ALLOWS REFUELING OF FISSION REACTOR LOCATED WITHIN MAGNET SYSTEM.
SiC INSERTS IN FUEL ASSEMBLIES REDUCES MHD EFECTS OF NA FLOWING IN B-FIELD.
SABR IS TRITIUM SELF-SUFFICIENT.
SABR IS ADEQUATELY SHIELDED TO ACHIEVE 30 FPY.
SABRS CAN REDUCE THE HLWR CAPACITY NEEDED FOR NUCLEAR POWER BY 10-100.
1 SABR CAN BURN THE ANNUAL TRU PRODUCTION OF 3, 1000MWE LWRS, OR THE ANNUAL MA PRODUCTION
OF 25, 1000MWE LWRS.
PASSIVE SAFETY POTENTIAL OF SABR FISSION & FUSION SYSTEMS IS BEING INVESTIGATED.
THE BREAK-EVEN COST OF SABR + FUEL REPROCESSING/RE-FABRICATION FACILITIES IS BEING EVALUATED
BY EQUATING THE LCOEs FOR NUCLEAR POWER WITH THE SABR BURN OPTION AND WITH THE DIRECT
BURIAL OF SNF IN HLWRs.

Appendix: the rationale for a subcritical advanced burner reactor (SABR)
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Nuclear power is the only technically credible option for carbon-free electric power on the scale needed to impact
climate change for at least the first half of the present century.
The major technical problem now confronting the widespread expansion of nuclear power is disposal of the
extremely long half-life transuranics (TRU) in spent nuclear fuel (SNF) in high-level radioactive waste repositories
(HLWRs) that can be secured for 105-106 yrs .
TRU can be fissioned, much more readily in a fast than a thermal neutron spectrum reactor, to yield energy and
short half-life fission products (FPs), most which only need to be stored in secured HLWRs for 10-100 years.
Reprocessing LWR SNF to separate TRU from the remaining U and FP for use as fuel in advanced fast burner
reactors (ABRs) would reduce the required HLWR capacity for nuclear power to that needed to store the long-lived
FPs and trace amounts of TRU due to inefficiencies in separation, at least by a factor of 10. (This means e. g. that
the present level of nuclear power is the USA would require a new Yucca Mntn. every 300 years instead of every
30 years.)
Subcritical operation of ABRs with an external neutron source (e.g. SABR) would have certain advantages:
a. The reactivity margin of error to a prompt critical power excursion in a critical reactor is the delayed neutron
fraction , which is about 0.002 for TRU, as compared to about 0.006 for U. Prudence would probably dictate
that a critical ABR be only partially fueled with TRU (maybe 20%). In a SABR the reactivity margin of error to a
prompt critical power excursion is Dksub> 0.03 >> b , so a SABR could be fueled 100% with TRU.
b. Since the power level (fission transmutation rate) can be maintained constant as the fuel depletes in a SABR by
increasing the neutron source strength, the fuel can remain in the reactor until it reaches the radiation damage
limit, thereby minimizing the number of fuel reprocessing steps and the trace amount of TRU in with the FPs
that go to the HLWR. On the other hand, in a critical reactor additional reactivity must be built into the fuel to
offset the fuel depletion.
The fission physics and technology for a SABR based on: a) a pool-type Na-cooled, TRU-Zr metal fuel has been
prototyped by the EBR-2 program in the USA; and b) a Na-cooled oxide fuel has been prototyped in many
countries.
In the pyro-processing fuel cycle that would be used with the TRU-Zr fuel all the TRU (Pu, Np, Am, Te) is separated
from the FPs as an aggregate metal—the Pu is never separated from the other TRU—which greatly reduces any
proliferation risk.
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6 - Plasma controls in FFH machines
F. Crisanti

ENEA, Dipartimento FSN, C. R. Frascati, via E. Fermi 45, 00044 Frascati (Roma), Italy

Control aspects are one of the fundamental aspects of any presently ongoing or planned fission and/or fusion device,
consequently it is quite obvious that, in a integrated fusion/fission reactor, the control aspects will play even more a key
role, from the machine performances point of view up to the safety point of view. Since an actual design of an hybrid
reactor does not yet exist, obviously it is difficult to exactly define the necessary integrated control system, but a clear
point can easily stated out. Differently from the ongoing commercial fission reactors, hybrid reactors are potentially
inherently safe, because they remain deeply subcritical under all conditions and decay heat removal is possible via
suitable passive mechanisms. Fission is driven by the neutrons provided by fusion reaction, consequently it is not selfsustaining. If the fusion process s interrupted for nay reason (deliberately or by any casual event), the fission reaction
stops immediately. This is in contrast to the forced shut off in a conventional fission reactor by controlling the rods to
reduce the neutron flux below the critical, self-sustaining, level. In a hybrid configuration the fission and fusion reactions
are decoupled, i.e. while the fusion neutron output drives the fission, the fission output has no effect whatsoever on
the fusion reaction, completely eliminating any chance of a positive feedback loop. Under this frame it quite obvious
that the main critical machine control aspects are inherent to the fusion part (the drive) of the reactor. In this talk all
the present Tokamak control aspects will be described, starting from the plasma performances up to the necessary
condition to guarantee a steady state (or quasi steady state) plasma scenario. Looking ahead to an experiment relevant
for an hybrid reactor (at least Q≈2÷3) the engineering most critical control aspects will be addressed, including the
necessity to guarantee at least a TBR≈1.2 and a neutron flux at least of the order 2÷3 MW/m2 in a safe a reliable way.
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7 - Development and Experiment of Fusion Neutron Driven Zero Power Subcritical Fast
Reactor
Y. Wang*, S. Chen, C. Liu, Q Wu, Y. Wu, FDS Team

Key Laboratory of Neutronics and Radiation Safety, Institute of Nuclear Energy Safety Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Hefei, Anhui, 230031, China

A fusion neutron driven zero power sub-critical fast reactor (FDS-0) is now under construction, which consists of High
Intensity D-T Fusion Neutron Generator (HINEG) and Lead-based Zero Power Sub-critical Reactor (CLEAR-0). HINEG
serves as neutron source which produces fusion neutrons to drive the sub-critical reactor CLEAR-0. FDS-0 will be a
significant experimental platform for fusion-fission hybrid systems and fast reactor studies.
The R&D of HINEG includes two phases: HINEG-I and HINEG-II. HINEG-I has been completed and commissioning with
the D-T fusion neutron yield of up to 1012 n/s. Furthermore, the neutron yield of 1013 n/s is expected to be achieved
in near future. HINEG-II aims to have a high neutron yield of 1015~1016 n/s. CLEAR-0 is a multi-functional zero-power
reactor for simulating neutronics process in various hybrid systems and fast reactors. The core of CLEAR-0 is designed
to be flexible with sufficient safe considerations, which could loaded with various fuel and coolant materials, such
as lead or lead-based alloy which is been chosen as potential coolant for hybrid blankets or fast reactor due to their
many unique nuclear, thermal-physical and chemical attributes. CLEAR-0 and HINEG could be coupled to form FDS-0
through locating the target in the center of CLEAR-0.
The recent experiment plan of FDS-0 is focused on verification and validation (V&V) of nuclear design and control
and measurement technology for hybrid system. The data acquired from experiment, such as fission rate, neutron
flux, tritium-breeding ratio, sub-criticality and so on, are compared with the results of Monte Carlo calculation to
validate the conceptual design, software and data library used in fusion-fission hybrid reactor development. Also, the
experiment data from FDS-0 will be used to verify the control and measurement methods for hybrid system.

8 - Development and Application of Super Monte Carlo Simulation Program for
Fusion and Fission Nuclear Energy Systems
Jing Song*, Liqin Hu, Pengcheng Long, Lijuan Hao, Mengyun Chen, Huaqing Zheng, Shengpeng Yu, Guangyao
Sun, Bin Wu, Qi Yang, Tongqiang Dang, Chaobin Chen, Peng He, Yican Wu, FDS Team
Key Laboratory of Neutronics and Radiation Safety, Institute of Nuclear Energy Safety Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Hefei, Anhui, 230031, China

The Monte Carlo (MC) methods have been broadly adopted in nuclear design and radiation safety evaluation of
fusion, fission and hybrid nuclear energy systems due to the great complexity and high requirements on the precision.
However, for traditional MC methods, great challenges prevent the application of MC methods. Advanced capabilities
and features of Super Monte Carlo Simulation Program for Nuclear and Radiation Process (SuperMC) were developed
by FDS Team to solve the corresponding problems, especially focusing on the following points :
1) The geometry of fusion and hybrid nuclear energy systems is extremely complicated. Tediousness, intensive
labor and error-prone in geometry modeling process makes the accurate analysis unrealistic. The automatic
CAD-based geometry modeling methods were developed with outstanding capabilities of decomposition
and conversion of very complex geometry, void free geometry description, processing of high order surfaces,
visual-based hierarchical structure modeling and etc.
2) Deep penetration of radiation shielding is another challenge situation. Series of novel methods were proposed
to accelerate the convergence. Global weight window generator was proposed and speeded up the global
flux calculation 249 times for the ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) A-Lite model. In this
method, the expected contribution to a uniform particle distribution was considered at a very fine level and an
efficient automatic iteration scheme was employed. The Optimal Spatial Subdivision method and Bounding
Box method were proposed for geometry processing acceleration based on particle location anticipation.
3) Neutrons in fusion and hybrid nuclear energy systems are strongly anisotropic in large energy range with
complex energy spectrum structure. The hybrid evaluation nuclear data libraries in SuperMC include finegroup, coarse-group, fine-group and point-wise nuclear data with selecting suitable energy structure and
weight functions were developed. The physical effect was corrected including resonance self-shielding,
thermal neutron up-scattering and temperature Doppler effect.
SuperMC has been verified by more than 2000 benchmark models and experiments. Now SuperMC has been applied
in more than 30 major nuclear engineering projects.
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9 - Application of a new fast reactor for fission-fusion hybrid systems
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Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare - Sezione di Genova (Italy)
b
ENEA Casaccia, S. Maria di Galeria (Italy)
c
Consorzio CREATE Università di Napoli Federico II, Napoli (Italy)
d
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e
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1. Tokamak general characteristics
The aim of this work is to perform a feasibility study on a fusion-fission hybrid system based on a schematic tokamak
model with the following characteristics, as reported in fig. 1:
- The torus major radius is 350 cm (1);
- The orange region represents the D-T elliptical plasma (minor axis 120 cm (2), major axis 210 cm (3))
- The white region is (15 cm thick) the vacuum (4) between the plasma and the first wall;
- The light blue/green region is the first wall, composed by 5 cm AISI 316 steel, 3 cm light water and 5 cm AISI 316
steel (5);
- The yellow region is the 100 cm thick Lead-Lithium breeder;
- The green boundary is the 1.5 cm thick external wall (7);
- The ratio between major and minor axis is 1.75, in all elliptical sections.

Fig. 1: Schematic tokamak side view.

2. Hybrid system
The first step was the study the properties of the hybrid system adding two 35 cm thick and 520 cm height cylindrical
rings sub critical fission core around the first tokamak wall (black region) as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Transverse (left) and horizontal (right) sections of the hybrid system.

A fission reactor core zoom
is shown in Fig. 3 where it is
possible to see, the 1.5 x 1.5
cm2 elementary lattice,
the
0.357 cm MOX (75% Uranium
isotopes, 25% Pu isotopes) fuel
pins (purple), the 0.07 cm thick
AISI steel cladding (blue) and
the liquid lead coolant (green).
The composition of MOX fuel is
reported in Table 1.
The 14 MeV fusion neutrons are
simulated as isotropically emitted
from a mono-dimensional central
350 cm radius circumference
(see Fig. 4).

Fig. 3: Subcritical reactor core zoom, MOX fuel pins Table 1: MOX fuel composition vector
(purple), AISI steel cladding (blue), lead coolant
(green).

Fig. 4: Hybrid system horizontal (left) and vertical (right) sections in which it is possible to see the neutron source distribution.

The neutron source normalization factor has been evaluated assuming a monochromatic 14 MeV neutron flux impinging
on the first tokamak wall, for a thermal load of 0.5 MW/m2 The neutron fusion source term, neglecting scattered and
absorbed neutrons in the vacuum chamber, is 5.83 x 1019 n/s associated with a total fusion power of 160 MW.
The energy distribution of the neutron flux on the internal side (red line) and on the external side (blue line) of the
tokamak first wall is reported in Fig. 5: the overall wall effect is an energy dependent attenuation.

Fig. 5: Neutron flux energy distribution on the internal side (red line) and on the external side
(blue line) of the first tokamak wall.
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The effective multiplication factor keff and the thermal power behavior are reported as a function of the fission reactor
core thickness in figures 6 and 7: a rapid power increase is observed for keff>0.95 corresponding to a core thickness
> 34 cm.

Fig. 6: Fission reactor effective multiplication factor as a
function of the reactor core thickness.

Fig. 7: Fission reactor thermal power as a function of the
reactor core thickness.

For the following simulations, we have therefore chosen, as a reasonable safety level, a core thickness of 35 cm,
corresponding to an effective multiplication factor of 0.97 and a 2.5 GW fission reactor thermal power. The amplification
factor with respect to the fusion output power is 15.6.
The neutron flux and thermal power radial distributions are shown in figures 8 and 9 with the corresponding sampling
positions.

Fig. 8: Neutron flux radial distribution with the corresponding
sampling positions.

Fig. 9:
Fission reactor thermal power radial
distribution.

The energy distributions of the neutron flux for the innermost (red line) and the outermost (blue line) rod in the
cylindrical ring of the sub critical assembly are shown in Fig.10: we can see a small residual 14 MeV component in the
innermost position which is not present in the outermost position.

Fig. 10: Neutron flux energy distributions in the innermost position (red line) and in the outermost position (blue line) in the
fission reactor core.

3. Tritium breeding
We had also evaluated the tritium breeding for the fusion (tokamak, without fissile blanket) and for the hybrid
configurations: the tritium mass, as a function of the irradiation time for the two considered configurations, fusion (blue
line) and hybrid (fusion+fission, red line) is reported in Fig. 11,where the masses behavior is normalized to the total
Li/Pb (17% Li, 83% Pb) mixture mass (4.66 x 106 kg for the pure fusion configuration and 3.82 x 106 kg for the hybrid
configuration), which is different in the two considered configurations. For the hybrid case, during the evolution of the
system the multiplication coefficient keff and the fission power are decreasing over time, due to the burn-up of the
MOX fuel, without any fresh fuel replacement.

Fig. 11: Produced tritium mass in the breeder as a function of the irradiation time for the
fusion configuration (blue line) and for the hybrid configuration (red line) normalized to the
breeder masses.

For the considered tokamak (130 MW neutron power) we have a tritium production of about 3 kg/year which is not
enough to sustain the tokamak tritium consumption (9 kg/year). In the hybrid case the breeding is about 13 kg/year,
with a surplus of about 4 kg/year.
4. Preliminary evaluation and consequences of fuel burn-up
In the last part of this work we performed some
preliminary studies of the
fuel burn-up, in
particular we simulated the actinides radiotoxicity
as a function of the irradiation period (blue line)
compared with the pure decay radiotoxicity (red
line), as shown in Fig. 12. It is possible to see that,
after an irradiation period of 10y, the actinides
radiotoxicity returns close to its initial level.
The fuel burn-up also causes a decrease of the
fission effective multiplication factor keff which is
plotted as a function of the irradiation period in
Fig. 13. Maintaining keff and power level at the
same average values during burn-up will require
periodical replacement of a part of the irradiated
fuel with fresh one. Without refuelling, at the end
of an irradiation period of 10 y, we would obtain a
thermal power level of about 930 MW from fission
reactor.

Fig. 12 Actinides behavior as a function of irradiation time (blue line)
and as a function of decay time (red line).

5. Preliminary accidental analysis
FDS ( Fusion Driven System) is an intrinsically
safe system provided that criticality (keff=1) is
never reached. We have performed a preliminary
accidental analysis considering as a scenario the
complete loss of liquid metal in various regions of
the reactor, namely liquid Lead in the core and
Li/Pb mixture in some different breeding and

Fig. 13: Fission reactor effective multiplication factor as a function of the
irradiation period.
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cooling regions (see Fig.14) . The simulated keff values corresponding to these configurations are shown in table 2.

Table 2: Effective multiplication factor evaluation in the
different region without liquid metal.
Fig. 14 Hybrid system vertical view: the numbers indicate the
Li/Pb region considered in the accidental analysis.

The highest impact is due to the breeding region (2 in Fig. 14 internal to the tokamak, likely due to neutrons traveling
to this region not being absorbed anymore by the Lithium in the mixture. In order to obtain a higher safety level, we
have modified the design by emptying this internal breeding region and reducing at the same time the internal fission
reactor core thickness to 30 cm. In this configuration we got:
- keff=0.97, total power P=2.5 GW, (keff is mostly dependent from the internal core size)
The tritium breeding behavior as a function of the irradiation time in this new configuration is shown in Fig. 15 (yellow
line) compared with the previous configuration (red line) normalized to the total breeder mass. Tritium produced
masses in the three selected configurations are reported in Table 3.

Table 3: Tritium mass as a function of the irradiation period for the three different configurations, pure fusion (A),
hybrid (B) and hybrid depleted by Li/Pb mixture in region 2 of Fig. 14 (C)

Fig. 15: Produced tritium mass in the breeder as a function of the irradiation time for the
hybrid configuration (red line) and for the new hybrid configuration (yellow line) normalized
to the breeder masses.

Therefore in this new configuration, a similar tritium breeding level is obtained, while our simple analysis seems to
indicate that criticality accidents due to loss of liquid metal would be avoided.

6. Summary
We started from a tokamak of 130 MW neutron power corresponding to 0,5 MW/m2 first wall density power to study
a simple hybrid fusion-fission reactor model. The fission reactor is based on MOX fuel and liquid lead cooled. This
configuration allows the presence of a lead/lithium breeder around the reactor core. The lithium breeding is increased
in the fusion-fission configuration with respect to the fusion one due to the presence of a higher number of neutrons
circulating in the system. A preliminary fuel burn-up analysis has been preformed considering the actinides radiotoxicity
in the fuel as a function of the irradiation time in the system, and, as a consequence, the effective multiplication factor
of the fission reactor behavior as a function of the operation time. We finally performed a simple loss of coolant
accidental analysis in which we studied the effects of the liquid metals in the different regions of the hybrid system in
order to evaluate an eventual criticality scenario.
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10 - ST40 as a prototype of the fusion core for FFH: design and status of construction
M. Gryaznevich, S. McNamara, and Tokamak Energy Ltd. Team
Tokamak Energy Ltd, 120A Olympic Avenue, Milton Park, Abingdon, OX14 4SA, UK

A new generation high field spherical tokamak, ST40, is currently under construction at Tokamak Energy Ltd. (TE).
The main parameters of ST40 are: R0=0.4–0.6m, A=1.7–2.0, Ipl=2MA, Bt=3T, ϰ=2.5. It will have liquid nitrogen cooled
copper magnets, up to 2MW of auxiliary heating power, and a pulse length of ~1s when operating at full power. ST40
aim to demonstrate burning plasma condition parameters (nTτE) and may also be suitable for DT operations in future
to provide up to 3x1017n/s, so could be a prototype of a compact Fusion neutron source or a core of a Fusion-Fission
hybrid (FFH). The main physics and engineering challenges are caused by the high toroidal field, relatively high plasma
current, and wall and divertor power loads and are discussed. The status of construction is presented.
Keywords: spherical tokamak, fusion neutron source, hybrid reactor.
1. Introduction
Advances in the development of high temperature superconductors (HTS) [1], and an indication of a strong favorable
dependence of electron transport on higher toroidal field (TF) in Spherical Tokamaks (ST) [3], open new prospects for a
high field ST as a compact fusion reactor. The combination of the high β, the ratio of the plasma pressure to magnetic
pressure, which has been achieved in STs [4], and the high TF that can be produced by HTS TF magnets, could clear a
path to lower–volume fusion devices, in accordance with the fusion power scaling proportional to β2Bt4V. Such compact
high field STs have been considered as a Fusion neutron source [6,7] and a core of a Fusion-Fission hybrid.
STs have typically operated at toroidal magnetic fields around 0.3–0.5T. Recent upgrades to NSTX, Globus–M and
MAST will bring them up to 1T fields. However, in order to reach high fusion performance in an ST, higher fields of 3–5T,
or above, will be needed. Due to subsequent large forces and space limitations in a compact device, constructing an
ST operating at such fields will require innovative engineering solutions and the use of HTS may resolve some of these
issues. As a first step, to develop and test solutions to some of the major engineering challenges, TE has designed
ST40, which uses conventional copper magnets cooled to liquid nitrogen (LN2) temperatures and will operate at fields
up to 3T. At lower fields of ~ 1.5T, which is sufficient for an intense Fusion neutron source [7], much longer pulses may
be performed, giving a chance to assess confinement at steady-state conditions and current drive.
2. ST40 design
The overall structure of ST40 is shown in Fig. 1. The main components are the inner and the outer vacuum chambers
(described in Section 2.1.), and the toroidal and poloidal field coils (Section 2.2.). The outer vacuum chamber is
supported by four legs and the entire assembly sits on top of the assembly platform (only partly visible in Fig. 1), which
provides enough elevation to allow access underneath the device. The outer vessel acts as a cryostat to keep the TF
and other coils at LN2 temperature. Outer PF coils will also be LN2 cooled.

Fig. 1. Cutaway view (left) and outside view (right) of ST40 with the main components labelled.

2.1. Inner and outer vacuum chamber
ST40 will have a two-chamber vacuum system that consists of the inner vacuum chamber (IVC) and the outer vacuum
chamber (OVC), illustrated in Fig. 1. The IVC is made of 10 mm thick stainless steel, apart from the centre tube (left
panel of Fig. 2) that is made of 4 mm thick Inconel. On the high-field-side (HFS), the plasma will be limited by a set of
eight fine grain graphite limiters (not shown in Fig.1 and not yet installed in Fig. 2) that cover the entire height of the
centre tube. On the low-field-side (LFS) the stainless steel of the IVC is the main plasma facing surface.
For plasma operations, the IVC
(cf. right panel of Fig. 2) will be
pumped down to ~10-8 mbar
pressure. 3x10-7 mbar has been
already achieved with only a few
hours of baking up to 160° C
and before any glow discharge
cleaning (GDC). The vacuum
within the OVC will be substantially
lower, around 10-4 mbar. The
main purposes of the secondary
vacuum are: (i) to prevent icing
of the TF magnets when they are
cooled to LN2 temperatures, and
(ii) to work as an insulator between
Fig. 2. Photos of the centre post of the device (left) and
the IVC and the OVC, particularly
the entire ST40 inner vacuum chamber (right) ready to be
during the IVC baking.
baked in the baking stove
2.2. Coils
All the coils of ST40 are made of copper. It is a tried and tested magnet material with good structural strength and
conductivity, particularly at liquid nitrogen temperatures.
The TF magnet of ST40 consists of 24 turns arranged in 8 limbs of 3 turns each, all connected in series. All the turns
are connected to the centre post with flexible demountable joints. The centre post itself consists of 24 copper wedges
with a 15-degree twist in each to allow connecting one TF turn to the next. This design avoids the need for a TF
compensating coil. The centre post, with its 24 wedges, is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3. The central solenoid,
to be wound on the centre post, is not shown in the photo.
Another innovative solution is to design the TF return limbs in the shape of constant tension curve. This design minimizes
the difference in the vertical expansion of the centre post and the return limbs over the permitted temperature rise
during operations. Consequently, it helps minimize movement in the critical flexi-joints that connect the return limbs
to the centre post wedges. One of the three turns of the TF return limbs and one of a single limb are shown in the top
panel of Fig. 3.
On the LFS of the device, ST40 has three pairs of poloidal field (PF) coils (cf. Fig. 1), each positioned symmetrically
relative to the midplane. Together with the divertor coils, located near the high-field-side top and bottom corners of
the IVC, the PF coils are used for controlling the plasma current, position, and shape.

Fig. 3. Photos of a copper TF return limb (top) and of the entire
centre post with its 24 TF wedges (bottom).

Operating a small device with strong magnetic fields will result in large forces on the TF coils both in-plane (J×B forces
due to the interaction between current in the TF coil and the toroidal magnetic field) and out-of-plane (J×B forces due
to TF coil current and poloidal magnetic field from the PF coils). To accommodate these forces, ST40 has two large
stainless steel rings on the OVC. Each of the TF return limb is attached to both of these rings with two carbon fiber
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straps. In addition, there are two torque plates, one at the top and one at the bottom of the device, with eight carbon
fiber straps each, to add extra support against twisting.
In order to obtain high toroidal fields in the plasma, it is desirable to use most of the centre post for the TF coils. As a
result, ST40 will only have a minimal central solenoid. Unlike in most conventional tokamaks, the solenoid is not used
for inductive start-up. Instead, its purpose is to help maintain the flattop current and, thus, extend the length of the
pulse.
For start-up, ST40 will use a method called merging compression (MC) [5] that was first developed for START [9] and
later used on MAST [10]. For that purpose, the design includes two in-vessel merging compression coils (see Fig. 1).
In the MC plasma start-up, the plasma is first formed as two rings around two MC coils by rapidly ramping down the
current in them. As the current in the coils vanishes, they are no longer able hold on to the plasma rings that at that
point carry a significant amount of current. Due to the mutual attraction between the currents in the two rings, the
rings then merge at the midplane. During the merging, reconnection of the magnetic fields of the two rings results in
magnetic energy being converted into plasma thermal energy. This hot plasma is then compressed along the major
radius using the PF coils.
All the coils are actively cooled, initially with water. Later on, liquid nitrogen can be used in all the coils except for the
top two pairs of PF coils. This will enable extending the pulse length from ~1s to ~5s.
2.3. Power supplies
All ST40 power supplies incorporate capacitors for storing energy to
enable their short pulsed outputs. The merging compression power
supply (PS) uses high voltage metallised polypropylene capacitors, while
the power supplies for all the other coils use ultracapacitors due to their
ability to store large amount of energy. The merging compression PS is
a simple power supply: it has a thyristor single shot high voltage system
with a diode freewheel. When the thyristor is triggered, the stored energy
from the capacitors resonates with the coil to generate a damped sine
wave current waveform.
The power supplies connected to the other coils are more sophisticated.
Their output can be controlled during a pulse using a differential input
signal. The power supply of the TF coils uses multiple parallel buck
converters with Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) switches to
create a maximum 250kA output current, whilst the others have H-Bridge
inverters and, hence, benefit from full 4-quadrant output capability.

Fig. 4. TF power supply charger (left) and part of
the TF ultracapacitor banks (right).

2.4. Diagnostics
The diagnostic setup of ST40 consists of a wide array
of diagnostics from machine monitoring (e.g. vacuum
measurements, mass spectrometer, fast ion gauge,
thermocouples, position monitoring, TF joint testing)
to plasma diagnostics. An extensive set of magnetic
diagnostic, together with controllable power supplies
(recall Sec. 2.3.), will allow current, position, and shape
control during the pulse. Signals from the magnetic
diagnostic will also be used for post-pulse equilibrium
reconstruction. ST40 will have: two sets of poloidal
magnetic field probes (34 probes per set), 19 flux loops,
Rogowski coils (two for plasma current, one for each
Fig. 5. Top-down view of ST40 indicating the locations of some
magnet, one for OVC, four for MC coil supports), 44
of its diagnostics.
saddle coils, and two diamagnetic coils.
Several cameras will also be installed. There are two visible light cameras: a fast camera with a frame rate of 10000fps
(with the resolution of 256×256 pixels), and a high resolution camera with 90fps (2048×2048 pixels). In addition, an
infrared camera and a multifoil soft X-ray (SXR) camera system with three cameras will be available. Every SXR camera
will have four diodes with different filters, each detecting the signals from the same 20 lines-of-sight. The viewing cones
of the three cameras overlap and, hence, lend themselves for tomographic reconstruction.
Other diagnostics include a spectrometer with impurity Doppler measurements, 195μm interferometer with two linesof-sight (one vertical and one horizontal), hard X-ray spectrometer, neutron spectrometer, NPA, ECE imaging, and ECE
Doppler radiometer. The toroidal locations of some of the above-mentioned diagnostics are shown in Fig. 5.

2.5. Divertor
One of the challenges for compact fusion reactors are the potentially prohibitively high power loads on the divertor.
In spherical tokamaks, operating in a double-null divertor (DND) configuration practically isolates the inner scrape-offlayer (SOL) from the outer scrape-off-layer. As particles and energy mostly escape the plasma from the HFS, most of
the power loads are shared by the upper and lower outer divertor plates. This helps with the power loads because the
outer divertor has more surface area than the inner divertor. It also has more space in which to implement advanced
divertor configurations.
ST40 will operate in a DND configuration with graphite divertor tiles and cryo-pumping of the divertor region. Active
vertical control will be used, and liquid nitrogen cooled passive plates will be installed to stabilise the highly elongated
plasma.
3. ST40 operational objectives
The goals of ST40 are: (i) to demonstrate the feasibility of constructing and operating a high field ST, (ii) to show the
benefits of a high field in an ST, and (iii) to achieve fusion relevant conditions, i.e., a high nTτE.
As mentioned earlier, ST40 will use the merging compression plasma formation method. Empirical scaling, based on
experimental data from existing devices predicts that the plasma temperature resulting from merging compression
is proportional to the square of the merging poloidal magnetic field [11]12[12]. In ST40, this field will be at least
three times higher than in MAST, which demonstrated electron and ion temperatures up to 1.2keV. Therefore, the
expectation of multi-keV temperatures is justified. Moderate extrapolation of the achievable plasma current from MAST
and START data predicts achievement of 2MA in ST40 with the support from the central solenoid and the current
driven by neutral beam injection. As the ST40 operating regime assumes densities in 1–5·1020m-3 range, conditions
close to burning plasma requirements (nTτE > 3·1021) are expected, providing that the plasma confinement will follow
optimistic predictions based on MAST and NSTX data.
4. Fusion as a neutron source
A potential near term application of nuclear fusion is as a powerful source of energetic neutrons. No longer bound by
the stringent requirement to produce commercially competitive net energy a fusion neutron source (FNS) could explore
novel operating regimes and be developed relatively quickly, using current, or near-term technologies. ST40, as a
prototype FNS, would be an invaluable proof of principle and intermediary commercial application of fusion.
For devices designed for non-electrical applications the critical performance measure is the fusion power density, Pf .
A high Pf allows the device size and ultimately the cost to be minimised and enables deployment across a diverse
range of potential applications. A general FNS design procedure is presented below, comprised of two key sections.
Firstly, it is instructive to determine the plasma conditions that maximise Pf .These optimum plasma conditions are
then used as the basis of a FNS design by applying established tokamak stability and operational limits, and a guidance
for the operational window of ST40.
4.1 Maximising Pf at a fixed plasma pressure
In a purely thermonuclear system, operating with equal parts
deuterium and tritium Pf scales with the plasma pressure,
as Pf ~ p2 , with the performance dictated by the maximum
p at which the device can stably operate. In the 1970s it
was demonstrated [13,14] that at fixed pressure Pf can be
raised above the equivalent thermonuclear level by taking
advantage of the high reactivity of beam-plasma reactions.
In these beam-driven systems the fusion output is dominated
by beam-plasma reactions and the primary role of the
confined plasma is to act as a suitable target for the beam
to react with while thermalising. The requirements on the
plasma confinement are, therefore, significantly more lenient
than those of high gain operation. This result is encapsulated
Fig.6 Originally published in [13]. Dependence of Pf and
by Fig.6, which shows the dependence of Pf and the energy
Qf on confinement. The conditions for maximising Pf are
markedly different from those required for high gain.
gain, Qf , on the target plasma confinement, quantified as
neτe in a fixed pressure system sustained against energy
losses by deuterium neutral beam injection (NBI). At high confinement, the heating power is low and the system
resembles a conventional thermonuclear one. As neτe is reduced more heating power is required to maintain p and
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beam-plasma reactions become increasing significant. This is reflected by the increase in the optimum target plasma
tritium composition, nT/ni top curve in Fig.6.
A further notable characteristic of such systems is the temperature dependence of Pf and the corresponding optimum
neτe, both of which favour lower target plasma temperatures, scaling approximately as Pf ~ p2/T2 and neτe~T. Other
considerations, such as the reduction in Qf and increase in the target density at lower T, mean the optimum temperature
for maximising Pf at fixed plasma pressure is in the range T = 4-8keV [13,14].
While this appears to represent a highly desirable optimisation, it’s applicability to practical device design is limited, the
large increase in the applied beam power needed to raise Pf , not previously given due consideration and particularly
relevant to compact devices, means any optimisation at fixed pressure ultimately requires further restrictions on the
beam power to be applied, to make more feasible a practical application on ST40.
4.2 Restricting the power
The externally applied heating power density, Pext, is related to the total thermal power density escaping the plasma
via the scrape off layer by Pthermal = Pext + fa Pa -Prad, where Pa and Prad are, respectively, the alpha and radiated power
densities and fa is the fraction of confined alphas. For a fixed plasma and device geometry Pthermal is limited by either
materials or stability considerations. Fixing Pthermal along with p restricts the operational space and yields a different set
of optimum conditions to those at fixed p only. This can be seen in Fig.7, which shows as Pf a function of neτe at fixed
p only and under the additional constraint of fixed Pthermal .
At fixed Pthermal , Pf no longer scales as T -2, as reducing T
no longer allows for an increase in the beam power. The
optimum plasma conditions of maximising Pf reduce to a
single point, with the optimum T, nT/ni , Qf and neτe all being
approximately constant along contours of p2/Pthermal. This
ratio is related to the ratio of thermonuclear (~p2) to beamplasma (~ pb ~ Pthermal ) fusion reactions. Rather than varying
smoothly from a beam driven to a thermonuclear system
as p2/ Pthermal is increased, there exist two distinct regimes
of operation, separated by a discontinuity in the optimum
conditions. The defining characteristics of each regime are
summarised in Table.1. In the beam-plasma regime maximum
Pf is realised when operating with a pure tritium target
plasma and precise control of the level of edge recycling and
prompt loss of the thermalised beam ions is required. In the
thermonuclear regime, the system is less sensitive to nT/ni but
higher confinement is needed. At the boundary between the
two regimes there is a discontinuity in the optimum plasma
conditions, with nT/ni jumping from 0.81 to 1.

Fig.7

Pf at fixed p only (dashed curves) and at fixed

Pthermal (solid curves).

4.3 High power density device optimisation

By applying established tokamak stability and
operational limits the optimum plasma conditions
are used to inform a high Pf device design study.
The optimisation procedure aims to reduce the
dimensionality of the possible design space to
simplify what would otherwise be a perplexing
search for the optimal configuration. A summary of
the model is given here before being applied to an
example device design, which could be a next step
after ST40.
Within the model there is significant scope to
Table.1 Characteristics of the two distinct operating regimes.
apply different stability and operational limits. The
optimisation procedure applied here is as follows.
The first wall neutron flux and total fusion power output are specified. Taking the triangularity as δ = 0.5 and the
elongation as κ= 0.9 κmax, where κmax =2.4 + 65 exp [ -A/0.376] [15] and A is the aspect ratio, allows the range of
possible devices geometries to be determined and quantified by the major radius, R0. As R0 is increased A, and
therefore κ, must be reduced to maintain the plasma surface area and first wall neutron flux. As a result, the plasma
volume is inversely related to R0. By imposing a limit on Pthermal, the plasma pressure at which the device must operate

to achieve the specified fusion output can be determined using the optimum conditions already derived. For this
investigation, Pthermal is limited by the thermal power flux crossing the separatrix, Γthermal, although another limit, such as
the power flowing to the divertor region, could be imposed.
The normalised plasma beta is taken as bN=2/3 bNideal, where bNideal is the ideal-wall beta limit given in [16]. As the plasma
conditions (T, ne, PNBI, etc) are already known, the NBI driven current, INBI , can be estimated using standard expressions
(either based on kinetic estimates [17], as used here, or using a dimensionless current drive efficiency, such as [18]).
This current can be reduced by increasing the component of the beam that is injected perpendicular to the magnetic
field and this initial injection angle acts as a further optimisation parameter that serves to modify INBI. Assuming fully
non-inductive current drive, fbs + fNBI =1, taking fbs=0.04 e-0.5bNqa [19], where qa is the edge safety factor, and applying
the Sykes-Troyon beta limit [20] the safety factor can be determined as a function of R0, Γthermal and INBI. The toroidal
beta, bT , may then be calculated, which in turns gives the toroidal field,bT0= √(P/bT ). Finally, the total plasma current is
found using IP = INBI /(1--fbs ). This procedure reduces the dimensionality of the design space to 3 parameters: Γthermal, INBI
and R0 . In this design space, various physics checks are applied, such as ensuring that qa>2.2 and the electron density
is below the Greenwald density limit, ne,20 < nG= IP/Pa2.
For fixed values of R0 the confinement enhancement factors, Hfac , relative to both the ITER-98P(y,2) and Petty
b-independent [21] confinement time scalings are calculated as a function of Γthermal and INBI. Along contours of fixed,
Hfac the optimum point is chosen as that which minimises the value of Pthermal . An example of the optimisation output is
shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In the example considered, the first wall neutron flux is 1MWm-2 and the total fusion power
output is 75MW.

Fig.8 Optimum device parameters as a function of R0 and Hfac
when applying the ITER-98p(y,2) confinement scaling. In the
top right plot the triangle markers show BTO and the circles IP.

Fig.9 Same a Fig.8 but with the Petty
confinement time scaling applied.

b-independent

For the design point considered the optimum plasma conditions were predominantly those that allowed for contributions
to Pf from both beam-plasma and thermonuclear reactions (ie in the ‘thermonuclear’ regime of Table.1). Only at the
lowest levels of confinement and when applying the ITER-98P(y,2) confinement scaling did the optimum point lie in the
pure beam-plasma regime, where nT/ni =1. The toroidal field and plasma current are only weakly dependent on the
level of confinement and predominantly determined by the device size. At larger R0 the plasma pressure must increase
to compensate for the reduced plasma volume which, coupled with the reduced bT at lower aspect ratio, leads to the
increased bT0. The parameter most sensitive to the confinement is the applied beam power and, therefore, Qf. Larger
devices benefit from increased energy gain, however, the additional electrical and cryogenic power required to produce
the increased toroidal field would result in a reduction in the overall plant efficiency and a higher ‘cost per neutron’.
The optimisation presented could easily be extended to include more sophisticated parameter dependencies and
additional considerations and significantly simplifies the multidimensional search for the optimum device configuration.
5. Summary
Tokamak Energy Ltd. is currently constructing ST40, a spherical tokamak with R0=0.4–0.6m, A=1.7–2.0, Ipl=2MA, Bt=3T,
ϰ=2.5. The device will be equipped with up to two 40keV, 1MW neutral beam injectors, and could be suitable for DT
operations in future. The ultimate goal of ST40 is to demonstrate burning plasma condition parameters (nTτE). It will
also be used to develop and test solutions to some of the major engineering challenges in constructing compact high
field spherical tokamaks and to demonstrate feasibility of a compact high-field ST as a FNS and a core of a FFH reactor.
The pulse length in the first stage with water-cooled magnets will be ~1s of full power operation but, later on, when
using LN2 cooling, that can be substantially increased to address confinement and current drive issues. The presented
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optimisation procedure, extending the work done in 1970th by Jassby et al, results in more realistic requirements for
future next steps.
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11 - The Reversed Field Pinch as Neutron Source for Fusion-Fission Hybrid Systems:
Strengths and Issues
R. Piovan1*, C. Bustreo1, L. Carraro1, D. Escande1, S. Martini1, M.E. Puiatti1, M. Valisa1, G. Zollino1
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The fusion reactor remains one of the long term, ultimate solution of energy production. This requires to control fusion
reaction with an energy gain Q > 30 – 40. The tokamak configuration is nowadays the most investigated path to this
goal.
Meanwhile a proposed interim carbon-free solution, with the merit of nuclear waste transmutation, is the hybrid fusionfission reactor, in which sub-critical fission is activated by fast neutron generated in a fusion reactor. In this case fusion
could be produced in a device with lower Q, roughly of the order of one.
The Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) is an alternative configuration to tokamak and stellarator for the future fusion reactor.
Its disruption-free configuration, the need of a much weaker toroidal magnetic field and the capability of reaching
thermonuclear temperatures without additional heating, are significant advantages in a commercial reactor.
While RFP plasmas have yet an energy confinement too low for a high Q reactor, reaching Q near 1 might be reasonable
for a RFP machine with an appropriate R&D activity. Starting from the present knowledge in RFP configuration, the
experimental results from the different machines and the theoretical advancement obtained in the last years, an analysis
is presented on the possibility to use the RFP configuration as a fast neutron generator. The advantages of this solution
with respect to the tokamak – no disruption, toroidal field coils at room temperature and reduced size with more space
for breeding blanket, superconductors limited to the magnetizing coil and no divertor - and the possible issues- steady
state operation, for example - will be highlighted in the paper.
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12 - Analysis of safety problem in Fusion Reactors
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Given the urgent need to converge on precise guidelines for accident management in nuclear fusion plants, in this
paper, the authors will analyze the problem related to the choice of possible candidate materials for the nuclear
fusion plants like International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), DEMOnstration power plant (DEMO), or
PROTOtype power plant (PROTO). Fusion power is a promising long-term candidate to supply the energy needs of
humanity. From the safety point of view, nuclear fusion holds inherent and potential safety advantages over other energy
sources. In magnetic confinement devices, the plasma edge and surrounding material surfaces provide a buffer zone
between the high temperature conditions in the plasma core and the normal “terrestrial” environment. The interaction
between the plasma edge and the surrounding surfaces profoundly influences the conditions in the plasma core and
is the principal key engineering issue. Robust solutions to plasma–material interactions (PMIs) issues are required to
realize a commercially attractive fusion reactor. PMIs critically affect tokamak operation in many ways. Erosion by the
plasma determines the lifetime of plasma-facing components (PFCs) and generates a source of impurities, which cool
and dilute the plasma. Deposition of material onto PFCs alters their surface composition and can lead to long-term
accumulation of large in-vessel tritium inventories. Dusts are currently produced in the existing plants like JET (and will
also be in the future ones like ITER, DEMO, and PROTO) by PMIs. Thus, the issues related to the PFCs of the first wall
of the nuclear fusion plants area topic that the Quantum Electronics and Plasma Physics Research Group (QEP) have
been studying for more than a decade. The QEP has developed, in collaboration with ENEA FUS-Tech Department,
a facility (STARDUST) to study the problem of dust mobilization and resuspension and after that has implemented the
facility into the new one (STARDUST-U). In this paper the authors will present the main scientific achievements get with
this experiments together with an analysis on how huge and important are the uses of these results in different scientific
fields.

13 - Safety assessment of critical and subcritical systems with fast neutron spectrum
A.Rineiski

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology - andrei.rineisky@kit.edu

New designs for critical and subcritical systems with fast neutron spectrum are considered currently. Many are not in
their most reactive configuration. In case of a strong material redistribution due to a hypothetical accident the reactivity
may increase and lead to a power excursion. Then a possible mechanical energy release should be evaluated. Several
fast spectrum neutron system types and possible accident scenario’s are considered in the presentation. Methods
and codes for their safety assessment are highlighted. Possible design measures for particular fast reactor types are
discussed. Some results of safety assessments are shown.
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14 - MYRRHA Project Status and New Implementation Plan.
A new Large Research Infrastructure in a Small Innovative Country.
Challenges & Opportunities
Hamid Aït Abderrahim, Didier De Bruyn

SCK-CEN Boeretang 200, BE-2400, Mol, Belgium

Abstract
Since 1998 SCK•CEN is developing the MYRRHA project as an accelerator driven system (ADS) based on the leadbismuth eutectic (LBE) as a coolant of the reactor and a material for its spallation target. MYRRHA is a flexible fastspectrum pool-type research irradiation facility, also serving since the FP5 EURATOM framework as the backbone of
the Partitioning & Transmutation (P&T) strategy of the European Commission concerning the ADS development in the
third pillar of this strategy. MYRRHA is proposed to the international community of nuclear energy and nuclear physics
as a pan-European large research infrastructure in ESFRI to serve as a multipurpose fast spectrum irradiation facility for
various fields of research. In this paper, we present the current design of MYRRHA and the updated implementation
strategy, showing that challenges can be turned into opportunities.
Introduction
SCK•CEN is at the forefront of Heavy Liquid Metal (HLM) nuclear technology worldwide with the development of
the MYRRHA ADS. MYRRHA (Aït Abderrahim et al, 2007, 2012, 2013) is a flexible fast-spectrum pool-type research
irradiation facility cooled by LBE, and was identified by SNETP (www.snetp.eu) as the European Technology Pilot Plant
for the Lead-cooled Fast Reactor. MYRRHA is also serving since the FP5 EURATOM framework as the backbone of the
P&T strategy of the European Commission based on the "Four Building Blocks at Engineering level" and fostering the
R&D activities in EU related to the ADS (in the third building block) and the associated HLM technology developments.
MYRRHA is proposed to the international community of nuclear energy and nuclear physics as a pan-European large
research infrastructure in ESFRI to serve as a multipurpose fast spectrum irradiation facility for various fields of research
such as: transmutation of High-Level Waste (HLW), material and fuel research for Generation IV reactors, material for
fusion energy, innovative radioisotopes development and production. As such, MYRRHA is since 2010 on the high
priority list of the ESFRI roadmap (http://www.esfri.eu/roadmap-2016).
Since 1998 SCK•CEN is developing the MYRRHA project as an ADS based on the LBE as a coolant of the reactor
and a material for its spallation target. The nominal design power of the MYRRHA reactor is 100 MWth. It is driven
in sub-critical mode (keff = 0.95) by a high power proton accelerator based on LINAC technology delivering a proton
beam in CW mode of 600 MeV proton energy and 2.5 mA intensity. The choice of LINAC technology is dictated by
the unprecedented reliability level required by the ADS application. In the MYRRHA requirements, the proton beam
delivery should be guaranteed with a maximum number of 10 beam trips lasting more than 3 seconds for a period of
3 months corresponding to the operating cycle of the MYRRHA facility. Since 2005, SCK•CEN and Belgium opened
the MYRRHA project for the EU Member States for participation as well as to the major nuclear power countries for
participation in the development of MYRRHA and further on during the construction and operation periods.
In this paper, we present the present status of the MYRRHA project in terms of design of its sub-critical reactor and
high-level power accelerator, licensing, and perspective of implementation. We develop the new implementation
strategy of the MYRRHA project as endorsed by Belgian authorities from end of 2015 on. We also present some of the
many challenges an innovative project has to face and how some of them can be turned into opportunities.
ADS Activity in Europe
R&D activities in the field of P&T are conducted in Europe in major nuclear energy countries since the beginning of
the 60’s and interest for ADS gained a larger interest from the 90’s on, for energy production combined with HLW
transmutation or for each objective separately.
Many ADS programmes, designs and experimental facilities helping to understand and to master the various aspects
of ADS were conducted during the last two decades in Europe; several of them leading to the physical construction of
an ADS facility, like the MUSE experiments in France (M. Salvatores et al., “MUSE-1: A First Experiment at MASURCA
to Validate Physics of Sub-critical Multiplying Systems Relevant to ADS,” IAEA Technical Document No. 985, Vienna,
Austria, pp. 430-436, 1997), the YALINA experiments in Belarus (H. Kiyavitskaya . et al., H. Kiyavitskaya (Experimental
and Theoretical Research on Transmutation of Long-Lived Fission Products and Minor Actinides in a Sub-critical
Assembly Driven by a Neutron Generator,” Evaluation Form for Annual Reports of ISTC Projects: Project #B-070-98,
1 September 1998) and the GUINEVERE facility at SCK•CEN Mol in the frame of a partnership between Belgium
and France (H. Aït Abderrahim, P. Baeten, et al (2007); The GUINEVERE-project at the VENUS facility, Conference

proceedings "Utilisation and Reliability of High Power Proton Accelerators”, Mol, Belgium, May 2007).
The European framework programmes and strategy
Since the beginning of the years 2000, many European member states are conducting strong national programmes in
P&T with innovative nuclear systems with fast reactors or ADS among others. In the FP5 framework programme (2000
– 2005) many projects related to the same topics were conducted but with a loose coordination or streamlining and no
objectives towards the realisation of common large facilities for P&T.
In Europe there is a strong interest to explore the potential scientific, technical and industrial possibilities of P&T.
Integrating the total European efforts (European Commission & Member States) was therefore compulsory in order
to speed up the development and put the European R&D at lead in this field. A Thematic Network project, called
ADOPT, was launched in the second call of FP5, fostering the efforts within the EC FP5 projects and also in structuring
the national programmes towards joint objectives.
The specific objectives of ADOPT were:
• to promote consistency between P&T FP5 projects and national programmes;
• to define rules for dissemination of information and access to national R&D programme data;
• to review results of the P&T FP5 projects and avoid duplications;
• to identify gaps in the overall programme;
• to inform the members about the ongoing activities in P&T and ADS outside the EU (International Organisations,
USA, Japan, Korea, among others) and finally
• to give input to future research proposals and guidelines for further R&D orientation.
To fulfil its objectives ADOPT was organised in five Clusters:
• PARTITION with the projects PYROREP, PARTNEW and CALIXPART (all lead by CEA);
• FUETRA with the projects CONFIRM (lead by KTH), THORIUM (lead by NRG) and FUTURE (lead by CEA);
• TRANSMUTATION: DESIGN with the project PDS-XADS (lead by AREVA NP;
• BASTRA with the projects MUSE (lead by CEA), N-_TOF-ND-ADS (lead by CERN) and HINDAS (lead by UCL);
• TESTRA with the projects SPIRE (lead by CEA), TECLA (lead by ENEA), MEGAPIE -TEST (lead by FZK) and
ASCHLIM (lead by SCK•CEN).
The return of experience from ADOPT led in the next framework programme (FP6) to the creation of the largest ever
project in EURATOM FP: the EUROTRANS Integrated Project (2005 – 2010), with 48 partners, a total budget of ~43 M€
(from which ~23 M€ budget from EC), subdivided in five technical domains and one management and coordination
domain. EUROTRANS (Knebel et al, 2009, De Bruyn et al, 2010, Mansani et al, 2010) was coordinated by FZK with
support of SCK•CEN, ENEA, CEA and CIEMAT.
More important is the establishment of the EC strategy for industrial deployment of P&T, where the EC and EU
Member States R&D activities were fostered towards moving the level of demonstration from lab scale to pre-industrial
engineering level for the four steps so called four “building blocks” (BB), listed below:
1. Demonstration of the capability to process a sizable amount of spent fuel from commercial LWRs in order to
separate plutonium, uranium and minor actinides (MA);
2. Demonstration of the capability to fabricate at a semi-industrial level the dedicated fuel needed MA heavily
loaded for dedicated transmuter;
3. Design and construction of one or more dedicated transmuters, MYRRHA (for ADS route) and ASTRID (for SFR
route);
4. Development of Pyro-reprocessing of the dedicated fuel unloaded from the transmuter.
The EC contributes to the four BB and fosters the national programmes towards this strategy for demonstration at
engineering level. Belgium contributes to the EC P&T strategy by focusing on the third BB through the realisation
of MYRRHA as a pre-industrial ADS demonstrator and R&D facility.
MYRRHA at a glance
The project consists in the creation of a large international research infrastructure (LRI) in the field of nuclear sciences,
which will be used for the next 40 years at least. This facility consists of a 600 MeV – 2.5 mA proton linear accelerator
(LINAC), a spallation target and a LBE cooled reactor able to operate in subcritical and critical mode.
This highly innovative and multidisciplinary research infrastructure will be used for:
• Testing and developing the transmutation of long-life and most toxic radionuclides in spent nuclear fuel in
order to reduce their radiotoxicity in volume (with a factor 100) and in time (from hundreds of thousands
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of years to a few centuries – a factor 1,000) compared to the current management options. The need for
geological waste disposal still exists but transmutation reduces the technical requirements because a smaller
volume is stored for a smaller amount of time. That way, transmutation has a positive impact on safety as well
as on the economic cost;
• Securing the continuous production of radio-isotopes for medical applications due to an increasing demand
worldwide, and in order to produce more efficient and high-quality radio-isotopes;
• Carrying out materials research and tests for the current and future nuclear fission reactors as well as nuclear
fusion technology;
• Providing a multifunctional accelerator for fundamental and applied research.
In 2010, the Belgian Government took the
decision to support the MYRRHA project for
further development with a specific endowment
of 60 M€2010. Furthermore, it was envisaged to
contribute to its construction at a level of 40% of
the total cost. The MYRRHA design as worked out
in the FP7 Central Design Team project (D. De
Bruyn, R. Fernandez, L. Mansani, A. Woaye-Hune,
M. Sarotto & E. Bubelis (2012) The Fast-spectrum
Transmutation Experimental Facility FASTEF: Main
Design Achievements (Part 1: Core & Primary
System) Within The FP7-CDT Collaborative Project
Of The European Commission, 2012 International
Congress on Advances in Nuclear Power Plants
(ICAPP '12), Chicago (Illinois, USA), American
Nuclear Society (CD-ROM), paper 12014, 11221130) , the successor for design activities of the
Fig. 1 : The three components of the MYRRHA facility
EUROTRANS project in FP6), served as a starting
point for the further design work of the MYRRHA
primary system, the accelerator as well as for the design of
the auxiliary systems.
This resulted in mid-2014 in an updated MYRRHA primary
system design called “Rev. 1.6”. This version takes into
account stringent safety requirement imposed after the
Fukushima accident as well as a more advanced design of
the primary system based on design mechanical codes after
the conceptual stage. As a result of these elements, “Rev.
1.6” showed a substantial increase in the size of the MYRRHA
primary system and projected cost of construction (1.6
G€2014).
This led the SCK•CEN Board of Directors to request at the
end of 2014 the MYRRHA design team to revisit “Rev. 1.6”
with the objective to reduce the total of the cost of the project.
At the same time, it has been also requested to consider
various implementation scenarios for the realisation of the
project for spreading the investment costs and mitigating the
technological, cost and planning risks namely:
1.
Accelerator first and reactor later;
2.
Reactor first and accelerator later;
3.
Accelerator and reactor jointly deployed.

Fig. 2 : The MYRRHA reactor vessel and its internals

Two separate Evaluation Panels recommended as follows:
•
On the MYRRHA Primary System design:
o To continue developing the Primary System Design with a 100 MWth pool-type reactor derived from Rev. 1.6
with one innovative “In-vessel Fuel Handling Machine” (IVFHM) and an innovative Pressurised Heat Exchanger
system consisting of external double-wall heat exchangers with a monitored gap containing a conductive
medium.
o In parallel to further explore as backup option a 100 MWth innovative loop-type primary system with bottom

•

loading and employing conservative technical choices. This option includes more conventional double-wall
heat exchangers and will use an existing IVFHM concept.
On the MYRRHA Implementation Scenarios
o To pursue scenario 1 for realisation of MYRRHA, i.e. a phased implementation with Accelerator first & Reactor
later. In this scenario, the construction of the MYRRHA accelerator happens in two consecutive phases: 0-100
MeV (phase 1) followed by the 100-600 MeV sections (phase 2). The reactor (phase 3) is a separate phase and
can be executed in parallel with or after phase 2.

Fig. 3 : The MYRRHA accelerator (upper part is Phase 1, bottom part is Phase 2)

This strategy was then confirmed by the SCK•CEN Board of Directors. Based on the Final report of the Ad-hoc
evaluation group for the period 2010-2014, the Belgian Government decided in the meantime continuing to support
MYRRHA and granted SCK•CEN a new dedicated MYRRHA endowment of 40 M€ for 2016-2017 and has put forward
a milestone for decision by the end of 2017 by the Belgian Government for the further implementation of the MYRRHA
along the above mentioned deployment scenario.
The major key dates in the planning for the Phase 1 are:
2017:		
Conclude the contracts for components manufacturing
2022:		
End of components manufacturing by contractors
2022:		
Buildings exist on the Mol site
2022:		
Components assembly on the Mol site
2023-2024:
Commissioning, reliability & operational tests
2025:		
Start of operation of 100 MeV facility at full power
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Figure 4: High-level planning 2016 - 2030

Challenges and opportunities
Aiming to build a new LRI in a Small but Innovative Country is a very challenging task as one has to face:
• National competition with other innovative research sectors, with the handicap of being a “nuclear” project in
a country aiming to phase out nuclear power;
• European competition with the large countries (Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy) when it comes to
pretending to host a LRI;
• Nuclear energy heavy conservatism when it comes to technology choices (ADS vs Reactor, LBE vs Sodium,
Solid vs Liquid for the the spallation target, cyclotron vs LINAC, …);
It is therefore necessary to turn those challenges into opportunities through “endurance and perseverance to achieve
excellence” as such for SCK•CEN we created a worldwide Centre of Excellence in HLM technology addressing various
aspects related to the use of the LBE in reactor technology such as; chemistry, instrumentation, material corrosion,
robotics, CFD, components development, advanced materials development and qualification.
Conclusions
The high level waste (HLW) management through advanced option such as P&T, is a multinational problem and
endeavour and request an international collaboration. Joining efforts in this field will enhance the role of nuclear power
in the green energy mix of tomorrow. Addressing the nuclear waste issue through innovative solutions allows to attract
the young generation to the nuclear sector, guaranteeing the further successful use of nuclear technology if they dare
to challenge their elder mentors.
Belgium is contributing to an innovative approach for the treatment of the spent nuclear fuel of present nuclear power
plants under development within the EU strategy for P&T through the unique project MYRRHA. MYRRHA is based on
a sub-critical reactor Generation IV Lead Fast Reactor (LFR) technology requesting very unique expertise and facilities
in reactor as well as accelerator technologies. The MYRRHA reactor and its associated R&D facilities can benefit to the
LFR Generation IV deployment in particular for the Small Modular Reactor-LFR.
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Abstract
The development of stellarator-mirror fission-fusion hybrid concept is reviewed. The hybrid comprises a fusion neutron
source and a powerful sub-critical fast fission core. It is aimed for transmutation of spent nuclear fuel and safe fission
energy production. The stellarator part of the neutron source offers relatively good confinement for warm Maxwellian
deuterium plasma. The hot minority tritium ions are sustained in the plasma by radio-frequency heating or neutral beam
injection (NBI). Since high energy ions are poorly confined in stellarators, it is proposed to embed into the stellarator a
mirror trap with lower magnetic field. A scheme with NBI at the mirror ends is considered and studied numerically, and
the neutron generation intensity spatial distribution is computed. Energy balance calculations for the stellarator-mirror
system are performed. In a power plant scale the plasma part of the considered hybrid machine is rather compact
with a size comparable to existing fusion devices. An experimental device could be built in small scale for a proof-ofprinciple purpose, and even under these conditions it may have a positive power output. Neutron calculations have
been performed with the MCNPX code, and the principal design of the reactor part is made. Neutron leakage at outer
parts of the reactor is sufficiently reduced by employment of the borated water. The transmutation rates for the fuel
components are computed. A candidate for a combined stellarator-mirror system is a DRACON magnetic trap. For
high energy ions of tritium, computations of collisionless losses in the mirror part of a specific design of the DRACON
type trap indicate a sufficient level of tritium confinement. The Uragan-2M stellarator type device is used to check key
points of the stellarator-mirror concept. The magnetic configuration of a stellarator with an embedded magnetic mirror
is arranged by switching off one toroidal coil. The magnetic surfaces for such a case are predicted numerically and
measured experimentally. Plasma confinement is observed. The motion of fast particles magnetically trapped in the
embedded mirror is analyzed numerically with use of motional invariants. It is predicted that a weak radial electric field
is necessary to provide the confinement
Introduction
Fast neutron reactors are likely to play a key role in future nuclear power production. Such reactors consume the
abundant U238 instead of the scarce U235 and could supply the world with energy for many centuries. It is foreseen
that the majority of the reactors would be critical, i.e. self-sufficient in neutron balance. A most important reactor
characteristic, keff , the effective neutron multiplication factor, is unity for the stationary regime of the critical reactor
operation. In transient regimes keff should not exceed the value of 1+β, where β is the delayed neutron fraction. The
value of β is not big, e.g. for U235 and thermal neutrons it is 6.4×10-3. If the fuel is plutonium the number of delayed
neutrons is almost triple less. Americium fuel has even lesser. So, the critical fast reactors have much narrower frame of
safe operation then the light water reactors. It should be also mentioned that stabilizing effect of Doppler broadening
is absent for fast reactors.
The sub-critical reactors which are controlled by an external neutron source are more costly, but have certain advantages
before critical reactors. They offer an improved controllability of the chain fission reaction that boosts reactor safety. In a
sub-critical reactor the delayed neutrons are not as important as in a critical reactor, and, therefore, sub-critical reactors
can operate with a wider variety of fuels and also incinerate nuclear waste. Here a sub-critical fast reactor with a plasma
neutron source, i.e. a fusion driven system or fission-fusion hybrid (FFH), is considered. Several different concepts of
this type (see, e.g. [1-4]) are studied in the literature.
Fusion neutron source is a bit special since fusion, to be self-sufficient, requires more neutrons than it produces. Each
neutron generated in D-T fusion reaction is needed to produce an atom of tritium in a neutron reaction with lithium.
The tritium production could be moved to fission part of the hybrid. This is feasible since fission is reach in neutrons.
In other words, an external fusion neutron source is needed rather for fission reactor control than for neutron supply.
The neutrons are generated in hot magnetically confined D-T plasma. Since the fusion reaction is affected by a strong
Coulomb barrier between D and T nuclei, it become efficient starting from high plasma temperature, 5-10 keV. Such a
temperature can be obtained only in big plasma devices. This results in big amount of generated neutrons, sometimes
bigger of that is necessary for subcritical reactor control.
Another possibility exists to arrange neutron generation in more cold plasma with temperature 1-3 keV. This background
plasma could be chosen deuterium. Inside it, a hot minority population of tritium ions can be sustained with average
energy 60-150 keV which is optimum for neutron generation. Lower background plasma temperature means that a
smaller plasma device is necessary, and also neutron output is lower. The hot tritium ions should be heated continuously

to compensate their energy losses in Coulomb collisions with the background plasma. Operation of FFH could be
considered as amplification of fusion power by fission reactions. The amplification factor can be calculated from the
global neutron balance in fission reactor:

(1)
Here Efis≈200 MeV and Efus≈17.6 MeV are fission and fusion energy release, ν is the average number of neutrons
released in fission reaction, φ* is the efficiency of fusion neutron penetration to the reactor core. For the value of keff
which can prevent its increase over unity during lost-of-coolant-accident, keff =0.95, power amplification is Qf/f≈70. If
the fusion neutron source is aimed for compensation of lacking delayed neutrons only (this opportunity is less studied),
the amplification is one order of magnitude greater. This means that that even with a small fusion Q factor (Q is the
ratio of released fusion power to the power of plasma heating) net power production is possible because the fission
mantle has high power amplification [5]. The majority of power production of FFH is provided by fission that could be
more than one order of magnitude larger than the contribution from fusion. Also, the fission energy yield in a single
fission reaction is substantially higher that in fusion. The characteristic range of the power amplification coefficient is
Qf/f =20…200. Thereby, the corresponding range for the fusion Q is Q=0.1…2 in a hybrid reactor.
SM hybrid description
A proposal for a hybrid device, stellarator-mirror hybrid (SM hybrid), is described in Ref. 6. The fusion neutrons are
generated in a deuterium-tritium plasma confined magnetically in a stellarator-type system (see Figure 1). The plasma
contains a warm electron component, and the majority of ions (deuterium) is in thermal equilibrium with the electrons.
The stellarator provides steady-state operation and offers relatively good confinement for such a warm Maxwellian
plasma. The hot minority tritium ions are sustained in the plasma by radio-frequency (RF) heating (see Refs. 7-10).
Since high energy ions are poorly confined in stellarators, it is proposed in Ref. 6 to embed into the stellarator a mirror
trap with lower magnetic field. The hot ions have predominately perpendicular kinetic energy. Because of the mirror
trapping effect, the hot ion motion is restricted to the mirror part of the device. This localization of the hot sloshing
ions and the neutron production zone to the mirror part is favorable: With this localization of the neutron production,
it is sufficient to surround with a fission mantle only the mirror part. Furthermore, all sensitive plasma diagnostics and
plasma control devices can be placed outside the fission reactor, where the high neutron flux is avoided.
Not only RF heating is capable of sustaining sloshing ions. Continuous neutral beam injection (NBI) is an alternative
option for this. It is practiced both in stellarators [11] and mirror machines [12].
For mirrors a quasi-tangential injection to the midplane is typical. In comparison with normal injection, it allows one to
increase the injection energy. However, a midplane injection would severally influence on the reactor design: either the
reactor would be split into two independent nuclear reactor cores [13] or, in case of a single reactor core, beamlines
inside the reactor core must be introduced. Both cases would result in serious technical problems.

Figure 1. Sketch of the fission-fusion hybrid
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Use of normal injection is favourable because it provides less neutron loss from fission core and allows one to put
beamlines ouside the reactor core. To avoid beam shine-through, the shorter beam-plasma interaction distance is
compensated by a tolerable increase of the plasma density. A scheme with NBI at the mirror ends is adopted here,
similar to the scheme addressed in Ref. 14. The NBI is normal to the magnetic field and targets plasma just near the
fission mantle border (see Fig. 1). The shined-through atoms, which are in minority compared to the amount of injected
atoms, hit the armor placed opposite to the NBI port.
A first step for the study of SM hybrid is a power balance analysis [15,16]. It provides estimates of the plasma machine
size, magnetic field strength, necessary power for hot ion sustaining and the overall power efficiency. In the calculations
the ISS04 stellarator scaling and kinetic calculations results are used. The three versions of the SM hybrid are presented
in Table 1. Following the data in this table, the stellarator-mirror hybrid could be realized either in small or big versions.
The calculated plasma parameters, magnetic field values and the machine sizes are within a reachable range. Such
values of the parameters are either already achieved in fusion experiments or could be achieved with moderate
extrapolation. The magnetic field is somewhat higher for a smaller device. This is a consequence of the restriction for
the plasma target density for the neutral beam to decrease beam shine-through. In case of ICRH usage the magnetic
field could be chosen lower. The estimate for costs is made only for the second version. The estimated cost is anyhow
much less than for a fusion reactor.
DRACON, as plasma part of SM hybrid
Straightforward local decrease of the magnetic field in the stellarator results in an embedded magnetic mirror, but
this mirror is handicapped. It follows from the obtained in [16] results that the symmetry of the magnetic field for the
mirror part is strongly broken under the influence of the magnetic field of the stellarator part, and poor confinement
of trapped hot ions occurs. Therefore, improvement of the trapped particle confinement is necessary. In particular one
can expect that such an improvement can be obtained by constructing rectilinear section (sections) of the magnetic
system of the device and placing mirror trap (traps) at this section (these sections). Up to present time a number of the
stellarator type configurations with rectilinear sections have been proposed. These are, e. g., the DRACON stellarator
type device [17], a linked mirror configuration [18], and a theoretically developed configuration EPSILON [19]. The
DRACON system [17], for which a method of calculating the real-space magnetic field has already been developed in
Ref. 20, seems more suitable. The derivation from the standard DRACON is that the SM hybrid needs not long, but
short mirror part and it should be single.

Table 1. Parameters of 3 versions of stellarator-mirror hybrid (see Ref. 16).

The equilibrium stellarator conﬁguration DRACON [17] consists of two rectilinear regions and two curvilinear elements
(known as CREL), which close the magnetic system and whose parameters are chosen such as to keep the PﬁrschSchlüter currents within the CREL and to prevent them from penetrating into the rectilinear sections. In order to
improve the plasma conﬁnement, the magnetic ﬁeld in the CRELs is higher than the ﬁeld in the rectilinear parts. In SM
hybrid scenario good conﬁnement of hot ions is important. It could be provided by mirror symmetry of the magnetic
ﬁeld in the mirror parts analogous to the axial symmetry of an open mirror trap. However, such a symmetry can be
broken under the inﬂuence of CRELs.
For high energy ions of tritium with an energy of 70 keV comparative computations of colli-sionless losses in the mirror
part of a speciﬁc design [21] of the DRACON type trap are carried out. Two variants of the trap are considered with
different lengths of the rectilinear sections (initial and shortened). Also the total number of current-carrying rings in the
magnetic system is varied. The results indicate that high energy ions can be satisfactorily conﬁned in the mirror part
during much longer time ( 1 s) than the time of fast ion slowing down in plasma by electron drag (0.025 s).

Figure 2. A sketch (left) and scheme (right) of the DRACON type trap.

Another notable result is that the majority of passing ions are confined less than 0.01 s. This is favorable in sense of
necessity to suppress fusion neutron generation at the stellarator part. The calculations confirm suitability of DRACON
for plasma part of SM hybrid.
Fission reactor part
The acquired knowledge on fusion neutron source parameters gives starting conditions to a preliminary design of the
fission mantle part of the hybrid. The design of the mantle is mainly based on the developments described in Ref. 22.
The major difference from the described there reactor is that the device length must be much shorter in our case. A
task is to clarify whether it is possible to achieve an appropriate value of the effective neutron multiplication factor keff
in such conditions.
As in Ref. 22, the fission reactor core is cylindrical. In the center there is a vacuum chamber that contains the D-T
plasma which supplies fusion neutrons. First wall which separates the vacuum chamber and the reactor suffers from
high-energy neutron load and, in contrast to pure fusion devices, fission as well as fusion neutrons contribute to wall
damage. In order to get a longer lifetime of the first wall, its damage rate must be low.
In the reactor, the inner radius of the vacuum chamber was fixed to 50 cm. For the first wall a thickness of 3 cm was
chosen. The first wall is made of HT-9 steel with a mass density of 7.7 g/cm3 and its isotopic composition was taken from
the ORNL Fusion materials data bank [23]. A buffer has been introduced between the first wall and the fission blanket
in order to increase the neutron flux in the core using the reaction 207Pb(n,2n)206Pb which has a large cross section for
the incident neutron energies above 7 MeV. Besides, the buffer reduces the flow of fission neutrons from the reactor
core to the first wall and the vacuum chamber.
The reactor core goes next to the buffer. Its thickness was determined by critically calculations. A thickness of 27.8 cm
was found to provide the effective multiplication factor keff≈0.95. The length of the core is 3 m. There are axial reflectors
on both sides. They contain HT-9 steel and the lead and bismuth eutectic (LBE) -coolant with the volume fractions 70%
and 30%, respectively.
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The active zone of the reactor contains fuel, structure/cladding and coolant. HT-9 steel and LBE were used as structure/
cladding and coolant materials, respectively. The actual fuel material is the alloy (TRU-10Zr) which consists of the
transuranic elements with 10 wt.% of zirconium [24]. The alloy has a mass density of 18.37 g/cm3. The fuel is made of
the spent nuclear fuel from PWRs after the removal of uranium. The fuel is of disperse type, (see e.g. the Ref. 25) and
is practically free of fertile isotopes.

Figure 3. Scheme of the reactor part of SM hybrid.

The fission blanket is surrounded by the core expansion zone. Its thickness was put to 15 cm. This zone is filled by
LBE. Effective multiplication factor of neutrons in the core will decrease in the time. This is due to the fact that the
transuranic isotopes (primarily 239Pu) will burn out and production of the fissile isotopes is absent (note here that the fuel
composition does not contain 238U). To maintain the effective multiplication factor on an acceptable level one should
add new fuel assemblies into the reactor core.
For this reason core expansion zone has been added. The radial reflector in the model is a homogeneous mixture of
HT-9 steel and Li17Pb83 (20% enriched 6Li) with the volume fractions 70% and 30%, respectively. This mixture is aimed
for tritium breeding from the reaction with 6Li(n,T)4He.
A shield is used to reduce the neutron and gamma loads of the stellarator-mirror magnetic coils needed for the plasma
confinement. The shield contains a 60:40 vol% ratio of the stainless steel alloy S30467 type 304B7 (see Ref. 18) with
water. The steel contains 1.75 wt% of natural boron. The shield thickness is of 25 cm.
The total length of the main part of the nuclear reactor is 4 m. The energy multiplication factor calculated by neutron
kinetic model of MCNPX code is Qf/f=65 [26] which is close to the above given theoretical estimate. The borated water
shield sufficiently decreases the neutron release to outer space and the stellarator part. This lowers the neutron heat
load to the superconducting magnetic windings. The tritium breeding ratio reaches 1.8.
Uragan-2M contribution for SM hybrid concept: magnetic surfaces and particle motion
There are several principal problems concerning this concept of fusion-fission hybrid which could be investigated
experimentally on existing stellarators and mirrors. The Uragan-2M stellarator (IPP, Kharkiv) offers feasible possibilities
for this: The first problem to solve is whether it is possible to find a combination of magnetic mirror and stellarator with
a system of nested magnetic surfaces. A more general question is how a stellarator magnetic configuration reacts to the
local ripple of the toroidal magnetic field. Uragan-2M has coils for the toroidal magnetic field, and switching off one of
them results in a local magnetic mirror with the mirror ratio about 1.5.
For such a case the magnetic configuration of Uragan-2M is calculated (see [16]). Such strong perturbation as switching

off one of he toroidal coils makes destructive influence on the magnetic configuration: the magnetic surfaces do not
exist in case of high rotational transform. But, fortunately, the magnetic surfaces can be found if the rotational transform
is approximately 1.5 times lower. This is approved by the experimental measurements [27].
It would be good to generate fast sloshing ions trapped in the mirror part of Uragan-2M device, but this could not be
successful if radial drifts ruin confinement. The study of particle confinement [16] confirms this. But it did not account
for a radial electric field which may improve the confinement.
The numerical study [28] is based on Biot-Savart calculations of the magnetic field of the device and the analysis of the
parallel adiabatic invariant J||. The influence of the static radial electric field is taken into account in the calculations.
The results are presented in figure 4. All quantities are normalized by product of magnetic moment and the magnetic
field strength at the stellarator part. So, the normalized energy of the particle for this calculation is 0.8. A represents the
normalized energy of an ion in the electrostatic field at the plasma column edge.

Figure 4. Contours of J|| for A=0 (left, A=0.1 (center) and A=-0.1 (right). Thicker lines correspond to bigger J|| values.

Figure 4 (left) shows contours of J|| for the case of zero electric field. Drift surfaces are not closed in this case. This is
because of the toroidal drift that forces particles to drift in vertical direction. Starting from some A value, a maximum
of the parallel invariant appears. This maximum is surrounded by closed mean drift surfaces. In case of negative A, J||
has a minimum point shifted inside the torus (see Figure 4, right).
The calculations indicate that radial electric field can improve the situation substantially. It causes particle drift in the
poloidal direction which is competing with the vertical magnetic drift. Above a certain value of the electric field, mean
drift surfaces become closed, and particle confinement improves. This value can be estimated from the formula

where ΔB is the variation of the magnetic field across the confinement volume.
This estimate is confirmed by the above calculations. Since
a radial variation of the potential energy in the electrostatic field, which is much smaller than the kinetic energy of the
particle, is sufficient to achieve the confinement. Another remarkable feature is that confinement improves for both,
positive and negative point charges.
To establish the potential in the plasma column, a very small amount of lost ions is sufficient. The potential seems to be
small enough to destroy the diffusive character of confinement of the bulk plasma. However, when the potential energy
of bulk electrons and ions in the electric field reaches the values of their kinetic energies, the diffusive fluxes may be
sufficiently altered which may increase the hot ion losses.
Uragan-2M contribution for SM hybrid concept: plasma confinement
A first attempt was made to create plasma in Uragan-2M device with embedded mirror. The discharge was initiated by
RF pulse of the crankshaft antenna [29]. The generator frequency was 4 MHz, neutral gas pressure 10-3 Pa, magnetic
field at the stellarator part was 0.37 T.
The start-up of the discharge was successful: the plasma is created with density about 1012 cm-3. The Hα line indicates
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full ionization of hydrogen. The OII line immediate appearance
could be explained by presence of volatile impurities. No
decrease of its intensity during emission of higher excitation
threshold lines, OV and CV, indicates high impurity influx from
the chamber wall. The OV and CV lines appear with some delay
and quickly die out. Their intense emission, especially of CV,
indicate some electron temperature not less than 100 eV. The
discharge starts to fade at 20th ms and finally collapses due to
impurities.
Conclusions
The concept of SM hybrid is developed. It has the following
attractive features:
•
The hybrid is capable to provide steady-state operation
(for a year or more) .
•
It is expected that the full control on plasma could be
achieved: there would be no any disruption or spontaneous Figure 5. Optical line emissions from plasma of Uraganinstabilities which seriously influences on neutron 2M with embedded mirror. Dotted vertical lines indicate
beginning and end of RF pulse.
generation.
•
The neutron outflow is tuneable and the response time is
short enough to provide full control on power generation.
•
The design and operation of all plasma device systems is facilitated with a localization of the neutron emission.
•
In a wide range of the machine parameters, a high electric Q is calculated.
•
In a power plant scale SM hybrid machine is compact enough with a size comparable to existing fusion devices.
•
An experimental device could be built in small scale for a proof-of-principle purpose, and even under these
conditions it may have a positive power output.
•
Reproduction of tritium can be provided.
The studies on SM hybrid concept are underway. Based on the power balance analysis and kinetic calculations, the
parameters of several versions of SM hybrid are calculated. The plasma part of the hybrid could be a DRACON-like
with a single short embedded mirror. The calculations predict good fast trapped ion confinement in the mirror part.
The proposed reactor part is compact enough to integrate it into the plasma part. It is strongly shielded and is able
to reproduce tritium in sufficient amount. A series of studies in support of SM hybrid concept has been carried out at
and for Uragan-2M device including magnetic configuration studies, hot ion and background plasma confinement. The
studies made indicate good prospects for this concept.
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16 - Current status of R&D of Accelerator-Driven System for minor actinide transmutation in
JAEA
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Abstract
To continue the utilization of the nuclear fission energy, the management of the high-level radioactive waste (HLW) is
one of the most important issues to be solved. Partitioning and Transmutation technology of HLW is expected to be
effective to mitigate the burden of the HLW disposal by reducing the radiological toxicity and heat generation. The
Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) has been conducting the research and development (R&D) on accelerator-driven
subcritical system (ADS) as a dedicated system for the transmutation of long-lived radioactive nuclides. The ADS
proposed by JAEA is a lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE) cooled fast subcritical reactor with thermal output of 800 MW.
For ADS to play important roles in the nuclear fuel cycle, several critical issues have to be resolved. Items of R&D are
divided into three technical areas peculiar to the ADS : (1) superconducting linear accelerator (SC-LINAC), (2) LBE as
spallation target and core coolant, and (3) subcritical core design and technology. For these technical areas, various
R&D activities are progressing in JAEA. In this paper, the present status of the R&D activities in JAEA is reported.
1. Introduction
To continue the utilization of the nuclear fission energy, the management of the high-level radioactive waste (HLW)
is one of the most important issues to be solved. The difficulty of the HLW management exists in its long-lasting
radioactive toxicity which has to be isolated more than millions years and heat generation which may affect the structural
integrity of the deep geological repository. Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T) technology of HLW is expected to be
effective to mitigate the burden of the HLW disposal by reducing the radiological toxicity and heat generation. The
Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) has been continuously implementing research and development (R&D) on P&T
technology to reduce the burden of the backend of the nuclear fuel cycle. The R&D on P&T in JAEA are basing on two
kinds of concepts: one is the homogeneous recycling of minor actinide (MA) in commercial fast breeder reactors and
the other is the dedicated MA transmutation, so-called “double-strata” strategy, using an accelerator-driven system
(ADS). JAEA have promoted the R&D to perform the feasibility study. In this paper, the present status of the R&D
activities in JAEA is reported.
2. General Description of JAEA proposed ADS
JAEA's reference design of ADS2) is a tank-type
subcritical reactor, where lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE)
is used as both the primary coolant and the spallation
target, as shown in Fig.1. The central part of the core is the
spallation target region. The target region is provided by
substituting central seven assemblies to a target module.
In the target region, LBE is flowing from the core bottom.
The proton linac with the proton energy of 1.5 GeV is
used for the accelerator to operate the ADS. A tank-type
system is adopted to take advantage of a simple design
and to eliminate the necessity of heavy primary piping.
All primary components, including primary pumps,
steam generators, and auxiliary heat exchangers, are
accommodated within the reactor vessel. The primary
cooling system includes two mechanical pumps and four
steam generators. The heat generated in the target and
the core is removed by forced convection of the primary
LBE, and transferred through the steam generators to
a secondary water/steam system for power conversion.
The auxiliary cooling system is provided as a backup
system for decay heat removal. The inlet and outlet
temperature of the LBE coolant were set to 300 and
407 ºC, respectively. For the core fuel, (MA,Pu)-nitride
is used. As inert matrix, zirconium-nitride (ZrN) is used

Fig.1 JAEA proposed LBE-cooled 800MWth ADS for transmutation
of MA

with the fuel. To minimize the burnup swing and the power peaking, the fuel region is divided into two zones with
the different initial Pu loading. The MA inventory is about 2500 kg. Since the transmutation rate of MA is 250 kg/yr as
described before, the relative transmutation efficiency of MA is about 10 %/yr. The maximum keff during whole burnup
cycles was set to 0.97. The burnup swing in whole cycles is about 3 %Δk/k. The maximum beam current is 20 mA (30
MW).
3. R&D of Proton Accelerator for ADS
The proton accelerator for the ADS should have high intensity of power, more than 20 MW, with good economical
efficiency and reliability. To realize such an accelerator, energy efficiency should be enhanced to assure the selfsustainability for electricity of the whole system. Taking account of these requirements, the superconducting linac
(SC-linac) is regarded as the most promising choice. The SC-LINAC consists of a series of cryomodules, which contain
two units of superconducting cavities made of high-purity niobium. JAEA has a prototype cryomodule to test the
performance of the electric field and the helium cooling. In addition to the development of the cryomodule, the system
study for the SC-LINAC was also performed.
3.1 Estimation of Acceptable Beam Trip Frequency of Accelerator for ADS
Although the high reliability is necessary for the accelerator of ADS, frequent
beam trips are experienced in existing high power proton accelerators. The
beam trip may cause thermal fatigue problems in ADS components which
may lead to degradation of their structural integrity and reduction of their
lifetime. To achieve the high reliability for the accelerator, the requirements
for the beam trip frequencies were estimated 3,4). For this object, thermal
transient analyses were performed to investigate the effects of beam trips
on the reactor components. These analyses were made on the thermal
responses of four parts of the reactor components; the beam window, the
fuel clad, the inner barrel, and the reactor vessel. The results indicated that
the acceptable frequency of beam trips ranged from 42 to 2 × 104 times per
year depending on the beam trip duration. The former corresponded to the
beam trip duration exceeding five minutes. On the other hand, the latter
corresponded to the beam trip duration of 10 seconds or less. And the plant
availability was estimated to be 70 % or greater in cases where the beam trip
frequency decreased to the acceptable frequency of beam trips.
In order to consider measures to reduce the frequency of beam trips on
Fig. 2 Comparison of the acceptable
the high power accelerator for ADS, the acceptable frequency of beam
frequency of beam trips and the estimated
trips were compared with the operation data of existing accelerators. In this
frequency of the JAEA’s SC-linac for ADS
analysis, operation data of a proton linac of LANSCE 5,6) and an electron/
positron injector linac at High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) 7). By using the distribution of beam trip
durations obtained from the data of the LANSCE and the KEK, the down time distribution of the SC-linac for ADS was
estimated and compared with the acceptable beam trip frequencies. The results are shown in Fig.2. The comparison
showed that even at the present technological level of accelerators, the beam trip frequency for durations of 10
seconds or less is within the acceptable level. On the other hand, the beam trip frequency for durations of exceeding
five minutes should be reduced to about 1/35 to satisfy the plant availability conditions.
3.2 J-PARC LINAC
JAEA is conducting a multipurpose high-intensity proton
accelerator
program
called
J-PARC collaborating with KEK.
The proton accelerators consist
of three stages, the linac, 3 GeV
Synchrotron
(Rapid
Cycling
Synchrotron, RCS) and 50 GeV
Synchrotron (Main Ring, MR).
The linac accelerates negative
hydrogen beams for injection to
the 3 GeV RCS at beam energy of

Fig 3. J-PARC LINAC (Left) Low energy part (RFQ and DTL) and (Right) Medium energy part
(SDTL up to 181 MeV)
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181 MeV, which will be upgraded to 400 MeV. The nominal peak current is 30 mA, which will be increased to be 50 mA
to achieve a 1-MW beam power at the RCS. The repetition rate and the pulse width are 25 Hz and 500 μs, respectively.
The linac consists of the front-end part, a drift-tube linac (DTL), a separated-type DTL (SDTL), an ACS, and beam
transport between the linac and the RCS (L3BT). The front-end part consists of the negative hydrogen ion source (IS),
the radio-frequency quadrupole linac (RFQ), low-energy beam transport between the IS and the RFQ, and mediumenergy beam transport between the RFQ and the DTL. Figure 3 shows the photos of linac part. It consists of IS, RFQ,
DTL, and SDTL. Protons were successfully accelerated to 181 MeV in January 2007, to the designed energy of the RCS
in October 2007, and to the initial goal in the MR of 30 GeV by December 2008.
4. Feasibility Study of Beam Window
The beam window, which forms a boundary between the vacuum proton beam tube and the subcritical core, is one
of the most important technical issues in the engineering feasibility of ADS. The beam window will be used in the
severe conditions; (a) external pressure by LBE, (b) heat generation by the proton beam, (c) creep deformation by high
temperature, (d) corrosion by LBE, and (e) irradiation damage by neutrons and protons.
4.1 Design of Beam Window
The design study for the beam window8) was performed considering the results of thermal-hydraulic and structural
analysis. The external pressure and the heat generation were considered and feasible concepts have been determined.
Hence, the shape and the thickness of the beam window were optimized to prevent the buckling failure by the
parametric survey.
The structural analysis was performed by a finite element method. Elastic-plastic large deformation buckling calculation
without the effects of the creep and the irradiation was performed. Mod. 9Cr-1Mo (T91) steel was assumed as the
window material in this study. The generalized calculation model was employed in the parametric survey. This model is
an ellipse model, which consists of a top part, a transient part and a cylinder part, as shown in Fig. 4.
In the parametric study, t1, t2, and t3, which were the thicknesses at the top, θf=60º, and a connection between
the transient and cylinder parts, were treated as parameters (t1≤t2≤t3). The survey calculations for 1.0≤t1≤3.0 mm,
2.0≤t2≤5.0 mm and 2.0≤t3≤5.0 mm were performed
with the condition t1≤t2≤t3. In each calculation case,
detailed temperature distribution was calculated
considering a heat density and a coolant temperature
under the condition with a 1.5GeV-20mA Gaussian
(1σ=11.16 [cm]) proton beam. The calculation results
were evaluated under the criteria in which Factor
of Safety (FS) of 3 and the design external pressure
1.0 MPa. FS of 3 is based on the initial imperfection
analysis and ASME B&PV Code Section III Case
N-2849). The results show that the ellipse shape
concepts with the thickness of 2.0-2.4[mm] at the
top and the thickness of 2.0-4.0[mm] at the transient
part were acceptable under the current ADS design
parameters. It was also confirmed that the structural
robustness would be kept when the uniform change
of the beam window thickness would occur due to
the corrosion.
Fig.4 Generalized calculation model for the ellipse concept

4.2 Development of Measurement Techniques
It is of great importance to measure and predict the detailed flow distribution of LBE for the reliable design of ADS.
In JAEA, measurement technique of LBE flow velocity profile have been developed by using the Ultrasonic Velocity
Profiler (UVP) technique. UVP is a suitable tool to measure an instantaneous space-time velocity profile especially on a
velocity measurement of an opaque liquid flow, such as liquid metal. Developed UVP measurement system was applied
to the JAEA Lead Bismuth Loop-2(JLBL-2).
As a result of an experiment, the flow velocity profile was successfully measured, and it was found that there were
periodical releases of eddy from the re-circulation region formed near the wall surface of the inner cylinder10). In the
next step, a measurement for non-parallel directions with the centerline was carried out, and 3-dimensional structure of
LBE flow configuration was found. Moreover, a new technique, which enables the measurement of the velocity vector
in multi-dimensions on a line in the flow field, was developed. It was named Vector-UVP. This system was successfully

Fig.5 Averaged and instantaneous three-dimensional velocity vector profile in LBE loop measured by VectorUVP system

applied to an actual liquid metal flow for three-dimensional velocity vector measurements. Figure 5 shows an example
of the experimental result. The working fluid was LBE which was kept at 150 ºC constant. The spatial-resolution was
0.88 mm, and the time-resolution was 50 msec.
The time averaged result had an orderly flow like a Poiseuille flow. However, Vector-UVP system was able to measure
the instantaneous flow which had a vortex flow with three-dimensional structure caused by the velocity different. In
future, this system will realize the measurement of the various liquid metal flows in an actual temperature condition by
development of the high-temperature ultrasonic transducer.
4.3 Material Corrosion Test in LBE
The compatibility of materials with liquid LBE is one of the main technical issues in R&D of ADS. It is considered that
temperature, oxygen concentration, types of steels, flow rate of LBE and temperature difference between high and low
temperature part in loop tests have great influence on corrosion behavior in liquid LBE. In JAEA, two kinds of activities
are under way: the static corrosion test and the loop test.
In the static corrosion equipment, specimens can be soaked in LBE of 450 ºC to 600 ºC with the oxygen concentration
controlled. According to test results of many candidate steels for 3000 hours using the static corrosion equipment, the
good corrosion resistance of steel with additional elements such as Si and Al, which are expected to form protective
oxide films. In Si-containing steels and Al-containing steels, it is anticipated that these elements also affect their
mechanical and irradiation properties. In contrast, coating and surface treatment are promising as the method by which
only high corrosion resistance is added to steels with good mechanical and irradiation properties. According to results
of the corrosion tests at 550 ºC in liquid LBE, the good corrosion resistance of the Al-alloy coating layers on 316SS was
shown (Fig. 6) because the Al-alloy coating prevent severe corrosion attack11). Based of the experimental results, it is

Fig. 6 SEM images of cross sections of 316SS after the corrosion test, (a) without Al-alloy coating and (b) with Al-alloy coating. The
corrosion test was conducted at 550 ºC for 3000h in liquid LBE
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estimated that the range of the adequate Al concentration in the coating layer is from 4 to 12 wt%. The loop corrosion
test aims at the acquisition of the corrosion data in the flowing LBE with temperature gradient and to test the feasibility
of mechanical devices such as an electromagnetic pump and an electromagnetic flow meter. To meet these purposes,
the JAEA Lead Bismuth Loop-1 (JLBL-1) was installed. The maximum flow rate is 5 liter/min. and the maximum flow
speed at the test tube section is 1 m/s. Recently, corrosion test of solution annealed (SA)-JPCA and 20% cold worked
(CW)-JPCA pipe specimen was conducted for 1,000 hours using JLBL-1. TIG welds were applied for joining SA-JPCA
and 20%CW-JPCA, and its compatibility in flowing LBE has also been investigated. The results showed that LBE
penetrated superficially into the matrix of SA-JPCA through a thin ferrite layer which was formed because of nickel and
chromium dissolution. As for 20%CW-JPCA, dissolution attack occurred only partially, and localized superficial pitting
corrosion was observed. It was found that the different corrosion behaviour was due to the structure transformation of
the austenitic caused by the cold working.
4.4 Material Irradiation Studies
The beam window of the ADS is subjected to proton/neutron irradiation. The irradiation damage of the structural
material by protons and neutrons, especially for the beam window, is one of the crucial issues for the feasibility of the
ADS. JAEA is participating in the irradiation program for the spallation target material using the SINQ facility at the
Paul Scherrer Institute in Switzerland. Small pieces of samples irradiated by 580 MeV protons were transported to
JAEA. The tensile tests and the bending fatigue tests were done at the hot cell facility. The results for the austenitic
steel irradiated up to about 10 dpa (displacement per atom) at 90ºC to 380ºC showed the hardening and decrease in
ductility of the material by the irradiation. Change of microstructures of proton/neutron-irradiated steels is investigated
by means of transmission electron microscope (TEM) observation. The characteristics of the proton/neutron irradiated
materials are affected by dpa by high displacement energy particles and amount of produced helium and hydrogen
atoms. Recently, samples of 316SS, JPCA and F82H irradiated at higher dpa levels and higher temperatures were
prepared at the SINQ facility and transported to JAEA. JAEA participated the MEGAPIE (MEGAwatt Pilot Experiment)
project12) which is the world’s first megawatt-class lead-bismuth target. The MEGAPIE was successfully operated and
dismantled in a hot-lab in PSI. The PIE samples cutting from the MEGAPIE target material were transported to JAEA
and PIE studies have been performed.
5. Reactor Physics of ADS dedicated for MA Transmutation
Neutronics design is important issue for R&D of ADS. In the reactor physics characteristics of ADS, large burnup
reactivity swing and significant power peaking are considerable problems. The problem of the peaking factor is closely
related to the burnup reactivity swing. Since the peaking factor depends on the effective multiplication factor (keff),
increase of the minimum keff value during bunrup cycle, namely the minimization of the burnup reactivity swing, is
important to reduce the peaking factor. Moreover, the minimizing bunrup reactivity swing also means reduction of
proton beam current, since the proton beam current required to keep predefined power level is directly related to keff.
Therefore, calculation accuracy for keff is important in neutronics design of ADS.
5.1 Present Status of Neutronics Design of ADS
To understand current accuracy of neutronics calculation for the ADS, a benchmark
activity was performed in the Coordinated Research Project (CRP) on “Analytical
and Experimental Benchmark Analyses of Accelerator Driven Systems” held by
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). JAEA proposed the “800MW
ADS” benchmark problem13) as one of problems discussed in the IAEA CRP.
In this benchmark, the calculation results using the newest version of JENDL,
JENDL-4.014), were compared with those with the previous version, JENDL-3.3.
The calculation results are shown in Fig. 7. The results show that a large difference
by 2 to 3 %Δk in keff at both BOC and EOC.
To discuss the nuclear design accuracy, the uncertainty analysis using covariance
data for evaluated nuclear data and sensitivity analysis is effective15). The
JENDL-4.0 contains the covariance data for all nuclear data of all actinides, which
is one of the major updates from JENDL-3.3 that includes only few covariance
data for MA. The results of the uncertainty analysis are summarized in Table
1. In this table, the keff and the coolant void reactivity are shown with their
uncertainties deduced from each library. The coolant void reactivity is defined
as a reactivity insertion when all of the coolant in the active core vanishes. In the
analysis with JENDL-3.3, the provisional covariance data, which are rough data

Fig. 7 Comparison of calculation results
for keff with different version of JENDL
libraries (BOC=beginning of cycle,
EOC=end of cycle)

preliminary supplied by the experts, were used. As shown in Table 1,
the uncertainties estimated by the two libraries, 1.1% and 1.3%, are
equivalent. However, the estimated uncertainties by the covariance
data are much smaller than the dispersion of keff between the results
with different libraries. This tendency is extreme in the results for the
coolant void reactivity. This discrepancy of the uncertainty means
that the difference in the cross section evaluated by the individual
evaluator is larger than the covariance data. The comparison of
covariance data and difference of cross section among the libraries
is necessary in the future work.

Table 1 Calculation results of criticality and coolant
void reactivity with unceratinties

5.2 Preliminary Safety Analysis of ADS
For the basic study of safety performance for ADS15), investigations for abnormal events and safety analysis were
performed from a view point of the possibility of Core Disruptive Accident (CDA). The investigation for abnormal
events was carried out by Level 1 PSA (Probabilistic Safety Assessment). The safety analysis was performed by the
transient analysis code SIMMER-III16).
Level 1 PSA was used to quantify a frequency of an abnormal event. The frequency was analyzed by the initiating event
and the mitigation function. The initiating events and the frequencies for the selected events were referred from the
study for the fast reactor17). As the inherent events for the ADS, “Beam over power” and “Beam window breakage” were
assumed. The frequencies of these two events were assumed 0.1 [/reactor·year] for which relatively high frequencies
were assumed. The mitigation functions also present the unreliability, which means a probability to fail its function.
Based on these initiating events and the mitigation functions, the frequencies of the abnormal events were estimated.
The results were sorted into “design basis accident (DBA)” and “beyond design basis accident (BDBA)”. DBA is the
accident to evaluate the design or to determine the design condition. BDBA is the accident exceeded DBA. A criteria
of 1×10-6 [/reactor·year] was employed to determine DBA or BDBA. As the result of Level1 PSA, only two cases became
DBA. The first one was Unprotected Transient Over Power (UTOP) caused by the beam window breakage and the failure
of the scram signal. The second one was Protected Loss of Heat Sink (PLOHS) caused by the loss of external power
supply and the failure of the emergency power supply. The discussion for BDBA from the viewpoint of CDA was also
performed and BOP (Beam over power) and ULOF (Unprotected Loss of Flow) were supposed to have a possibility to
induce CDA. Though the frequencies of these two accidents were exceedingly smaller than DBA, detailed calculations
for these were also carried out to confirm a possibility of CDA. The SIMMER-III code is an advanced safety analysis
code, which has been developed to investigate postulated core disruptive accidents in fast reactors. The SIMMER-III
code is a two-dimensional three-velocity field, multi-phase, multi-component, Eulerian fluid dynamics codes coupled
with a structure model and a space-, time- and energy-dependent neutron kinetics model. For BOP, a transient with
doubled intensity of the external neutron source was analyzed. For ULOF, a transient with the external neutron source
without a pump driving force was performed. The coast down of the pump was assumed from 0sec to 15sec. In the
calculation result of BOP, the maximum temperature of the fuel was about 2500°C and that of the fuel clad was about
900°C by the doubled intensity of the external neutron source. From these results, it was found that there was little
possibility to occur a pin failure with the doubled intensity of the external neutron source since the melting points of
the nitride fuel and the fuel pin (SS316) are 2780°C and 1400°C, respectively. However, it was considered that there
was the possibility of the creep rupture of the cladding tube. In the calculation result of ULOF, the power was increased
by about 2% at 15sec and slightly decreased. Figure 8 shows the fuel clad temperature changes. The maximum
temperature of the fuel reached about 1800°C and that of
the fuel clad reached 1100°C. These analysis results indicated
that there was very little possibility of CDA in ULOF since both
the fuel and the fuel clad temperatures were lower than their
melting points. On the other hand, the possibility of the creep
rupture of the cladding tube was also considered. These safety
analysis results indicated that there was very little possibility of
CDA in the ADS. On the other hand, it was supposed that there
was the possibility of the creep rupture of the fuel clad tube in
both BOP and ULOF. However, it is concluded that the ADS had
very little possibility of CDA or the re-criticality accident.

Fig. 8 Temperature change of the fuel clad during ULOF
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6. Outline of Transmutation Experimental Facility
JAEA is conducting a multi-purpose high-intensity proton accelerator program called J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator
Research Complex) collaborating with High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK). To study the basic
characteristics of the ADS and to demonstrate its feasibility from viewpoints of the reactor physics and the spallation
target engineering, JAEA plans to build the Transmutation Experimental Facility (TEF) in the Tokai site under a framework
of the J-PARC Project as shown in Fig.9. TEF consists of two buildings: the Transmutation Physics Experimental Facility
(TEF-P) and the ADS Target Test Facility (TEF-T). TEF-P is a zero-power critical facility where a low power proton beam is
available to research the reactor physics and the controllability of the ADS. TEF-T is a material irradiation facility which
can accept a maximum 400MeV-250kW proton beam into the spallation target of LBE. Using these two facilities, basic
physical properties of subcritical system and engineering tests of spallation target will be studied.

Fig.9. Transmutation Experimental Facility

6.1. Transmutation Physics Experimental Facility (TEF-P)
Several kinds of experiments to investigate the neutronic performance of the ADS have been performed using existing
facility worldwide. In Japan, subcritical experiments were carried out at the Fast Critical Assembly (FCA) by using a
252Cf and DT neutron source. Moreover, many experimental studies have been performed to the neutronics of the
spallation neutron source with various target material such as lead, tungsten, mercury and uranium. These experiments
for spallation target are not directly related to the ADS, but they are also useful to validate the neutronic characteristics
of ADS. There has been, however, no experiment aiming at the research and the demonstration of the fast subcritical
system combined with a spallation source. Therefore, taking above mentioned situation into consideration, TEF-P is
designed to cover the fields of R&D for:
1) reactor physics aspects of the subcritical core driven by a spallation source,
2) demonstration of the controllability of the subcritical core including a power control by the proton beam power
adjustment, and
3) investigation of the transmutation performance of the subcritical core using certain amount of MA and LLFP.
For above mentioned purposes, the high thermal power is not necessary; a power level of critical experiments such as
100 W is optimal from viewpoints of accessibility to the core. Although the necessity of thermal feedback effect of the
core might be insisted, such experiments can be performed by using an electrical heater which simulates the reactor
power without real fission energy nor accompanying fission products. The maximum thermal power is temporarily
decided as 500 W. The most serious problem to build a new nuclear facility is how to prepare the fuel, since tons of
low-enriched uranium or plutonium are necessary to simulate the ADS (e.g. keff = 0.95) in the fast neutron system. We
expect to use the plate-type fuel of the FCA in JAEA/Tokai, or preferably to merge FCA into TEF-P. Various simulation
materials required to simulate fast reactor and ADS such as lead and sodium for coolant, tungsten for solid target, ZrH
for moderator, B4C for absorber, and AlN for nitride fuel will be prepared. TEF-P is therefore designed with referring
to FCA; the horizontal table-split type critical assembly with a rectangular lattice matrix. Figure 10 shows a conceptual
view of the assembly. Proton beam was introduced horizontally from the center of the fixed half assembly.
As for the neutronics in the subcritical system, power distribution, keff, effective neutron source strength, and neutron
spectrum are measured by changing parametrically the subcriticality and the spallation source position. The material of

the target will also be altered with Pb,
LBE, W, and so on. The reactivity worth is
also measured for the case of the coolant
void and the intrusion of the coolant
into the beam duct. It is desirable to
make the core critical in order to ensure
the quality of experimental data of the
subcriticality and the reactivity worth.
As for the demonstration of the hybrid
system, feedback control of the reactor
power is examined by adjusting the
beam intensity. Operating procedures
at the beam trip and the re-start are
also examined. As for the transmutation
characteristics of MA and LLFP, fission
chambers and activation foils are used
to measure the transmutation rates.
Fig.10 Conceptual view of TEF-P
Several kinds of MA and LLFP samples
are also prepared to measure their reactivity worth, which is important for the integral validation of cross section data.
Ultimate target of the facility is to install a partial mock-up region of MA nitride fuel with air cooling to measure the
physics parameters of the transmutation system. The central rectangular region (28cm x 28cm) will be replaced with a
hexagonal subassembly.
The distinguished points of TEF-P in comparison with existing experimental facilities can be summarized as follows:
(1) both the high energy proton beam and the nuclear fuel are available, (2) the maximum neutron source intensity of
about 1012 n/s is strong enough to perform precise measurements even in the deep subcritical state, and, is low enough
to easily access to the assembly after the irradiation, (3) wide range of pulse width (1ns - 0.5ms) can be available by the
laser charge exchange technique and, (4) MA and LLFP can be used as a shape of foil, sample and fuel by installing an
appropriate shielding and a remote handling devise.
6.2 ADS Target Test Facility (TEF-T)
To solve technical difficulties for liquid LBE application, construction of TEF-T is planned to complete the datasets
which required for LBE target/cooled ADS design. The experiments to obtain the material irradiation data for beam
window are the most important mission of TEF-T.
TEF-T mainly consists of a LBE spallation target, a secondary cooling circuit, and an hot cells to handle the spent
spallation target vessel and irradiation test pieces. LBE is filled into a sealed
double annular cylindrical tube made by type 316 stainless steel or 9Cr
steel. An effective size of the target unit is about 15cm diameter and 3
to 4 meter long as shown in Fig.11. The target head is designed to be
changed according to the objective of the experiments. One of the target
head is designed to irradiate several kinds of samples in the flowing LBE
environment.
A primary LBE loop is designed to allow LBE flow up to 2 meter per second
of velocity and 500ºC of the maximum temperature of the LBE. LBE is
circulated by electro-magnetic pump (EM pump) that is independent from
the target tube. When the trouble is occurred around the EM pump, target
unit can be replaced by withdrawing the electro-magnetic flow meter and
EM pump.
Design study of the target head to realize TEF-T target system is performed.
To set up the parameters, future ADS concepts are taken into account. In the
reference case of the target which is supposed to be used for various material
irradiation, 20 mA/cm2 of proton beam current density was assumed that
equals to the maximum beam current density of JAEA proposed 800MWth
ADS. Through the analyses of neutronics, thermal-hydraulics, and structural
strength, target can be applicable with reference operation condition with
maximum coolant temperature up to 450ºC.
However, by introducing 400MeV-250kW proton beam, with 20 μA/cm2 of
beam current density, about 7 to 8 DPA/year of irradiation can be obtained
in the irradiation sample which is set in flowing LBE environment. Because Fig.11. Sealed annular type spallation target
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this value is about 20% of DPA considered in the beam window of JAEA-ADS, studies for focusing the injected proton
beam up to 40 μA/cm2, and reduction of beam window temperature by changing LBE flow is underway.
7. Conclusion
JAEA has been promoting various R&D activities on ADS. The preliminary system design of the superconducting
part of the SC-LINAC was performed. Based on the preliminary design, the frequency of unexpected beam trip was
estimated by referencing the performance of existing accelerators to discuss the feasibility of the SC-LINAC for ADS.
In the design of ADS, the critical issues are in the engineering feasibility of the beam window for the high power
spallation target in terms of thermal-hydraulic and structural design. The engineering feasibilities of the beam window
was evaluated. While LBE is regarded as the prime candidate for the spallation target and the core coolant of the ADS,
the technology to use LBE in the nuclear system is not well-established. Some small test loops using LBE were built
in JAEA to investigate the corrosion of structural material and the thermal-hydraulics characteristics. In the neutronics
design of ADS, present status of nuclear data was evaluated with the uncertainty analysis using covariance data for
the evaluated nuclear data. The effect on uncertainty reduction of TEF-P, which is a critical facility capable to contain
kg-order MA planned in J-PARC, was assessed. Preliminary safety analyses were also carried out for typical initiators.
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Abstract
Major results from the studies on the SFLM (Straight Field Line Mirror) concept are presented. Motivations for the SFLM
research are to identify a steady state device design where obstacles for a future commercial use would not be ruled out
by insufficient plasma confinement, material problems, accessibility for diagnostics, tritium consumption and breeding,
as well as reactor safety issues. Some of the important results are on the existence of a radial constant of motion
(necessary for confinement) which could be controlled by biased potential plates, on the plasma heating (ICRH can be
applied in steady state), on material loads (from neutrons and plasma bombardment), on a high power amplification by
fission (preferably as high as possible within safety constraints) and on reactor safety. Geometries are carefully selected
to identify a design with a potential for commercial use. Critical problems are avoided by the choices for the compact
super conducting coil design, the flux tube expander, the openings for accessibility, the method for plasma heating
and the reactor blanket arrangements. The geometrical arrangements for the SFLM may offer possibilities to obtain
solutions to these challenges.
Keywords: Hybrid reactor, fusion neutron source, magnetic mirror, SFLM
PACS: 52.55
Introduction
Hybrid reactors [1] offer a possibility for application of fusion in a not too distant future. A main reason is that the plasma
confinement requirements are relaxed compared to a stand-alone fusion reactor if there is a high power amplification
by fission. Steady-state operation on a time scale of a year without interruption is essential for such applications, but
pulsed operation enforced by a need to induce a plasma current could prevent a commercial application of tokamak
and main stream toroidal fusion devices. In response to this, we analyze a mirror machine concept [2-15], where a
key advantage is the potential for steady state operation. In several aspects, predictions for the SFLM (Straight Field
Line Mirror) concept are encouraging. Our studies address several critical issues on particle confinement, plasma
heating, plasma stability and magnetic coil design. Reactor safety and engineering requirements of the design are also
addressed in Monte Carlo computations for the neutrons.
The overall design [8,9] is reasonably compact (a 25 m long device with an outer coil radius of 3 m and a mid plane
plasma radius of 0.4 m), see Figures 1 and 2. This design is considered for a 1.5 GWth reactor. Damage of equipment is
reduced by avoiding ports for diagnostics and plasma heating [5-7] in sensitive areas. The top and bottom of the device
is intended for access, with feeding of plasma heating and diagnostics. On opposite sides of the plasma confinement
region, the magnetic flux tube expands and directs plasma to large receiving plates with a radius of 4 m, which replace
the “divertor plates” in a toroidal device. The large area of the end plates enables a tolerable (about 0.6 MW/m2) heat
deposition. Electric potential control can be installed at sectioned endplates, and a small radial electric field, which
is needed for improvement of confinement, can in this way be enforced on the plasma [15]. This results in a weak
plasma rotation, which is expected to eliminate collision-less radial drifts. Each particle then moves closely to a single
magnetic surface, and from this we have identified a radial constant of motion for magnetic mirror systems, even for
mirror fields with a strong stabilizing quadrupolar field component[15]. In the collision-free approximation, all particles
are predicted to be confined radially for an infinite time. This attractive feature results from the weak plasma rotation
which is controlled by the biased electric potentials. An additional useful property is that the confinement sensitivity to
field errors, which can cause particles to radially drift out from the confining magnetic flux tube, is strongly suppressed
by the weak plasma rotation. Elimination of such loss is crucial for any magnetic confinement concept.
The compact 3D superconducting coils [10, 12] have 2 m inner radii (which provide sufficient space for the fusion device
and the fission reactor core) and only 3 m coil outer radii. The curved 3D coils have been inspired by the coil design of
a helias stellarator, i.e. Wendelstein 7X, but the strong gradients of a mirror field (with a mirror ratio of 4 or more) have
imposed a particular challenge for the coil design of a mirror machine with strong asymmetries from the stabilizing
quadrupolar magnetic field, see Figures 2 and 3. Antennas for ICRH (ion cyclotron resonance heating) are located
on both sides of the mirror ends of the device [5, 6, 7]. These regions can be protected from neutron bombardment.
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Figure 1. Outline of arrangements for an SFLM reactor, with the 3D coils
shown. Diagnostics and monitoring equipment are located on the top
and bottom of the device to protect sensitive equipment from neutron
and particle bombardment. RF heating is fed through openings near
the magnetic mirror ends. An annular (or tubular) fission reactor core is
located in between the plasma confinement region and the coils, where
the arrangement with minimized holes for diagnostics is beneficial
for neutron economy. A vertical orientation enables passive coolant
circulation.

Figure 2. Superconducting coils for the SFLM. The upper figure shows
the superconducting coils. The lower figure indicates location of fission
reactor part between the coils and the vacuum chamber for the plasma
and the expander plates which are intended as plasma receiving
“divertor plates”.

ICRH heating has the advantage that it can be
applied over long times, which is necessary when
the ambition is steady state operation for a time
scale of a year.
Neutrons produced from fusion reactions can be
further utilized for fission (and incineration) in a
reactor surrounding the fusion part of the device
[8, 9, 13]. The avoidance of holes in this region
is one reason why a high power amplification
by fission (up to a value as high as 150) may be
achievable with the SFLM-geometry. This enables a
very small fusion Q factor for a mirror based hybrid
reactor. Even a fusion Q factor as low as Q=0.15
may be sufficient for efficient power production.
This is about ten times lower than predicted for
axisymmetric toroidal devices.

Figure 3. The magnetic field lines of the SFLM are straight and nonparallel. With straight field lines, there is no guiding center drift, and
each guiding centers move on a single magnetic field line. The stronger
magnetic field modulus at the opposite ends provide longitudinal
confinement by the mirror effect.

Radial constant of motion
The identification of motional invariants is crucial to obtain an overall understanding of particle motion and to control
confinement in magnetic fields [15]. Magnetic confinement is necessary both along the longitudinal and along the radial
direction of a magnetic flux tube. We need to identify constants of motion which assure confinement in both directions
[15]. The longitudinal confinement in a mirror machine is governed by two constants of motion, i.e. the energy of the
particle and its magnetic moment. The aim is to identify conditions for the existence of a radial invariant Ir which makes
the radial motion across a magnetic flux tube bounded [15]. Such a constant of motion would correspond to perfect
confinement in the collision free approximation. However, predictions on radial confinement are subtle to carry out,
and depend sensitively on the confining fields. Even small field errors (for instance deviations from axisymmetry) worsen
radial confinement in tokamaks and axisymmetric mirrors. Even more obvious concerns can be made on quadrupolar
mirrors, since there is no global symmetry in such fields, although there exist certain fields where each guiding center
motion is restricted to move on a single magnetic surface in the long-thin limit, compare [11]. For representative
parameters of a fusion reactor, confinement for about 10 000 longitudinal bounces are required for power production

in a stand-alone fusion reactor. This restricts the tolerable radial net drift in each longitudinal bounce to less than 0.1
mm in a 100 m long device with 1 m plasma radius. This is indeed a challenging demand, which is hard to meet in any
confining scheme! The idealized SFLM field has straight nonparallel magnetic field lines [2], where each gyro center is
restricted to move on a single magnetic field line [4], see Figure 3. The concern for radial confinement is deviation by
field errors from this ideal field. That causes radial excursions from the initial magnetic surface, which in many cases
corresponds to oscillatory radial drifts for the imperfect SFLM field, see Figure 4, and then poses no major threat on
confinement [11]. However, certain field errors cause net radial magnetic drifts which would quickly ruin confinement
[14].

Figure 4. Variations of the lowest order radial invariant describe “banana” excursions from a magnetic flux surface
during a longitudinal bounce. In the radial invariant, banana widths are accounted for by bounce harmonic terms.
Notice that the longitudinal scale is much larger than the radial scale, which demonstrates small radial excursions of
the particle. The “banana” widths can be reduced further by applying a radial electric field.

Several experiments in various devices have demonstrated that a radial electric field can improve confinement, and this
is applied in toroidal devices, at the GDT (Gas Dynamic Trap) axisymmetric mirror [16] as well as in the anchor cells of
the Gamma10 tandem mirror. A very high ellipticity (around 50) is required in the Gamma 10 anchor cells to provide
gross plasma stability by the quadrupolar field, which has a drawback of introducing large radial magnetic drifts. For this
reason, it has been necessary to introduce biased electric potential plates to reduce the radial drift loss in Gamma10.
One suggested interpretation [16] for the biased electric potential experimental results in GDT is that a shear rotational
plasma rotation “chops” large plasma structures originating from flute instabilities into smaller structures near the
region of opposite plasma rotation, which may produce improved overall confinement in a similar manner as an ITB
(internal transport barrier). A complete stabilization of the large scale flute mode is however preferable, and this
is a motivation to consider an average minimum B field such as the SFLM field with its quadrupolar magnetic field
component. The ambition for the SFLM is quiescent elimination of non-oscillatory radial drifts.
Mirror machines offer the flexibility to control the radial electric field by potential plates outside the confinement
region. Our derivations predict that a radial constant of motion could be arranged by applying a controlled radial
electric field, which enforces a slow plasma rotation which easily can overcome the radial magnetic drifts in an imperfect
SFLM field. The radial invariant

I r (x, v ) =

r0

corresponds to an average radial motion on a mean magnetic surface [15]. Here, is the radial Clebsch coordinate for the
magnetic field, and a magnetic surface is determined by If the oscillatory radial drifts are small, which can be arranged
by slightly increasing the strength of the radial electric field, each guiding center moves close to a single magnetic
surface. In this case, the radial invariant approaches the guiding center value of the radial Clebsch coordinate, and in

such a case [15]
where r0 is the radial coordinate of the particle (not the guiding center) and r0, gyro is the gyro oscillation (or “gyro
ripple”) of the particle. The dependence on this gyro oscillation in a distribution function corresponds to the selfconsistent diamagnetic current in equilibria with pressure gradients [11].
Plasma heating
For a deuterium-tritium plasma with about 40 % deuterium and 60 % tritium, the minority deuterium ions can be
heated by an antenna at one mirror end with the antenna frequency matched to the fundamental deuterium cyclotron
frequency at the resonance region [5]. Tritium is heated by second harmonic heating by an antenna at the opposite end
[7]. To sustain a sloshing ion distribution, the resonance regions are chosen to be at about half the maximum magnetic
field strength, corresponding to locations of sloshing ion peaks. Computations have predicted good coupling between
the antennas and the plasma, and efficient heating can occur.
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The antenna locations near the mirror ends is favorable for protection from particle bombardment. The waves propagate
towards lower magnetic field with conversion between fast and slow waves, with absorption near cyclotron resonances.
Heating efficiencies around 70 % is typically obtained in the computations [5, 6, 7].
Neutron computations, power amplification and reactor safety
Monte Carlo simulations for the neutrons have been
carried out based on a model with the cross section
divided into annular sections [9,13], see Figure 5.
The innermost region ( r < 0.95 m) is the vaccum
chamber where the fusion neutron production
occurs, covered by a first wall with 3 cm thickness.
A buffer region, about 15 cm wide, outside of this
is introduced to obtain a 30 % increase of incident
neutron flux, a decrease of fission neutron leakge
and a softening of the energy spectrum of the
neutrons. That arrangement is essential to protect
the first wall by reducing the dpa (displacement per FIGURE 5. Outline of annular arrangements for the neutron
atom) rate, where it is necessary to account both computations
for the neutrons originating from fission as well as
fusion. The core (about 22 cm thick) contains the fuel and eutectic lead-bismuth coolant. The fuel considered in the
computations is based on the average content of spent fuel from fission reactors, with fssion products and U238
removed to minimize production of minor actinides. External to these regions are a core expansion zone, a radial
reflector and a lithium coolant (not shown in the Figure 5) to breed tritium. Detailed material choices and geometrical
arrangements are given in [9].
The computations are based on an arrangement where the neutron multiplicity keff is subcritcal (i.e. below unity).
This implies that fission power generation can be stopped by turning off the fusion neutron source, which is a safety
arrangement for subcritical fast reactors. As high a value of keff as possible is desirable for power production, but
safety requirements impose an upper bound on keff . We have in the computations focused on the value keff = 0.97,
which has a 3 % margin to a critical state, and made a number of studies to investigate if this value is within safety
requirements [9].
QPAF = Pfis / Pfus
A first result is that with this value, the power amplification by fission, i.e. ratio
of power generated

by fission and fusion, can be surprisingly high for the SFLM arrangements [9, 13]:
This implies that a fusion power of only [8]
Pfus = 10MW
would then correspond to 1.5 GWth total power production, which can be estimated to 0.5 GWel electric power
generation. Even a fusion Q factor as low as [8]
Q=0.15
may be sufficient for efficient power production. With that value for the Q factor, the “divertor plates” should be
capable of receiving 60 MW power from plasma leaking to the end walls. In this low field region, the gyro radii of the
ions reaching the walls are large (exceeding 50 cm) and the heat deposition would then be evenly distributed over the
receiving end plates. With a wall radius of 4 m of both end tank walls, which adds up to 100 m2 area at the end plates,
the power deposition is about 0.6 MW/m2, which is within a tolerable range for the heat load.
The arrangement with a buffer has resulted in more than a 30 years computed limit for the 200 dpa rate for the first wall.
Neutrons originating from the reactor as well as from the fusion neutron source have to be included in that computation
[9].
Reactor safety studies have investigated scenarios with loss of coolants (LOCA), void of coolant and other events. The
most severe case found corresponds to loss of coolant in the core region (where the fuel is located) combined with
replacement by water (with moderates the neutrons and increase the fission with Pu239), which can result in an increase
in keff by 8 %, which is outside the safety margin. However, such events could be avoided by joining the coolant loops in
the core and buffer regions, and a LOCA combined with water replacement is with such an arrangement not predicted
to lead to keff > 1. Although no supercritical scenario has been identified in our model [8, 9], it should be emphasized
that here is still need to deepen the reactor safety studies!

The possibility to quickly turn off the fusion neutron source is a safety arrangement. There is still a need to remove decay
heat, with can be of the order of 10 % of the full power on a short time scale after the reactor is switched off. With a
vertical orientation of the reactor, passive coolant circulation is predicted to be capable of removing a decay heat of
150 MW [18], which increases safety. External pumps would however be required to remove heat when the reactor is
switched on. The blocking of the fuel rods on the coolant flow is an important factor for the required pumping power.
The calculated pumping power to remove a heat of 1.5 GWth is well below 50 MW [18].
Tritium consumption is reduced to about 1 % of the consumption in a stand-alone fusion reactor, but it still essential
to avoid the cost of the tritium fuel. A lithium coolant loop has been introduced outside the radial reflector region
to predict the tritium breeding ratio. A tritium breeding ratio exceeding unity is easily obtained for the SFLM hybrid
reactor studies, where a value around 1.5 is a representative number for the computations.
Discussions and conclusions
Mirror machines have several attractive features, among them a high b (ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic field
pressure) and flexible geometrical arrangements. The major obstacle for mirror machines have been the tendency to
be limited by a too low electron temperature, compare [3], which by electron drag leads to a too rapid cooling of the
fuel ion temperatures. This has by many fusion researchers been considered as a show-stopper for mirror machines.
However, increased electron temperatures have been reported in recent years in several mirror machines, i.e. the
multimirror GOL 3 and GDT experiments at the Budker Institute in Russia and at the Gamma10 experiment in Japan.
The results in GDT has a particular relevance for our studies [16]. A doubling of the electron temperature (to 230 eV) was
first achieved by using biased control plates to feed a shear plasma rotation which resulted in enhanced confinement,
and the electron temperature was increased further to about 430 eV by increasing the power of NBI (neutral beam
injection). Thompson scattering has been used to measure the electron temperature. More recent reports for GDT
[16] claim an electron temperature around 650 eV when electron cyclotron heating (ECR) is applied, where even the
electron temperature reaches 900 eV in a few shots. This is approaching a range where the electron temperature would
be sufficient for power production in a hybrid reactor.
Geometrical arrangements to avoid critical problems have been a guide for the SFLM-studies, and several of the
results can also be transferred to the steady-state stellarator-mirror concept studied by researchers at KHIPT at Kharkiv
in Ukraine [17]. In the experiments in the stellarator Uragan 2M, a local mirror region is established by switching off a
toroidal field coil, whereby a stellarator-mirror configuration is obtained. A radial electric, which may be spontaneously
generated by a small initial escape of particles, is predicted to have a favorable influence on radial confinement also
for that toroidal system, although the option to use electrical biased end plates is not an available option for a toroidal
stellarator-mirror system.
Results from the SFLM are summarized in this paper. Major predictions from the studies are:
1. Gross plasma stability at high is predicted from the minimum b property of the SFLM magnetic field.
2. Collision free radial drift loss is predicted to be eliminated by applying a radial electric field which can be controlled
by biased plates outside the confinement region. Each guiding center motion then approaches a motion on a
single magnetic surface. A radial constant of motion exist in such situations.
3. Steady-state operation for a time scale over a year is not ruled out by a need for pulsed operation.
4. Plasma heating by ICRH is predicted to be efficient.
5. A compact design is possible with superconducting 3D coils.
6. The geometry of the SFLM design is aimed to satisfy reactor requirements for accessibility and avoidance of
damage of sensitive equipment.
7. Reactor safety studies are favorable, but more studies are required in this area.
8. A tritium breeding ratio above unity is predicted.
9. Neutron computations predict that only a small fusion power (about 10 MW) could be sufficient for a power
generation of 1.5 GWth.
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We presented a conceptual design of Z-pinch driven fusion-fission hybrid reactor(Z-FFR). In the concept, plasma kinetic
energy is used to compress the DT capsule in a dynamic hahlraum, producing fusion yield from multi hundreds to
thousand of mega-Joules. A sub-critical blanket using natural uranium or depleted uranium as fules and light water
as heat-exchange medium, can provide energy magnificance factor of 10-20 and Tritium breeding ratio of larger than
1.15. The reactor can produce hundreds of mega-watts to a million kilo-watts electric power driven by an accelerator
40MA-60MA in peak current.
Dynamic hahlraum is used to convert cylindrical plasma kinetic energy to radiation ensuring spherical compression of
DT fules. In the capsule, DT ice fules are seperated into two parts and isolated from each other by high-Z materials.
Inner DT fules, less than 5% of the total fule mass, will be compressed holistically to ignition condition. While the rest
burns after the ignition of inner fules to obtain a high G factor. It can tolerate hohlraum radiation unsymmetry as worse
as 10%. Numerical simulation indicates fusion yield of 1.5GJ driven by a plasma liner with 4.6MJ/cm kinetic energy in
a 60MA accelerator.
The sub-critical blanket is comprised of 18 modules, using 825 tons of uranium fuels and 45 tons of Li4SiO4 tritium
breeding materials. In each module, 15.5Mpa light water flows in Zr alloy pipes array embedded in U-10Zr alloy fules.
A volume ratio of 2:1, i.e., uranuim versus light water, is suggested to obtain a high F/B ratio of fissile nuclei to maintain
the nucleonic performance for more than 200 years without refuelling. Reprocessing of fuels is simple and convenient,
where the fuels is only needed to be heated to remove fission gas, without any separation of isotopes, expecially
separation of the uranium and the plutonium elements.
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Abstract
The fusion-fission hybrid reactor is a promising technology that is likely to assume more and more importance in the
global energy scenario in the coming years. Although this kind of nuclear system dates back to the earliest times of the
fusion projects (when it was recognized that using fusion neutrons to “support” nuclear fission fuel cycle could widely
increase the exploitation of the fusion plants), it appears to receive relatively limited attention since the mid-1980s.
Notwithstanding, hybrid fusion fission systems have been already studied for some decades, in the most prominent
laboratories and a relatively large bibliography was produced. Obviously much more papers on this topic have been
published in more recent years.
The fusion-fission hybrid concept can use both the nuclear fusion and fission processes: in a typical application, neutrons
from fusion reactions can be used to sustain the fission chain of a sub-critical system. This is the basis of the hybrid
reactor concept: neutron generation is not produced just in neutron-induced fissions, but also as a “by-product” of the
fusion reactions inside the nuclear fusion reactor “core” (i.e., respectively, the void chamber for MCF or the fuel particles
for ICF). This method allows to have an intrinsically safe facility (with a higher efficiency than a fusion reactor itself and
a harder neutron energy spectrum than a fission reactor) which could be suitable for nuclear waste transmutation, too.
In the last years, many initiatives on nuclear waste transmutation were proposed in order to reduce the long-term
radiotoxicity of the wastes by eliminating a high fraction of the TRU from the SNF before their final disposal. In this
frame, as already anticipated, hybrid fusion-fission systems could have an additional degree of freedom because of the
independent source: this means that the neutron spectrum can be (reasonably) tailored for the transmutation purposes.
In the present study a special focus has been devoted to the transmutation of SNF from fission reactors loaded in a
fusion system, operated under the hypothesis to take into account the behaviour of a planned “real” (i.e. pulsed) MCF
(ITER-like) plant.
Keywords
Nuclear fission fuel cycle closure, ITER, pulsed fusion reactors, minor actinides, hybrid reactors.
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ADS		
Accelerator-Driven System
ASIPPC		
Institute of Plasma Physics Chinese Academy of Science
BoC		
Begin of Cycle
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Culham Centre for Fusion Energy
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DEMOnstration fusion power plant
ENEA		
Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development
EoC		
End of Cycle
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Advanced Nuclear Energy Research team (China)
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Fast Reactor
FW		
First Wall
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Inertial Confinement Fusion
ITER		
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
JAEA		
Japan Atomic Energy Agency
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Light Water Reactor
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Minor Actinide
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Monte Carlo Automatic Modeling
MCF		
Magnetic Confinement Fusion
MCNP		
Monte Carlo N-Particle
OTTO		
Once Through Then Out
SNF		
Spent Nuclear Fuel
TBM		
Test Blanket Module
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Transuranic element

1. Introduction
In a subcritical system, the nuclear properties of the nuclear fuel and other components are unable to keep the chain
reaction going on, and both the neutron population and the fission reaction rate vanish in a very short time [1].
There are some artificial heavy nuclei and some mixtures of heavy radioactive nuclei with a non-negligible strength
of neutron emission. However, more powerful sources are needed to feed a subcritical system if we want to have a
power density similar to that of a critical reactor. Generally speaking, there are two kind of reactions useful as (potential)
independent neutron sources:
•
A spallation reaction induced by accelerated charged particles impinging in a target of a heavy element (e.g. lead)
[30][31][32][33]
•
A fusion reaction
Between these two potential choices, also the latter is receiving more and more attention by the international scientific
community. This is the basis of the hybrid reactor concept, where neutron generation is not produced just in neutroninduced fissions, but also as a “by-product” of the fusion reactions inside the nuclear fusion reactor “core” (i.e.
respectively, the void chamber for MCF or the fuel particles for ICF). Although the fusion-fission hybrid concept dates
back to the earliest times of the fusion projects (when it was recognized that using fusion neutrons to “support” nuclear
fission fuel cycle could vastly increase the exploitation of the fusion plants), it appears to receive relatively limited
attention since the mid-1980s [2]. Notwithstanding, hybrid fusion fission systems have been already studied for some
decades, in the most prominent laboratories and a large bibliography was produced [3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10][11][12][13]
[14][15][16][17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24][25] [26][27][28][29]. Obviously much more papers on this topic have been
published in more recent years (just to give some examples, see [34][35][36][37][38][39][40][41][42][43][44][45][46][47]
[48][77]).
On the other hand, in the last years, many initiatives on nuclear waste transmutation were proposed in order to reduce
the long-term radiotoxicity of the wastes by eliminating a high fraction of TRU from the SNF before their final disposal
(e.g. [49][50][51][52][53][54][55][56][57][58][59][60][61][62][63][64][65][76][79]). In this frame, as already anticipated,
hybrid fusion-fission systems have an additional degree of freedom because of the independent source: this means
that the neutron spectrum can be (reasonably) tailored for the transmutation purposes [1].
2. Hybrid fusion-fission systems
As already anticipated, fusion can also be combined with fission in what is referred to as hybrid fusion-fission system,
where the blanket surrounding the core represents a “subcritical fission reactor” (i.e. the neutrons are captured,
resulting in fission reactions taking place); instead, the fusion reaction acts as a source of neutrons for the surrounding
blanket. These fission reactions would also produce more neutrons, thereby assisting further fission reactions in the
blanket itself.
The concept of hybrid fusion-fission systems can be compared with an ADS. The blanket of a hybrid fusion system
could therefore contain the same fuel as an ADS: for example, the abundant element Th [52] or the long-lived heavy
isotopes present in the SNF could be used as fuel (see, as examples, [39][41][42][47]).
To synthetize, some potential benefits of a fusion-fission hybrid plant could be [66][75][80]:
Hybrid configuration minimizes the risk of criticality excursions, and relaxes many control requirements (good
passive and inherent safety features: when the plant shuts down no runaway fission reactions are possible)
Reduction of hazardous materials (the plant would transmute most of the long lived isotopes present in SNF): the
need for high-level waste repositories is strongly reduced (only about 5 % as much repository space would be
needed, compared with current OTTO fuel cycle in LWRs). Additionally no fertile material that could otherwise
produce additional actinides needs to be added, so the system can be designed maximizing the burning efficiency
Proliferation resistance: the plant does not require any enrichment or fuel reprocessing with isotopic separation,
so the fuel would not be suitable for use in weapons. What’s more, it is possible to obtain the destruction of initial
fertile and no new fissile creation (fertile-free fuel cycle)
There is a great flexibility in the fueling, which (at least ideally) allows for the design of different actinides burners
More generally, it can benefit both fusion and fission (fill in the gap, solve still open fission problems, promote
fusion)
2.1. Transmutation capabilities of hybrid systems: ICF vs. MCF
In order to evaluate which kind of fusion confinement could be more suitable for transmutation purposes in a hybrid
fusion-fission system, a brief comparison between hybrid systems based on MCF and ICF transmutation features could
be reported [80]:
• Hybrid MCF based systems have a higher percentage of transmutation than those based on ICF
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• The transmutation efficiency is generally higher for MCF based systems
• In the ICF based systems, the neutrons are usually attenuated before reaching the end of the transmutation zone
• The two main advantages of ICF systems are:
- the transmutation of Cm244 is achieved much more than by MCF
- Pu associated radiotoxicity are reduced for ICF more than MCF
• Finally, the highest Th fertile-to-fissile conversion rate is reached in the MCF systems
2.2. Which transmutation process?
In order to design in a proper way the engineering aspects related to the plant (e.g. heat removal, shielding, etc.), it is
important to quantify the power source inside the hybrid modules; so we need to know which kind of nuclear processes
are more likely to happen. In general terms we can say that [80]:
• The nuclides with high probability to be transmuted by fission reaction in hybrid fusion-fission systems are:
• Pu239
• Pu241
• Cm243
• Nuclides with similar transmutation probability by radiative capture or fission reactions are:
• Np237
• Pu240
• Pu242
• Th transmutes mostly by radiative capture
3. Preliminary calculations and results
Differently from almost all the studies carried out in the past on this topic, in the present study the burnup calculations
have been performing under the hypothesis to consider the “real” behavior of a planned fusion plant (namely ITER),
i.e. the pulsed steps considered in our burnup calculations have the same duration of those ones planned for the real
reactor.
But why to choose ITER? First of all because ITER design provides the possibility to test some innovative solutions in
ad-hoc blanket positions (TBM) using a machine that should be (hopefully) available in a (relatively) limited time; in this
way it could be possible:
•
To confirm results obtained by previous thermo-mechanic simulations and/or experiments
•
To test neutronics, tritium production, fission and integration performances
•
Last but not the least, to experimentally validate the transmutation capabilities of a («realistic») hybrid system

Figure 1 – FW and blanket sector analyzed in the burnup calculations

Starting from a complete and very detailed neutronic model of ITER [78] (on which we have performed a general MCNP
[67] calculation with a FENDL based neutronic cross sections dataset [72]), we have extracted (by MCAM [74] code) a
single sector (fig. 1) representative of a potential TBM where some MA (with a typical composition used for a FR [76])
have been inserted.
Then we have performed a burnup calculation limited to this sector by Serpent [68][69][70][71] code (imposing the
boundary conditions obtained by previous general MCNP calculation) with a JEFF based neutronic cross sections
dataset [73] obtaining the preliminary results in detail reported in [75]. Among the others, it is useful to highlight the
spectra (at BoC and EoC) inside analyzed sector (fig. 2) and the transmutation results for some key MA (fig. 3, 4 and
tab. 1).

Figure 2 – 172-groups spectrum at BoC and EoC

Table 1 – Am241 and Cm244 variations during the whole irradiation period

Figure 3 – Am241 mass vs. calculation step

Figure 4 – Cm244 mass vs. calculation step
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4. Discussion
As already found in previous publications, also our preliminary calculations and results confirm the feasibility and the
potentiality of transmutation in hybrid fusion-fission reactors. However, looking at fig. 3. 4 and at tab. 1, the Am241
and Cm244 variations due to transmutation (and not to pure decay) seem very limited (at least for the supposed pulsed
regime with very long inactivity periods).
So, also on the basis of the previous considerations, some important questions remain still open in view of the design
of a possible “roadmap” for implementing a TBM loaded with MA in ITER:
•
Heat removal:
- Additional heat produced by MA fissions in blanket
- Decay heat to be removed (also when fusion reactors is not working)
•
Additional MA related problems:
- Radioprotection issues
- Blanket materials compatibility
- Post-irradiation TBM «reprocessing»
•
Capability to evaluate transmutation processes effects separately by pure MA decays
5. Conclusions
Hybrid fusion-fission systems could be an interesting opportunity to be exploited in order to fully close the nuclear
(fission) fuel cycle.
Unfortunately, at least at the moment, only fusion machines that work in a pulsed regime (with very long inactivity
periods) should be available in the next future.
The transmutation results with this kind of systems seem not so encouraging (no substantial improvements with respect
to pure decay).
Additionally, the insertion of MA dedicated modules inside a «pure» fusion machine implies the rise of additional
materials compatibility, heat removal and radioprotection related issues.
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Abstract
The fission-fusion hybrid reactor (FFHR) constitutes a challenging playground for nuclear engineers. The CIRTEN
consortium is responsible today for essentially all of the nuclear engineering research and education efforts in the Italian
academia, with a spread of competences going from ITER, DEMO and, more generally, different fusion engineering
applications, to fission applications like Generation IV reactors, ADS, SMR etc, including different enabling technologies
and cultures, like materials and safety. In the paper a brief summary of the multi-disciplinary know-how inside CIRTEN
is presented. It is argued that CIRTEN could give a non-negligible contribution to the further development of the FFHR
concept, provided a suitable national and, especially, international collaboration framework could be envisaged.
1. Introduction
The fusion-fission hybrid reactor (FFHR) is a powerful idea [1] that attempts to combine the best features of fission and
fusion towards the achievement of a multiplicity of targets, which are not limited to power production but include also
nuclear waste transmutation and others. Major efforts in this field are being carried out in China [2], Russia [3] and the
US [4], among others.
2. The CIRTEN consortium and the Nuclear Engineering (NE) education programs in Italy
CIRTEN is a consortium of universities, see Fig. 1, which was founded in 1994 to foster research and education in the
field of nuclear technologies in Italy.

Figure 1. Italian Universities contributing to CIRTEN

Almost all faculty in the field of NE, see Fig. 2, belong to CIRTEN universities.
Notwithstanding the very significant difficulties for anything
NE-related following the two referenda in Italy, a total of
100+ students a year, which for a Country without nuclear
power plants (NPPs) can be considered, we believe, quite a
big number, are enrolled in the educational programs either
fully or at least partly devoted to NE, which are at this time
the following:
• BSc level
- NE track inside Energy engineering (UniPa)
• MSc level
- Energy and NE (UniPa, PoliTo)
- NE (PoliMi, UniPi)
- NE track inside Energy engineering (UniRm1)
- Poly2Nuc joint NE program between PoliMi and
PoliTo
• PhD programs.

Figure 2. Nuclear engineering faculty in Italy (data from http://
cercauniversita.cineca.it/php5/docenti/cerca.php 05nov2016)

Of course, notwithstanding the strong involvement and
success of Italian industries and agencies in the fusion field,
the fact that Italy does not and also will not have any NPPs,
at least in the short term, implies that our (best) students
are often finding after graduation a position in some of the
(best) nuclear institutions around the world, see Fig. 3 for an
example. While this may be a cause of pride, as it is clearly
a sign of the quality of our graduates, it also raises some
questions as to the cost-benefit ratio and associated tradeoff between the obvious pros of an international network of
alumni and the cons associated to this brain drain for our
Country.

Figure 3. An example of CIRTEN “fallout”: Export of PoliTo alumni towards nuclear institutions in the EU and in the US.

3. FFHR-relevant know-how inside CIRTEN
The FFHR can be seen as an excellent opportunity to bring together the fission and fusion research&education
communities in Italy, especially considering that the most critical aspects in the design of such a reactor are likely to be
related to the fission-fusion interfaces and require therefore by definition both competences.
The CIRTEN universities have built a significant experience and background in the NE field from the participation to
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several international projects and namely
• In fission, LFR (ELSY, LEADER), ADS (IABAT,
MUSE, XADS, EFIT), MSR (MOST, ALISIA,
EVOL, SAMOFAR), P&T (NEWPART, PARTNEW,
EUROPART, ACSEPT, SACSESS)
• In fusion, ITER, the EU-DEMO and several of the
present tokamaks, including e.g. JET and KSTAR.
The typical know-how that the CIRTEN universities
could offer in the framework of a collaboration
on the FFHR pertains to the following fields
• Neutronics / Thermal-hydraulics (TH) / Thermomechanics (fission&fusion blanket, …)
• Fusion
- Superconducting magnets
- Plasma-wall interactions and management
of high heat fluxes
- Radio-Frequency heating of the plasma
• Materials and nuclear fuel cycle
• Safety.
In the remaining part of this Section, a few selected
contributions of CIRTEN universities in the abovementioned fields will be briefly summarized.
In the field of multi-physics modeling, a major
effort has been devoted at PoliTo, over the last 20
years or so, to the development and/or application
of different, state-of-the-art computational tools,
which could all be relevant in the design phase of
an FFHR, e.g.

Figure 4. Architecture of the 4C code for thermal-hydraulic simulation of
superconducting coils.

• The 4C (coil, conductor and cryogenic circuit)
code [5], for the analysis of TH transients in superconducting magnets for fusion reactor applications, validated
against experimental data from different machines (EAST, KSTAR, ITER Model and Insert Coils, W7-X), and also
applied to several future tokamaks (ITER, EU-DEMO, JT-60SA, DTT),
• The GETTHEM (general tokamak thermal-hydraulic modeling) code, for the system-level TH analysis of the tokamak,
based on the object-oriented Modelica language, currently applied to the design verification of the HCPB and WCLL
solutions for the breeding blanket of the EU-DEMO [6],
• The different CFD modeling tools (ANSYS Fluent, STARCCM+, OpenFoam), applied to the TH modeling of different
water cooled ITER components like the vacuum vessel [7], the first wall panels, the gyrotron collector and cavity,
• The FRENETIC (fast reactor neutronic/thermal-hydraulic) code [8], a computationally efficient, multi-physics modelling
tool for liquid-metal cooled fast reactor cores, suitable for design and safety studies, recently validated against
experimental data from EBR-II [9] and applied to the study of the LFR demonstrator ALFRED,
• The TOPICA code [10], for the design of ICRF antennas.
At PoliMi, PoliTo, UniPa and UniRm1, different models for the fission blanket could be developed
to establish configuration, sub-criticality level and fission distribution of the subcritical system in steady-state,
using the Serpent code and inverse models for reactivity monitoring [11],
to evaluate the transmutation properties of the system, using the Fispact code, as well as the uncertainties due to
nuclear data and models (using state-of the art UQ methods like GPT and reduced-order modelling),
to compare the performances of LFR vs. MSR-like blankets, including the fluid/nuclear fuel non-linear coupling
between fuel and neutron dynamics in the case of the latter [12]-[15],
to compute the distribution of neutrons and heat load (using MCNP) [16], [21],
to perform thermomechanical analyses (using Abaqus) [17],
to evaluate the feasibility of selected blanket design concepts by means of preliminary TH estimates (using Relap53D) [18],
to perform MHD calculations of the flow of liquid metals in a background B field for LFR-like blankets (using Ansys
CFX and OpenFOAM).

Some of the relevant TH features could also be studied taking
advantage of the DYNASTY facility (first test end of 2016)
developed at PoliMi for studying the stability of a closed molten
salt loop with distributed heat generation.
In the field of nuclear materials several efforts are ongoing in the
CIRTEN or related universities, among which some of the most
FFHR-relevant ones include
-

-

-

The analysis of chemical compatibility between MS and
structural components, where a computational approach
combining DFT simulations and Molecular Dynamics
is coupled to (and partly validated by) an experimental
approach, combining in turn the synthesis of compounds,
thermal analyses, X-ray diffraction and solubility experiments,
performed in the New Integrated Nuclear Laboratories at
PoliMi [22],
The study of pyrometallurgical reprocessing [23] and waste
confinement [24], again in the same PoliMi laboratories,
The development of joined or coated components and their
experimental characterization at PoliTo, in collaboration with
a series of international institutions [25]-[27],
The experimental study of the corrosion of structural metallic
components in contact with MS at UniSalento, where
preliminary tests on W corrosion in molten NaCl have been
performed [28]-[30].

Figure 5. Spatial distribution of the delayed (left)
and prompt (right) neutron sources (arbitrary units)
computed with a 3D OpenFOAM simulation of an
MSFR at nominal flow rate.

Figure 7. The Integrated Nuclear Laboratories at PoliMi.

Last, but definitely not least, the CIRTEN universities could
contribute to the safety assessment of the FFHR different,
complementary points of view, namely the analysis of operational
transients at different power levels, the identification of the
Postulated Initiating Events, based on the peculiar characteristics

Figure 6. The DYNASTY facility at PoliMi.
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of the subcritical assembly, and the ensuing accident analysis of the most relevant scenarios, using for the operational/
accident transients both TH and multi-physics codes (like FLUENT, RELAP, FRENETIC, CONSEN [20]), or dedicated codes
(like MELCOR 1.8.6-FUS and 2.1) in the case of severe accidents, and the integrated deterministic and probabilistic risk
assessment of the entire system [31]-[33].

Figure 8. Temperature (left) and Von Mises equivalent stress (right) field distributions in the WCLL equatorial outboard blanket
module.

4. Conclusions and perspective
NE programs in CIRTEN universities were born more than 50 years ago and are still alive and quite active, notwithstanding
three major NPP accidents in the US, Ukraine and Japan, and two referenda against nuclear power production in our
Country, over the last 40 years or so.
The competences of the Italian academic NE community inside the CIRTEN consortium could be interestingly applied
to the FFHR, if/when a suitable collaboration framework will be established with the major national and international
players.
Considering the long-term nature of all nuclear endeavors (FFHR included …), it is crucial for the survival of any
program not only to confirm but also to increase the support for the education and training of the future generation of
nuclear engineers and scientists.
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Abstract
At first, a fusion-fission (hybrid) with a multi-layered spherical blanket has been investigated, which is composed of a
first wall made of oxide dispersed steel (ODS, 2 cm); neutron multiplier and coolant zone made of LiPb; ODS-separator
(2 cm); a molten saltFlibe coolant and fission zone; ODS-separator (2 cm); graphite reflector. In the second phase, LiPb
coolant zone behind the first wall has been removed, and a flowing liquid protective first wall is included in front of the
solid first wall. Without an internal liquid wall protection, major damage mechanisms have been calculated as DPA =
50 and He = 170 appm per year at the ODS first wall.
Introduction
Innovative concepts with a protective liquid wall inside the fusion plasma chamber can unify several advantages,
namely (1) achieving very high neutron load values, (2) along with low maintenance costs due to the largely extended
lifetime of the first wall structure (the most sensitive and very expensive component of a fusion reactor), using (3) low
cost steels structures, (4) based on wide technological data base, and (5) with a low residual radioactivity. A FLIBE zone
of ~ 50 cm thickness as flowing wall liquid protection in front of the solid ODS first wall reduces material damage below
permissible limits. It allows shallow burial of structure after final reactor decommissioning.
Controlled fusion energy appears to have potential in providing unlimited energy for mankind. A fusion energy system
has attributes of an attractive product with respect to safety and environmental advantages compared to other energy
sources and it has clear safety and environmental advantages over fission energy. Fusion fuels are abundantly available
in the nature, contrary to relatively scarce fission fuel resources. Hence, growing efforts have been invested in fusion
energy research in the past 40 years.
Selection of structural materials plays a key role in enhancing the economic competitiveness of fusion reactors. Structural
materials for fusion reactors are subjected to thermal, mechanical, chemical and radiation loads. A selection study for
candidate materials may be extrapolated based on the experiences gained from fission reactors only to a very limited
degree. The expected conventional loads appear higher for economically competitive fusion reactors. This includes (1)
higher operating temperatures, (2) chemically aggressive coolants as energy carrier, such as molten salts, liquid lithium
metal or eutectic lithium-lead, lithium-tin, and (3) furthermore magneto-hydro-dynamic effects. In addition to that,
nuclear radiation loads for fusion reactors differ greatly from fission reactors. The latter are subjected to fission neutron
flux with an average energy ~ 2 MeV and to gamma-ray radiation. In a fusion reactor, first wall around the fusion
chamber must withstand to high energetic charged particle fluxes, Bremsstrahlung and gamma-ray radiation, and most
importantly to unconventionally high energetic intense neutron fluxes with a mean energy ~ 14 MeV. The latter are
expected to lead to much higher material damage than observed by fission reactors, not only due to higher neutron
kinetic energy, but also, and even more important due to detrimental threshold reactions for structural materials in MeV
range. Any maintenance and repair work on fusion chamber first wall will cause a long-term plant shutdown and will
be very costly. Hence, a selection study for structural fusion reactor materials must be conducted under consideration
of various unconventional aspects.Structural materials of fusion reactors are subjected to unconventional loads, such
as higher operating temperatures, chemically aggressive coolants, such as molten salts, liquid lithium metal or eutectic
lithium–lead, lithium–tin, and magneto-hydro-dynamic effects. Furthermore, nuclear radiation loads for fusion reactors
differ greatly from fission reactors. Especially at the first wall around the fusion chamber must withstand high energetic
charged particle fluxes, Bremsstrahlung and gamma-ray radiation, and most importantly high energetic intense neutron
fluxes of 14 MeV. Moreover, the structure should be compatible with lithium bearing coolants, such as natural lithium,
Li17Pb83, Li25Sn75, Li2BeF4, NaF•LiF•BeF2, Li2BeF4 + UF4 and Li2BeF4 +ThF4. A protective flowing liquid wall between
plasma and solid first wall in these reactors can relax to a great degree the material selection. In this work, the nuclear
waste actinide transformation, breeding capability of fusion hybrids, different structural materials and the effects of a
protective flowing liquid wall are subject of investigations.
Structural materials
Structural materials of fusion reactors are subjected to thermal, mechanical, chemical and radiation loads during reactor
operation. Information and experiences coming from fission reactors related to the performance of structural materials

can only be used at a very limited degree in material selection for fusion reactors as the expected loads will be higher
for fusion reactors. This involves higher operating temperatures, chemically aggressive coolants, such as molten salts,
liquid lithium metal or eutectic lithium–lead, lithium–tin, and magneto-hydro-dynamic effects. Furthermore, nuclear
radiation loads for fusion reactors differ greatly from fission reactors. The latter are subjected to fission neutron flux with
an average energy of ~2 MeV and to gamma-ray radiation. However, structural material of fusion reactor, especially
at the first wall around the fusion chamber must withstand high energetic charged particle fluxes, Bremsstrahlung
and gamma-ray radiation, and most importantly high energetic intense neutron fluxes with a mean energy of 14
MeV, which are expected to lead to much higher material damage than observed by fission reactors, not only due to
higher neutron kinetic energy, but also, and even more important due to detrimental threshold reactions for structural
materials in MeV range. Moreover, the structure should be compatible with lithium bearing coolants; natural lithium,
Li17Pb83, Li25Sn75,Li2BeF4, NaF•LiF•BeF2, Li2BeF4 + UF4 and Li2BeF4 +ThF4. In addition to those, the structural material
should have the properties given briefly as below:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

Attractive high temperature physical and mechanical properties, i.e., tensile strength, creep strength, impact
toughness, and fatigue.
Reliable, predictable behavior for low rate deterioration of materials properties (ageing, corrosion), and tolerance
for overloads.
Short repair and replacement periods.
Stability and recirculation for renewed application.
Suitability for shallow burial. Compatibility of the Activation criteria with 10CFR61 regulations
Broad compatibility with cooling fluids and gases.
Low neutron absorption cross sections.
Easy fabrication with multiple processes.
Acceptable inspectability of components.
Resistant to 14 MeV neutrons induced displacement damage (strength, ductility and toughness).
High heat conductivity, independent of radiation damage level.
Low swelling or void formation, dimensional stability.
Adequate mechanical properties before and after irradiation.
Operation at a wide temperature window.
Working at high temperatures.
Resistant to atomic displacement and helium generation damage.
Low activation property under 14 MeV neutrons.

Various engineering materials; austenitic stainless steels, ferritic/martensitic steels, vanadium alloys, refractory metals
and composites have been suggested as candidate structural materials for nuclear fusion reactors. Among these
structural materials, austenitic steels have an advantage of extensive technological database and lower cost compared
to other non-ferrous candidates. Furthermore, they have also advantages of very good mechanical properties and
fission operation experience. Moreover, modified austenitic stainless (Ni and Mo free) have relatively low residual
radioactivity. Nevertheless, they can’t withstand high neutron wall load which is required to get high power density in
fusion reactors. On the other hand, a protective flowing liquid wall between plasma and solid first wall in these reactors
can eliminate this restriction.
Material damage types under neutron irradiation can be cited as;
A)
*
*
*
*
*

Microscopic radiation damage effects
Atomic displacement under neutron irradiation (DPA).
Gas production “(n,p); (n,d); (n,t); (n,α)”.
Nuclear transmutation (Foreign atoms production).
Micro melting: local formation of hard, brittle martensite!
Ionization effects of gamma rays, or charged particles (insulators, dielectrics, plastics, lubricants, hydraulic fluids,
and rubber are sensitive to ionization).

Main macroscopic radiation damage effects are:
*
*
*

High-temperature embrittlement: Dimensional changes; swelling and irradiation creep. (> 0.5 TM)
Low-temperature embrittlement: agglomeration by radiation-induced defects, increase in the yield stress!		
(< (0.5 TM “melting temperature in oK). Shift in the DBTT “Ductile-Brittle Transition Temperature”.
Degradation of material properties

Table I shows the temperature range of the main macroscopic radiation damage effects.
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Numerical calculations
The calculations are conducted for a fusion
power generation of 1 GWel over 30 years of
reactor operation with a thermos-dynamical
conversion efficiency of 35 % leading to 2.857
GWth by a capacity factor of 100 %. One of the
candidates as structural material is the oxide
dispersed steel (ODS).
At first, a fusion-fission (hybrid) with a multilayered spherical blanket has been investigated,
which is composed of a first wall made of oxide
dispersed steel (ODS, 2 cm); neutron multiplier
and coolant zone made of LiPb; ODS-separator
(2 cm); a molten salt FLIBE coolant and fission
zone; ODS-separator (2 cm); graphite reflector.
In the second phase, LiPb coolant zone behind
the first wall has been removed. But instead, a
flowing liquid protective first wall is included
in front of the solid first wall in order to reduce
material damage and residual radioactivity after
final disposal of the latter. Without an internal
liquid wall protection, major damage mechanisms have been calculated as DPA = 50 and He = 170 appm per year at
the ODS first wall. This will oblige to change the ODS first wall every ~ 3 years. Hydrogen production is calculated as
650 appm/year. Hydrogen will diffuse out of the structure by high operation temperatures. The alternative version to
include a FLIBE zone of ~ 50 cm thickness as flowing wall liquid protection in front of the solid ODS first wall reduces
material damage below permissible limits. It allows shallow burial of structure after final reactor decommissioning.
SS-304 type steel, SiC and graphite were also selected as structural materials of a magnetic fusion energy (MFE) reactor.
Different types of liquid coolant with tritium breeding capabilities (FLIBE, Li17Pb83, natural lithium, all with natural lithium
component) are investigated to protect the first wall from neutron- and Bremsstrahlung radiation and fusion reaction
debris. With SS-304 as structural material, calculations have led to the following liquid wall thickness requirements
under consideration of the mainline design criteria:
1.

2.
3.

~ 60 cm FLIBE, ~ 160 cm Li17Pb83, ~ 180 cm natural lithium and for material protection measured on displacement
per atom (DPA < 100 after 30 years of operation), and ~ 60 cm FLIBE, ~ 60 cm Li17Pb83, ~ 150 cm natural lithium
measured on helium gas production (He < 500 appm after 30 years of operation),
~ 40 cm Flibe, ~ 80 cm Li17Pb83, ~ 40 cm natural lithium for sufficient tritium breeding (TBR = 1.1),
~ 50 cm FLIBE, ~ 160 cm Li17Pb83, ~ 140 cm natural lithium for a shallow burial index (SBI = 1).

Such a blanket would strongly reduce the shielding for super conducting coils around the fusion plasma chamber and
would open the possibility of utilization of conventional stainless steel for fusion reactors due to the sufficiently low
residual radioactivity in the structural materials after decommissioning of the plant.
Utilization of the molten salt mixture FLIBE+ThF4 produces a precious nuclear fuel 233U with a conservative value of
300,000 $/kg. The additional revenue through fuel production can become360, 600 and 825 M$/a for 2% ThF4, 4%
ThF4 and 6% ThF4 content, respectively, reducing the total electricity cost per kWh significantly. With the molten salt
FLIBE+UF4 and for a market value of 80 M$/kg for 239Pu, the additional revenue through fuel production becomes90
M$/a for 2% nat-UF4 and can increase up to 400 M$/a for 12% UF4 content. The lower fuel revenue with nat-UF4 is
amply compensated through the significant energy amplification and more electricity generation for the same fusion
power production.
Conclusions
We have also investigated the ferritic steel (9Cr–2WVTa), the vanadium alloy (V–4Cr–4Ti) and the SiCf/SiC composite
also as structural materials for fusion reactors. A protective liquid wall with variable thickness, containing FLIBE + heavy
metal salt (UF4 or ThF4) is used for first wall protection. The content of heavy metal salt is chosen as 4 and 12 mol%. A
flowing wall with a thickness of ~ 60 cm can extend the lifetime of the solid first wall structure to a plant lifetime of 30
years for 9Cr–2WVTa and V–4Cr–4Ti, whereas the SiCf/SiC composite as first wall needs a flowing wall with a thickness
of ~ 85 cm to maintain the radiation damage limit.
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Abstract
The paper considers neutron-physical peculiarities of nuclear fuel generation in thorium blanket of Fusion Neu-tron
Source (FNS). It is demonstrated that nuclear fuel generated in thorium FNS blankets is characterized by very sta-ble
neutron-multiplying properties during LWR lifetime and enhanced proliferation resistance. Involvement of thoriumblanketed FNS into an international closed nuclear fuel cycle (NFC) can offer some significant advantages.
Introduction
Traditionally, technology of controlled thermonuclear fusion (CTF) was considered and is be-ing considered now as a
practically inexhaustible energy resource. However, development, master-ing and wide deployment of fast breeder
reactors with closed NFC can substantially extend fuel base of nuclear power industry (NPI) up to unlimited scales.
Under these conditions, it seems rea-sonable to introduce the works oriented on some principal problems of largescale NPI with closed NFC into a circle of main CTF-related studies. The following two problems may be mentioned
here.
The first problem concerns a scale of operations in NFC back-end that could be decreased by significantly deeper fuel
burn-up in nuclear power reactors. As it was shown in Ref. 1, the use of (231Pa-232U-233U-Th)-based fuel in LWR opens a
possibility to reach high (up to 30% HM) and even ultra-high values of fuel burn-up.
The second problem concerns proliferation resistance of fissile materials in closed NFC. As is known, remarkable
content of 232U in uranium fraction can form a really insurmountable barrier against unauthorized diversion of such a
fuel from energy utilization to illegal purposes.
As it was shown in our studies [2-3], FNS involvement into NFC structure can render a fruit-ful assistance in resolving
these problems. It seems reasonable to recognize that main FNS mission in NFC should be not energy generation but
production of advanced fuel with specific nuclide com-positions for nuclear power reactors.
1. Neutron-physical peculiarities if fuel generation in FNS blankets
1.1. Inter-comparison of thorium and uranium blanket
As is known, the FNS concepts presume that high-energy fusion neutrons from (D,T)-reaction (En = 14.1 MeV) are used to
irradiate uranium or thorium in FNS blanket. Just thorium blanket al-lows to demonstrate with the most brightness high
potential of fusion neutrons in threshold (n,2n)- and (n,3n)-reactions because micro cross-sections of these reactions for
232
Th are larger than those for 238U. At the same time, fission cross-sections of 232Th are substantially lower than those
of 238U (see Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 1. Energy dependencies of fission cross-section
and cross-sections of threshold (n,2n)- and (n,3n)-reactions for
232Th

Fig. 2. Energy dependencies of fission cross-section
and cross-sections of threshold (n,2n)- and (n,3n)-reactions for
238U
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Some experimental data [4-7] on bombardment of 232Th and 238U by fusion neutrons are pre-sented in Table 1. These
results confirm the relationships between micro cross-sections.

Table 1 - Reaction rates (per one 14-MeV neutron) in experimental thorium and uranium assemblies

As it follows from micro cross-sections and experimental data presented above, fusion neu-trons are multiplied in
thorium FNS blanket preferably by threshold (n,xn)-reactions while fusion neutrons are multiplied in uranium FNS
blanket by chain fission reactions. Saying by another words, the yields of (231Pa+230Th) nuclides in thorium FNS blanket
(essentially, in fresh FNS blan-ket) per one fission or per two nuclei of fission products are larger than the yields of
(237Np+236U) nuclides in uranium FNS blanket. All these nuclides are produced through threshold channels in both
blankets. This also means that energy generation in thorium FNS blanket (per one (D,T)-reaction) is lower than that in
uranium FNS blanket. It should be noted that design of FNS blanket with weak energy generation rate is substantially
simpler and better from economical viewpoint. Neutron-multiplying properties of the secondary 233U-containing fuel
produced in thorium FNS blanket can provide the better fuel for thermal reactors than the secondary Pu-containing fuel
pro-duced in uranium FNS blanket [8].
1.2. Chains of nuclide transformations under thorium irradiation in FNS blanket
The following chains of nuclide transformations can be initiated in thorium FNS blanket under FNS operation (Fig. 3):
1. “Traditional” chain that begins from neutron capture by thorium, the capture channel:
• 232Th (n,γ) … 233Pa (β-,T1/2=27 days) 233U (n,γ) 234U (n,γ)…
2. “Non-traditional” chain that begins from threshold 232Th(n,2n) and 232Th(n,3n)-reactions, the threshold channel:
• 232Th (n,2n) 231Th (β-,T1/2=26 hours) 231Pa (n,γ) 232Pa (β-,T1/2=1.3 days) 232U(n,γ) 233U(n,γ)…
• 232Th (n,3n) 230Th (n,γ) 231Th (β-,T1/2=26 hours) 231Pa (n,γ) 232U (n,γ)…
Besides 233U, these reactions can produce 231Pa and 232U in irradiated thorim. It can be seen from Table 1 that intensities
of threshold (n,2n)- and (n,3n)-reactions are at the level of 40% from intensity of the capture channel leading to
generation of main fissile isotope 233U.

Fig. 3. Chains of nuclide transformations in thorium FNS blanket

1.3. Nuclide composition of fuel generated in thorium FNS blanket
As it can be seen from Table 2 [9], the longer irradiation time of thorium can result in larger content of 230Th and 231Pa.
Nuclide 231Pa can be extracted from irradiated thorium by radiochemical technologies while nuclide 230Th remains in
total thorium mass. This indicates on reasonability of multiple thorium recycling in FNS blanket for further generation
of 231Pa.

Table 2 - Nuclide composition of fuel generated in thorium FNS blanket, kg/ton Th

It can be also seen in Table 3 [9] that the content of 232U in uranium fraction reaches a rather significant value. Uranium
fraction in irradiated thorium may be called as a “unique highly enriched uranium” because of the following reasons:
1. Uranium fraction contains above 90% of fissile nuclide 233U.
2. Uranium fraction contains unprecedented large content of other uranium nuclide 232U (at the level of several
percents).
3. Uranium fraction contains negligibly small content of heavier uranium nuclides - 234U and 235U.

Table 3 - Nuclide composition of fuel generated in thorium FNS blanket, %

1.4. 231Pa-232U-233U chain of nuclide transformations with gradual improvement of neutron-multiplying properties
In traditional (U-Pu) and (Th-U) fuel of nuclear reactors nuclides with neutron-multiplying (233U, 235U, 239Pu, 241Pu) and
neutron-absorbing (234U, 236U, 240Pu, 242Pu) properties alternate. That is why neutron irradiation of traditional fuels in
nuclear reactors decreases content of fissile nuclides and increases content of neutron-absorbing nuclides. As a result,
reactivity and the value of fuel burn-up is decreased. On the contrary, if nuclide 231Pa generated in thorium FNS blanket
is intro-duced into fuel composition, then the following chain of successive nuclide transformations with gradual
improvement of neutron-multiplying properties can be initiated: 231Pa – the burnable neu-tron absorber, 232U – nuclide
with moderate neutron-multiplying properties, 233U – nuclide with ex-cellent neutron-multiplying properties. Unique
feature of the chain consists in neutron coupling of two well-fissile nuclides 232U-233U.
Nuclide 231Pa can be used as a burnable neutron absorber. Micro cross-sections of radiative neutron capture are
presented in Table 4 for 231Pa and, for
comparison, for well-known burnable
neutron absorber 157Gd, as well as for
well-known fertile nuclides 238U и 232Th
confirm ability of 231Pa to act as a burnable
neutron absorber.
As is seen, radiative capture cross-sections
of 231Pa in thermal and resonance energy
Table 4 - Micro cross-sections of thermal neutron capture and resonance integral
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ranges are substantially larger than those of fertile nuclides 238U and 232Th, but remarkably lower than those of 157Gd. So,
even small admixture (several percents) of nuclide 231Pa, being introduced into fresh fuel composition, can reduce initial
reactivity margin thanks to large cross-sections of radia-tive neutron capture. However, radiative capture cross-sections
of 231Pa are lower than those of 157Gd. As a result, content of 231Pa will be depleted slower than that of 157Gd. This can
be regarded as a favorable factor because stabilization of neutron-multiplying properties can be prolonged up to the
larger values of fuel burn-up.
Those neutrons which were captured by 231Pa will come back to the chain fission reaction via fission reactions of
daughter nuclides. The first of them, 232U is a moderate fissile nuclide because its fission cross-sections are significantly
lower than those of 235U and because fission cross-sections and radiative capture cross-sections of are comparable each
other in thermal and resonance ranges of neutron energy.
In the case of radiative neutron capture nucleus 232U can not be considered as a lost one be-cause nucleus 232U converts
into nucleus 233U, i.e. into well-known high-efficient fissile nuclide.
Thus, the nuclide transformations listed above will result in successive improvement of neu-tron-multiplying properties.
Such the improvement, in competition with accumulation of fission products – neutron absorbers, can promote
stabilizing neutron-multiplying properties of fuel during full reactor lifetime.
2. Physical parameters of LWR with ultra-long fuel lifetime
Numerical evaluations were carried out with application of the computer code package SCALE-4.3, widely used in the
LWR licensing process. The governing module SAS2H was used to determine physical parameters of one-dimensional
infinite lattice of fuel elements and to study evo-lution of nuclide fuel composition under irradiation. Neutron transport
in an elementary cell was calculated in S8-approximation. The number of inner iterations was chosen to determine
infinite neutron multiplication factor K∞ with accuracy 10-5. Nuclide fuel composition was re-calculated with time
interval of four years with accounting for 43 fission products having the most influence on reactivity. The 44-group
library of micro cross-sections was generated from the evaluated nucle-ar data file ENDF/B-IV by the computer code
AMPX. The number of secondary fission neutrons emitted by 232U was corrected according to the recommendations
given in Ref. 10.
2.1. Neutron-physical grounds for reaching high values of fuel burn-up
Time evolutions of LWR reactivity are presented in Fig. 4 for VVER-type reactor loaded with traditional uranium dioxide
fuel and with non-traditional nitride thorium fuel. As is seen, if tradi-tional uranium dioxide fuel (4.4% 235U) is used in
LWR, then neutron multiplication factor monoto-nously drops down from К∞ = 1.38 to ~1 at fuel bun-up of 4.2% HM
(curve 1). Roughly the same result was obtained for LWR loaded with nitride 232Th-233U fuel containing 5.3% 233U (curve
2). Time evolution of LWR reactivity radically changes when 231Pa, the mother nuclide for linked pair of fissile nuclides
232
U-233U, is introduced into fresh thorium-based fuel composition. Five options of fresh fuel compositions with different
contents of 231Pa were considered. These options can be divided into the following two groups: the first group includes
the options 3-6, the second group includes the option 7 (see Fig. 4).
In options 3-6 fraction of 232Th in fuel composition is a constant value, 69%. Nuclides 231Pa and 233U occupy the remaining
31%. As is seen in Fig. 4, high fuel burn-up (30% HM) can be reached without 231Pa (curve 3), but this requires extremely
large content of main fissile isotope (31% 233U) in fresh fuel composition. Evidently, this option is scarcely acceptable
from the reactor safety point of view because of too large initial reactivity margin (К∞ = 1.91). Substitution of 5% 231Pa
for 5% 233U (curve 4) reduces initial reactivity margin (К∞ = 1.61) for the same fuel burn-up (30% HM). Substitution of
10% 231Pa for 10% 233U (curve 5) reduces initial reactivity margin down to К∞ = 1.37, roughly the standard value for
UO2-fuelled LWR. If fractions of 233U and 231Pa in
ni-tride fuel are approximately the same (curve
6), then initial neutron multiplication factor is a
rather moderate value (К∞ = 1.1), but sufficient
to compensate neutron leakage and control the
Fig. 4. Dependencies of neutronmultiplying properties on fuel burn-up
for different fuel types
1 - (4.4%235U+95.6%238U)O2,		
2 - (5.33%233U+94.67%232Th)N,
3 - ( 0%231Pa+31%233U+69%232Th)N,
4 - (5%231Pa+26%233U+69%232Th)N,
5 - (10%231Pa+21%233U+69%232Th)N,
6 - (15%231Pa+16%233U+69%232Th)N,
7 - (61%231Pa+39%233U+ 0%232Th)N.

reactor op-eration. Neutron-multiplying properties of this fuel do not practically change up to ~ 17% HM, then neutron
multiplication factor smoothly drops down to К∞ = 1.0 at fuel burn-up of 30% HM. This fuel composition is a superior
to other fuel compositions because of very smooth reactivity evolu-tion with fuel burn-up. These options demonstrated
the stabilization effect of neutron-multiplying properties in the process of fuel burn-up, and the stabilization effect is
mainly caused by the grow-ing role of 231Pa-232U-233U chain of nuclide transformations.
One else option (curve 7 in Fig. 4) describes, in opinion of authors, maximal achievable value of fuel burn-up, of course,
under assumptions mentioned above, i.e. for the certain reactor type and fuel type [11]. In this option fraction of 231Pa
in fresh fuel composition was chosen so to provide initial neutron multiplication factor К∞ = 1.1. As nuclide 231Pa plays
here the roles of burnable neu-tron absorber and, at the same time, neutron predecessor of two fissile nuclides (232U
and 233U), it becomes possible to reach ultra-high value of fuel burn-up (∼ 80% HM), when neutron multiplica-tion factor
drops down to К∞ = 1.0. As is seen in Fig.4, time evolution of neutron multiplication fac-tor in this option represents
a very smooth curve that reaches maximal value (К∞ = 1.15) at fuel burn-up of 35% HM and comes back to К∞ = 1.1
at fuel burn-up of 67% HM.
2.2. Advantages of the higher fuel burn-up
The following benefits could be obtained from the use of nuclear fuels with stabilized neu-tron-multiplying properties
up to high values of fuel burn-up. The first of all, the scope of techno-logical operations related with fuel fabrication,
fuel transportation and the reactor refueling may be radically shortened. For example, if traditional LWR fuel with
typical values of fuel burn-up at the level of 4-6% HM is replaced by fuel with fuel burn-up about 30% HM, then the
scope of techno-logical operations listed above could be reduced by a factor of 5-7.
In addition to economical profits, the lower number of the reactor refuelings means that the number of operations,
where fissile nuclides could be diverted from peaceful use to military pur-poses, decreases too. So, NFC protection
against unauthorized proliferation of the weapon-usable materials could be enhanced.
One else factor, namely accumulation of 232U in uranium fraction, can significantly impede the use of such an uranium
in nuclear weapons. Nuclide 232U is a powerful and long-lived source of alpha-radiation (Т1/2 = 68.9 years). Intensity
of the radiation source increases with time because gradual build-up of radioactive daughter products of 232U decays.
Intense alpha-radiation can im-pede application of the gas centrifuges for uranium isotope separation, i.e. for removal
of 232U and for uranium enrichment with 235U. Besides, 232U is a powerful heat source (830 W/kg), that could overheat
vital components of nuclear explosive devices (NED). High-energy gamma-radiation emit-ted by daughter products of
232
U decays will require developing a dedicated distant technology for handling with nuclear charge made of uranium
with relatively high content of 232U. Nuclide 232U is a powerful source of spontaneous fission neutrons (1300 n/s⋅kg). In
addition, alpha-particles emitted by 232U are able to generate neutrons in (α,n)-reactions with light chemical elements,
impurities of fissile materials. As is known [12], energy yield of the NED charged with such uranium may be drastically
decreased because spontaneous fission neutrons and neutrons from (α,n)-reactions are able to provoke premature
initiation of the chain fission reaction (pre-detonation of NED).
3. About our concept of the international closed NFC
The GNEP (Global Nuclear Energy Partnership) concept [13, 14] is based on the following organizational presumptions:
1. The international closed NFC.
2. Nuclear power units all over the world are fed by natural and regenerated uranium.
3. Excessive plutonium is completely eliminated in the dedicated plutonium incinerators.
4. The plutonium incinerators must be placed within the territory of the international centers in or-der to ensure the
plutonium non-proliferation.
The GNEP concept is characterized by the following three unfavorable peculiarities:
1. Although the GNEP concept is oriented on wide use of cheap uranium resources, the concept implies future
transition to artificial plutonium-based fuel. Two options arise: either full pluto-nium NFC must be embraced by
the international centers or plutonium must be made prolifera-tion-protected for its peaceful utilization outside of
the international centers. Both alternatives are very difficult to implement.
2. As is known, incineration of one uranium ton in U-fuelled LWR can generate about 300 kg Pu. Energy utilization
of the generated plutonium means that about 30% of global nuclear power must be concentrated within the
international centers. This will be an unprecedented concentra-tion of nuclear power plants even for the today
NPI scale [15].
3. World-wide deployment of gas centrifuges for isotope separation of natural uranium could make (or already made)
low-enriched uranium the most attractive material for its conversion into highly-enriched, weapon-grade uranium
[16]. So, low-enriched uranium in fresh fuel assemblies of nuclear power plants must be reliably proliferationprotected.
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Involvement of thorium-blanketed FNS into structure of the international centers can smooth these unfavorable
peculiarities of the GNEP concept. Layout of the proposed international closed NFC is shown in Fig. 5. The NFC
embraces the international centers for spent nuclear fuel repro-cessing and full park of thermal nuclear reactors, main
energy generators all over the world.

Fig. 5. Layout of closed NFC with joint utilization of thorium and regenerated uranium

It is assumed that, in the international centers fed with thorium and regenerated uranium, fast reactors will use (PuTh)-fuel and convert plutonium into 233U, thorium-blanketed FNS will gener-ate mixture of nuclides 231Pa-232U-233U.
Thermal reactors will use multi-nuclide U-based (232U-236U-238U)+231Pa fuel, which can be produced by blending of
regenerated LWR uranium, i.e. nuclides 234U, 235U, 236U and 238U, with nuclides extracted from thorium FNS blankets plus
233
U extracted from spent fuel of fast reactors. No isotope separation technologies are applied here.
Significant contents of 231Pa in fresh fuel compositions will stabilize their neutron-multiplying properties up to high
values of fuel burn-up, improve neutron balance and shift neutron spectrum towards high-energy range. These effects
will allow us to use stainless steel instead of Zr-based al-loys as a cladding material for fuel rods and open new technical
capabilities for the higher values of fuel burn-up.
The multi-nuclide fuel composition is a proliferation resistant fuel type because of the follow-ing reasons. Excellent
fissile nuclides - 233U and 235U – are tightly encircled by the heavier and lighter uranium nuclides (neutron absorbers) and
moderate fissile isotope 232U in significant quanti-ty. Plutonium generation is substantially depressed because of low
238
U fraction in fresh fuel com-position. Nuclide 236U is the starting isotope for chain of nuclide transformations leading
to genera-tion of 238Pu. Sufficiently large 238Pu content makes plutonium absolutely unsuitable for NED. In a certain
sense, nuclide 238Pu for plutonium is an analogue of nuclide 232U for uranium.
The proposed international closed NFC is able to utilize full energy potential of uranium and thorium, i.e. fuel resources
of the global NPI become practically inexhaustible. By the way, share of FNS power in total NFC energy balance will be
relatively small because the following reason. The value of thermal energy accompanying excess neutron generation
by thermonuclear reactions in FNS is substantially lower than the analogous value in accelerator-driven facilities and
fast reactors. So, in principle, involvement of thorium-blanketed FNS into closed NFC can make structure of nu-clear
energy system [17]:
•
more balanced with structure of energy utilization system;
•
easier adapting to potential changes in requirements from the energy consumers;
•
more flexible in respect of requirements on fuel utilization efficiency in nuclear power reactors;
•
more oriented to potential changes in situation on the international markets (upgrading of NPI export potential).
Conclusions
Numerical evaluations and their results presented above allowed to make the following con-clusions.
1. Yields of nuclides, which define stabilization of neutron-multiplying properties and prolifera-tion resistance of
nuclear fuel, per one fusion neutron are larger in thorium FNS blanket than those in uranium FNS blanket.
2. Elementary LWR cell loaded with fuel extracted from thorium FNS blanket is characterized by high (30% HM) and
ultra-high (80% HM) values of fuel burn-up. The presence of 232U in the fuel is a substantial factor in favor of its
proliferation protection.
3. The proposed international closed NFC that involves thorium-blanketed FNS is able to utilize full energy potential
of uranium and thorium, i.e. NFC resources become practically inexhausti-ble. Share of FNS power in total NFC
energy balance will be relatively small. Such the global nuclear energy system would be flexible and easily

adaptable to requirements of the energy con-sumers with weak requirements to nuclear power plants on their
fuel utilization efficiency.
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Abstract
For the optimum design of a Fusion-Fission Hybrid Reactor (FFHR) plays a main role the availability of validated
neutronic data in conditions as close as possible to the real ones. The 14 MeV neutron generator in operation at the
ENEA Energy Center of Frascati, produces up to 1011 neutrons per second and consists essentially of a deuterium-ion
accelerator. The FNG offers a possible option to obtain a first set of such data.
We foresee, as a preliminary representative experimental set-up of the fission fuel breeder of a FFHR, an instrumented
probe filled with Thorium and enclosed in a suitable envelope.
Neutron flux, spectra and evolution of the isotopes in the probe were calculated after several days of irradiation. The
simulations have been performed with the MCNP6 code.
The instrumentation to be employed sees standard activation foils and a standard Radiochemical Techniques; the
required performances of these sensors are analysed.
1. Introduction
Several hypothesis of a Fusion Fission Hybrid Reactor (FFHR) have been proposed, they differ in the solution adopted
for the fusion driver, the type and layout of the fissile-breeder blanket. Many possible combinations are foreseeable
but while the conceptual possibility has been assessed no much progress have been made towards the realization of
a more detailed design.
As far as is known from the authors, until now very few experimental preliminary tests towards the advancement of the
basic mechanisms knowledge or the technological feasibility assessment has been performed.
Due to the complexity of the task, we suggest that the most efficient approach would foresee the design, realization
and characterization of each component, one by one, instead to start with a full reactor preliminary design. The most
interesting component in this approach would be the fission blanket, where several new technological never tested
solutions, have to be put together.
For this component the most urgent aspect to be evaluated is the neutronic behaviour with the dual objective to start
to develop skill in experimental activities and to validate the calculation tools.
Our effort in this phase concentrates on the Frascati Neutron Generator (FNG), an existing facility at the Frascati ENEA
Centre with a 14 MeV, mono-energetic, 1011 neutron/s, where Thorium targets could be irradiated in a somewhat “miniexperiment”.
In order to prepare such experiment and its instrumentation a first measurement using a simple portable 14 MeV
neutron generator is in progress at the Casaccia ENEA Centre, what we define a “ micro-experiment”.
This sequence of experiments will allow the planning and realization of tests in a more challenging conditions like those
offered by the JET or others fusion large machines working in D-T reaction.
Aim of this study is to define both experimental set-up and to prepare their realization.
2. Foreseen results
In our measurements we are interested mainly in the U 333 generation chain:

In Fig. 1 the whole gamma spectrum to be expected after the irradiation of a Th sample with fast neutrons /1/, is
showed. According to [Anand et al.] /2/, the most relevant expected emission peaks are placed at 441, 448, 459 keV
from Th233 and 463 keV from Ac233 (fig 2), and they appear to be detectable over the background.
In order to understand the feasibility of the experimental measurements with our instrumentation we perform a first

rough calculation by means of the FISPACT code, not considering in a first approach the fission reactions.
Results are shown in Table 1. We concluded that, considering that our instrumentation sensitivity threshold is around
10 c/s we are close to the instrumentation sensitivity limit.
Therefore, the gamma emission from U233 chain would’nt be detectable after irradiation with the Casaccia generator.
Radio chemical analysis only can provide data. As explained in the next chapter we are confident about the possibility
to use radiochemical methods to investigate the reaction rates in this case.

Table 1 : FISPACT calculations (0.3 g Th 20 min), Thorium fission products were not calculated

While, after FNG irradiation, both analysis methods, radiochemical and gamma spectrometry, are applicable. Irradiation
for time much longer than 22 min are not useful due to the Th 233 decay time. On the other hand longer time will
cause a larger amount of nuclear reactions, increasing the compound formation and the consequent proliferation of
decay elements. Materials as pure as possible are chosen in order to avoid such an effect and increase measurements
cleanliness.

Fig. 1 - Measure γ-ray spectrum of irradiated 232Th plate (from
[Pyeon et al])

Figura 2 gamma spectrum from the Th233 decay around 459 keV

3. The Micro experiment
As just mentioned, for the first measurement set we intend to use a portable neutron generator. It consists of a
compact linear accelerator that convoys deuterium (D) ions toward a target containing tritium (T); the D-T fusion
reaction generates 14.1 MeV neutrons. As is known, the advantages of using as a source a neutron generator over a
radioisotope one consist in its larger yields and its higher modulation flexibility.
The used reaction is
D+T

→ 4He + n + 17.6 MeV
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And its main characteristics are:
Maximum Neutron Yield, 1.0 108 n/s ; 500 Hz to 20 kHz pulse rate, continuous mode of irradiation
Duty Factor, 5% to 100%
Minimum Pulse Width, 5 μs
Maximum Accelerator Voltage, 80 kV
Beam Current, 60 μA
The irradiation sample will consist of
Thorium foils,
Chemical separations will be done on the
Th sample to isolate or to concentrate the
radioisotopes of interest.
Standard Radiochemical Techniques, are
accurate and precise, but are more time
consuming than the non-destructive ones.
The type and activity of activation products
will be determined using the following
systems:
Absolutely
calibrated
High
purity
germanium and Liquid Scintillation
Counting (LSC) detectors for quantitative
gamma
and
beta
spectrometry, Figure 3: the portable neutron generator employed in the microexperiment
performed at the ENEA Casaccia Center.
respectively, on the irradiated samples.
And Alpha Spectrometry, to determine
the activity per unit mass of a-emitting
radioisotopes.
Also elemental analysis by means ofAtomic Emission Spectroscopy with Plasma Torch (ICP), both by Optical Detection
(AES or OES) or Mass (MS) is mainly based on qualitative and quantitative determination of appropriate analyses
through interaction light-matter, could be used.
4. The mini experiment
As a second step we foresee the possibility to use a larger target on the Frascati Neutron Generator, this facility is a
14 MeV neutron generator based on the T(d,n)α fusion reaction designed and built at ENEA Frascati; FNG produces
up to 1011 n/s in steady state or pulse mode. FNG can also produce 2.5-MeV neutron via the D(d,n)3He fusion reaction.
The overall facility layout is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 the neutron spectrum of FNG is shown.

Figure 4: The overall FNG facility layout
Figure 5: Neutron spectrum of FNG ( Frascati Neutrons Generator) 14 MeV
calculated at 0.5 cm from D-T source

According to the FISPAC calculation shown in Fig 4 direct gamma spectrum measurement in this case would be possible,
they will be made with thorium activation foils in a suitable sample which optimum dimensions will be determined with
MNCP calculations as shown in the next section.
4.1. MCNP Calculations
Aim of the calculations is the identification of the geometry for a test piece of Thorium to be irradiated with 14 MeV
neutrons from ENEA FNG (Frascati Neutrons Generator) in order to obtain measurable emissions from the U 233
production by using simulation and analysis of the neutrons MCNP transport code.
4.1.1 Neutron Analysis of a Thorium target without reflector
In order to analyze the behavior of a mass of Thorium irradiated with 14 MeV neutrons, which may constitute fertile
material for a hybrid reactor, neutron transport simulations were carried out with the MCNP-6 /3/ of Thorium cylindrical
targets with different masses and dimensions. MCNP computer model input of target is the neutron spectrum from a
14 MeV FNG (Frascati Neutrons Generator) source in Fig.5, measured at 0.5 cm from the D-T source. MCNP normalized
parameters (neutrons for neutron source) of reactions (n,xn), fission, (n, γ ) escapes, the parameter keff and neutron
fluxes depending by Thorium mass were reported in the graphs in Fig.6, showing very interesting developments that
deserve a comment. Capture (n, γ ) and reactions (n,xn) are those of interest that we must maximize in the Thorium of
a future hybrid reactor, being Thorium a fertile material. In fact the reactions (n,xn) increase the neutrons in the medium
for the capture; neutron capture transforms thorium into Protactinium which decays (T1/2 =28d) into fissile Uranium-33
decreases the escapes and constitutes a γ rays distributed source together with the fission. Fission is linked to the keff
value that highlights a collection of subcritical masses of Thorium. The neutron flux of the cell decreases with increasing
the mass of Thorium. In order to find out an “optimum“ solution a parametric dimensional analysis has been performed.
In Fig. 6 the different possible processes have been evaluated as a function of the target mass
Three relevant regions have been highlighted:
1) M1 mass of 414.5 Kg at the beginning of saturation for fission reactions and for (n, xn) but with low values of the
capture and elevated of the escapes;
2) M2 mass of 110524 Kg at the saturation of processes. It's experimentally unthinkable by high mass (purely conceptual
reference);
3) Mi intermediate mass of 3315 Kg with (n,xn) and fission in saturation and capture values and escapes can be
improved by adding a reflector.
4.1.2 Neutron transport Analysis of a Thorium target with reflector and/or moderator
The Thorium target with mass of 3315 Kg seems to be the best candidate for useful irradiation. In the simulations this
target was enveloped with reflector and/or moderator (interposed between source and target), made up of different
materials. The objective is to increase the rate of reaction (n, xn) and capture to produce U-233. MCNP model based

Figure 6 Neutron analysis of cylindrical thorium targets irradiated by FNG at 14 MeV
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simulations have been carried out by selecting the materials /4/: Lithium (Li), Graphite (C), Beryllium (Be), Beryllium
oxide (BeO), Copper (Cu) and Lead (Pb). It was also carried out a simulation with a target of Thorium dioxide (ThO2)
without reflector. The MCNP simulations were grouped into three sets relating to Li, to C and to Be to have an overview
of the processes. Results are shown in Table 2.

Tab. 2 - Neutron Transport MCNP simulation

4.1.3 The specimen of thorium with beryllium reflector
The Thorium target (mass = 3315 kg) with Beryllium reflector (1219 kg mass) without moderator showed the highest
values of the MCNP parameters of (n-2n) and capture reactions compared to all the specimens examined with MCNP
Code and achieves the aim to simulate the transport of neutrons by 14 MeV. The Fig.7 shows the sample MCNP
computer model geometry. In Tab.3 are shown the parameters (weight) of the neutron reactions and average energies
obtained with MCNP transport simulation. The reactions (n,xn) and (n, γ) are fundamental to the production of fissile
U-233. Gamma produced by capture and by fission interact with Thorium according to the Photoelectric effect,
Compton scattering and Pair creation. MCNP’s neutron spectrum results plotted for four energy groups:
thermal (E <10-7 MeV), epi-thermal (10-7 < E < 10-4 MeV), intermediate (10-4 < E <10-1 MeV), fast (E < 20 MeV).
In Fig.8 are given the
radial distribution of fast
and intermediate neutron
spectrum.
Fig.7 The geometry of MCNP
model of the Thorium-Beryllium
target : internal diameter is 60
cm, reflector’s thickness is 20
cm, total length is 120 cm

Tab.3 - Neutron Transport MCNP simulation in Thorium-Beryllium Target

Figure 8 - Neutron fast and intermediate spectrum on Thorium Target with Beryllium Reflector

5. Summary
A roadmap toward the definition of sequential steps for the skill development of the competences to start a real design
and testing activity for a first simple hybrid device has been carried on.
Two very small preliminary experiments have been outlined and the measurement procedures sketched together with
code simulations.
To determine the expected generated particles/radiations we simulated the neutron transport inside the specimen to
be irradiated by MCNP code, allowing to choose the materials, the geometry and the overall sample mass.
International cooperation on experimental activities on FFHR is strongly needed.
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Abstract
As one of concepts of fusion-fission hybrid reactor (FFHR) system have been proposed for the incineration option of
high level radioactive waste. Design optimization has been done for the large sized hybrid reactor with TRU loading
at the blanket zone [1]. However, this concept showed a large reactivity swing resulting in high burden of plasma
power variation. In this paper, reuse of PWR spent fuel which has process with DUPIC fuel is suggested [2]. Variation of
reactivity swing has been reduced by using this fuel because of partial fissile breeding. In addition, production of high
level radioactive waste is reduced in total.
In this paper, neutronics analysis was done for two models: model A with (U-TRU)Zr fuel and model B with addition of
DUPIC fuel. All calculations were conducted with MCNPX 2.6.0.
Addition of DUPIC fuel makes reactivity swing and required Pfusion reduced. Furthermore, energy multiplication factor
(EM) is increased. However, transmutation performance and reduction of radio-toxicity are degraded by Pu production
from DUPIC fuel.
1. Introduction
One of the most problems is high level radioactive waste treatment in nuclear industry. Recently, Partitioning &
Transmutation (P&T) is issued as a method of waste treatment. There are critical fast reactor, FFHR and Accelerator
Driven Subcritical System (ADSR) for P&T. FFHR has some strengths compared with fast reactor and ADSR. Safety
performance with FFHR is higher than with fast reactor because FFHR is subcritical system. FFHR has high neutron
source efficiency compared with ADSR in producing the same energy, although FFHR and ADSR are subcritical system
[3]. Therefore, FFHR for WT research has been promoted [4-7].
Design of Hyb-WT with large tokamak was completed [1]. In addition, transmutation performance comparison on
fuel and coolant options was completed for design optimization [8-9]. Transmutation performance with Hyb-WT is
significantly high, however it has a problem high reactivity swing. High reactivity swing means large reduction of keff
level between Beginning of Cycle (BOC) and End of Cycle (EOC). As a result, Pfusion is increased to compensation of
reducing keff. Reactor safety is declined because Pfusion is increased up to maximum design Pfusion. Also, integrity of
structure material is more weaken. Therefore, in this study, reuse of PWR spent fuel which has process with DUPIC fuel
is suggested in order to reduce the reactivity swing. As a proliferation-free option, DUPIC fuel was developed in the
rep. of Korea in order to recycle PWR spent fuel in a CANDU (PHWR) reactor. DUPIC means direct use of PWR spent
fuel into CANDU. R&D for fuel processing and fabrication have been accomplished for the real application [2].
When we load DUPIC fuel into FFHR, we can expect benefits in many aspects. First of all, PWR spent fuel can be
reutilized at FFHR resulting in reduction of total high-level waste under the once-through cycle strategy. Reduction of
amount of fissile makes more Pfusion to supply more external neutrons during cycle length. However, conversion of U-238
to Pu-239 leads to the reduction of required Pfusion. In this paper, characteristics of DUPIC fuel is compared with TRU
fuel in the performance of waste transmutation and power production. Addition of DUPIC fuel was studied from the
original fuel composition (U-TRU)Zr for the Hyb-WT [1].
2. Calculation Model Design
Neutronic analysis was conducted through MCNPX2.6.0 with ENDF/B-VII.0 neutron cross-section library. Design
configuration and design parameters are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Model A is designed (U-TRU)Zr fuel and LiPb
coolant in Hyb-WT. It is not required extra Tritium Breeding Zone (TBZ). It is designed for WT purpose. Model B is
designed by adding DUPIC fuel in Model A. (U-TRU)Zr zone of model A is divided 3 zones in model B. 1st zone is
designed (U-TRU)Zr fuel and PbBi coolant for WT. PbBi is selected for neutron economy [9]. 2nd zone is designed DUPIC
fuel and water coolant for fissile production. DUPIC fuel volume is minimized as a pebble type and it is surrounded
graphite coating for moderation effect. In addition, water coolant is designed to improvement of DUPIC fuel availability
thorugh thermal system. In case of using water coolant in FFHR, it should be pressurized. Therefore, it is designed
separated coolant channel in order to reduce the influence on other structure material. 3rd zone is TBZ, it is required
since coolant contained Li is not used. TBZ is designed Li4(Li6 60W%)SiO4 which has high Li number density as a pebble
type. Coolant is water coolant, it has same concept with DUPIC zone.

Figure 1. Calculation Model Design Configuration a) Model A, b) Model B.

Table 1. Design Parameters.

3. Performance Comparison Evaluation
3.1 Neutronic Parameters
Neutronic parameters is listed in Table 2. Keff level and required Pfusion during operation period. Keff with model A is
reduced continuously because of reduction of fissile material in (U-TRU)Zr fuel. Reactivity swing is 12641 pcm. As a
result, required Pfusion is increased to 96 MW. On the other hand, keff with model B is increased to 400 days by fissile
production from DUPIC fuel. Reactivity swing is 4948 pcm, it is significantly reduced compared with model A. As a
result, Pfusion is increased to 53 MW. There is DUPIC fuel effect on EM factor. Because keff with model B is much lower
than with model A at EOC, EM with model B is also increased. In other words, there is highly beneficial using DUPIC
fuel within the framework of neutronic parameters.
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Table 2. Neutronic Parameters.

Figure 2. Keff level and Required Fusion Power.

3.2 Mass Variation
Mass variation with model A and B is listed in table 3. Fuel type is classified in order to check on fuel characteristic
in model B. Fission to capture ratio with model A is lower than with model B. Because Li absorbs thermal neutrons
strongly by designed LiPb coolant. Mass variation with model B is considerably high in only (U-TRU)Zr fuel with model
A and B. This difference comes from coolant. In model A, most of thermal neutrons are absorbed by Li in LiPb coolant.
On the other hand, most of thermal neutrons are absorbed by fuel in model B. Mass of U nuclides is fairly decreased
by moderation effect of water coolant in DUPIC fuel. However, TRU is produced result from reduction of uranium mass.
Especially, most of produced TRUs is Pu nuclides. In total mass variation with model B, TRU transmutation performance
is thoroughly degraded compared with model A. Especially, fissile Pu is produced.

Table 3. Mass Variation.

Figure 3. LL TRU and SL TRU Mass Variation.

Mass variation of TRU is shown in Fig. 3. TRU is classified 2 groups depending on half-life. LL (Long-Lived) TRU has
half-life more than 100 years. SL (Short-Lived) TRU has half-life more than 10 years and less than 100 years. LL TRU and
SL TRU with model A is reduced, although transmutation speed is slow. However, model B has different trend. LL TRU
is significantly reduced, on the other hand SL TRU is increased.
The reason is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. In model A, all masses of U238 and Pu nuclides are reduced a shown in Fig. 4.
However, there is difference between model A and B as shown in Fig. 5. Mass reduction of U238 and Pu239 is quite high
in (U-TRU)Zr of model B. As a result, SL TRU (Pu238 and Pu241) is produced by capture reaction from U238 and Pu239.
Additionally, SL TRU with model B is produced by capture reaction from U238 and Pu239 of DUPIC fuel.
3.3 Radio-Toxicity Reduction

Figure 4. Main Actinides Mass Variation with Model A.

Radio-toxicity reduction is evaluated on
model A and B. Radio-toxicity is classified
on ingestion and inhalation. It is obtained as
calculated activity through MCNPX is divided
by the limit value. Radio-toxicity with TRU
is listed in Table 4. Ingestion and inhalation
reduction with LL TRU is largely reduced in
model B. In LL TRU, the highly radio-toxic
nuclide is Am241 by low limit value. Reduction
ratio of Am241 is about 1 % in model A,
however Am241 is reduced about 19 % in
model B. As a result, LL TRU radio-toxicity is
largely decreased in model B. Radio-toxicity
with SL TRU is increased. Increasing ratio with
model B is higher than with model A. Most
of SL TRU radio-toxicity is Pu238 and Pu241. SL
TRU especially Pu238 and Pu241 is produced,
thus radio-toxicity is also increased.
Change of ingestion and inhalation radiotoxicity is shown in Fig. 6 and 7. Tendency
of radio-toxicity change is same between
model A and B. Just, inhalation value is shown
highly, because limit values is relatively low. In
model B, radio-toxicity change with ingestion
and inhalation is steep up to 400 days. Since
amount of produced fissile from DUPIC fuel is
higher than amount of consumed TRU as keff
is increased.

Figure 5. Main Actinides Mass variation with Model B.
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Table 4. Radio-Toxicity Reduction.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, adding DUPIC fuel in Hyb-WT is suggested
in order to overcome high reactivity swing problem. As a
result, reactivity swing is alleviated by fissile production
from DUPIC fuel. Additionally, required Pfusion is
reduced and EM factor is increased. On the other
hand, transmutation performance is degraded. Since
Pu nuclides are produced by U238 capture reaction from
DUPIC fuel. Radio-toxicity with LL TRU is reduced, radiotoxicity with SL TRU is increased by production of Pu
nuclides.
However, the use of DUPIC fuel is more efficient
in terms of WT than the use of Th or depleted U for
fissile production. Because PWR spent fuel is reused.
Therefore, future research is required in order to improve
transmutation performance.

Figure 6. Ingestion Radio-Toxicity with TRU.
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Abstract
Fusion reactions such as the ones occurred in D-T plasmas produces neutrons with 14.1 MeV. This neutron due to
its high energy propagates along the device. In spite of this, the neutrons produced are useful for the transmutation
application. On the other hand, a nuclear reactor as known nowadays is based on fission reactions which produce about
2-3 neutrons per reaction with energies about 2-10 MeV. If both systems are coupled the materials will be exposed to
two types of neutron irradiation the one coming from the fusion reaction and the other one from the fission. Therefore,
neutron flux map of the fusion system helps to understand the neutron distribution of the fusion reactor with just fusion
reactor and the distribution of fission reactor with the neutron produced by the fission chain on the transmutation layer
inserted onto the fusion device. The simulations were performed on MCNP and the results allow mapping the neutron
flux distribution axially and vertically on the device.
1. Introduction
The increment in the energy demand has been growing through the years, and it is expected to increase even more
due to population and economic growth [1]. Currently, the most exploited energy source comes from non-renewable
resources such as coil, oil, and natural gas [2]. The nuclear energy can respond to the demand without the greenhouse
effect produced by the non-renewable resources. Inside of the nuclear energy exists two ways to produce energy by
fusion and fission reactors.
Nevertheless, both of them have some issues to be solve, in the case of the fusion energy is a technology not available
yet, the main problems are to reach the high temperatures for D-T plasmas and materials capable of withstanding these
temperatures, as well as, tritium retention, neutron damage and plasma disruptions [3]. On the other hand, fission is
a technology well known, but one of the major problems with this technology is the nuclear waste produced after
burnup, which has high radiotoxicity and long half life.
In fact, both technologies are able to couple offering an important contribution to energy production. Either, the
hybrid reactor could continue operating during pulses reset or plasma shutdown and still produce energy by the
fission reactor or because the fast neutron flux produced by D-T reactions is able to transmute minor actinides (MA) by
inducing fission reactions [4].
The main goal studied is the neutron transport through the different components of a Tokamak and a Fusion-Fission
system (FFS). Therefore, it is to design a neutron flux map (NFM) axially and radially for the Tokamak and the FFS,
to understand how the neutron transport works from the fusion device to a hybrid one. Therefore, three cases were
created one just using the Tokamak (no-transmutation layer) and other two cases using a transmutation layer one at the
beginning of cycle (BOC) and the other one at the end of cycle (EOC).
2. Methodology
The Tokamak design remains its main geometrical design from previous works but the materials were updated as
presented in Table 1. On the other hand, a modification of the FFS from previous works [5,6] have been made also,
the main purpose was to simplify the model enhancing simulation and neutron tracking. The transmutation layer has a
20 cm radially and 476.7 cm height, divided into 20 equally radially spaced zones, the first and the last of these zones
contains the material HT-9 [7,8], and the other 18 intermediate zones were divided into four parts each, alternating
between fuel and coolant, as an approximation of the transmutation layer, as shown in Fig.1. It is located inside the
block shield and next to heat sink component.
The neutron transport obtained comes by tracking the particles in a mesh tool created on the MCNP [4], it allows
plotting the neutron transport through both devices. Matlab [5] was used to process the data obtained from the
MCNP’s mesh. To analyze the neutrons neutron transport two meshes were created over the Tokamak and FFS, one in
Cartesians coordinates (x-z axis) and the other one in cylindrical coordinates (r,ɵ, h), as shown schematically in Fig.2. The
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Figure 1. Schematically top view of the FFS

plasma chamber has a 402 and 853 cm of
internal and external radius, respectively.
The cylindrical mesh was divided into 36
angles of 10° each, 20 cm radially from
0 to 1000 cm and one division of 25 cm
Table 1. Materials and Temperatures for each Component [9-11]
height. On the other hand, the rectangular
mesh was divided in 50 x 50 grid from 250 to 1000 cm x -430 to 430 cm and a thickness of 5 cm. The fuel depletion
and criticality calculation were performed with the MONTEBURNS code, which links the MCNP with the depletion
code ORIGEN2.1, which was used to calculate the fuel depleted after the 10 years under irradiation.
2.1. Geometry of the Systems
The main differences between the
Tokamak and FFS are the insertion of
the transmutation layer, as can be seen
in figures 3 and 4, show the fusion
reactor with (left) and without (right)
transmutation layer. The plasma has
a major radius of 6.21 m and minor
radius of 2 m. The neutron source
strength is about ~1.44x1021 n.s-1. The
plasma chamber volume is about 837
m3.

Figure 2. Left cylindrical coordinates and right rectangular coordinates

Figure 3. Radial top view of the Tokamak (left) and FFS (right)

3. Results
The NFP is represented by different
colors for the two devices, Tokamak
and FFS. The neutron transport throws
the medium allows to distinguish the
neutron flux variation through the

system, which also corresponds to the hottest
part of the devices.
3.1. Tokamak – NFP
Fig. 5 shows the modeled version of the Tokamak’s
top view (left) and its NFM by neutron flux zones
(right), where can be seen that the red color in
the line is the region where the plasma is created,
in other words, the neutron zone production.
Then follows a black surface which was not able
to represent adequately the neutron transport
through the device.
Nevertheless, to improve the resolution of the
NFM, a contour tool was used to identify the
neutron flux changes onto the system. Fig. 6
presents the old picture of the NFM (left) and the
new one contouring the different neutron flux
regions using a different color, where can be seen
the neutrons attenuation through the different
system components.
On the other hand, the NFM axially is presented
in Fig.7, in this case, it was not necessary to
utilize the contour option. The darkness yellow
zone is the neutron source originated from the
D-T reactions. The color degradation indicates
the neutron attenuation through the system. It
is uniformly distributed by regions, in which the
fluxes decreases. The lines in black surrounded
the reactor is noise originated by the code.

Figure 4. Axially view of the Tokamak (left) and FFS (right)

Figure 5. NFP from the Tokamak’s radially top of view

Figure 6. Radially NFP from the Tokamak by surfaces (left) and contours (right)
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3.2. FFS – NFP

Fig. 8 shows the FFS design
radially top view (left) and its
NFM (right). The red zone
on the NFM is the region
where the nuclear fuel zone
is placed before the coolant.
The difference between the
Figure 7. Axially NFP from the Tokamak by surfaces
FFS and the Tokamak is that
on the FFS the higher neutron
concentration is found on the
region with the nuclear fuel.
This is easily explained due
to the neutron flux produced
by the fusion system and the
ones produced by the fission
chain are met together in this
region, increasing the neutron
Figure 8. Fusion-fission system (left) radial design and its neutron flux map (right)
concentration.
Nevertheless,
this can be decreased by
placing the coolant in front of
the nuclear fuel. In this case, the
NFM was tracked at the BOC of
the nuclear fuel.
Fig.9 presents the axially design
of the FFS (left) and the NFM
(right), as well as, the radial
Figure 9. Axially Tokamak design (left) and the NFM at the BOC (right)
image the higher neutron flux
concentration is located on the
nuclear fuel region at the BOC.
The NFM has a different shape
than the neutron production
by the plasma, it contains the
neutron from both sides and
even seems like both of them
are mixing inside the plasma
Figure 10. Radial design of the FFS (left) and NFM with the nuclear fuel at EOC (right).
chamber.
Fig. 10 shows the axial design
of the FFS (left) and the NFM
(right) at the EOC, the zone
with the highest neutron
concentrations containing the
nuclear fuel, as shown in Fig.8
is not anymore a high neutron
concentration zone due to the
fuel depletion decrease neutron
Figure 11. Axial design of the FFS (left) and NFM at the EOC
flux generated. In conclusion,
the neutron flux produced at EOC is weak and does not affect as much as BOC. On the other hand, Fig.11 shows the
radial neutron flux distribution at the EOC. The highest neutron concentrations are located on the nuclear fuel region
and inside the plasma chamber, which is not, as strong as, BOC changing the neutron flux distribution.
3.3. Neutron flux through the devices
Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the neutron flux through the different components for the Tokamak and the FFS,
verifying the neutron flux variation between them. The FFS has higher neutron flux concentrations than the Tokamak
due to the influence of the transmutation layer. These variations agree with the ones showed on the NFM calculations.

4. Conclusions
The NFM variations show the variation from
fusion to a fusion-fission system. The neutron
concentrations will vary depending on the
fuel depletion, becoming weaker at the EOC.
The neutron fuel region had a higher neutron
concentration due to the combination of the
neutrons produced in D-T plasmas and the ones
produced in the fission chain. As the transmutation
layer is close to the plasma chamber it can be
seen an influence on the neutron flux between the
neutron production by fusion reactions and the
one produced by fission chain.
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26 - Neutron Production and Fast Particle Dynamics in Reversed-Field Pinch Plasmas in RFXmod
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An experimental study of neutron production and particle dynamics in Deuterium plasmas is presented in the RFXmod device operated in reversed-field pinch (RFP) configuration. In the RFP, the toroidal magnetic field is one order of
magnitude smaller than in a tokamak, and is mainly generated by currents flowing in the plasma itself, thus reducing
the need for superconducting coils. This feature underlies the main potential advantage as a reactor concept of the
RFP, namely the capability of achieving fusion conditions with purely ohmic heating in a much simpler and compact
device.
The present analysis is mainly based on data collected by means of a couple of neutron and gamma-ray detectors and
of a neutral particle analyzer (NPA). The NPA resolves the energy distribution of the neutral atoms produced by chargeexchange processes, exiting the plasma on the low field side and on the equatorial plane of the machine. Energy and
mass dispersion are produced by a combination of electrostatic and magnetic fields.
Neutron and gamma-ray fluxes are measured by means of 2 scintillators (EJ-301 liquid and NaI(Tl)) coupled to flatpanel photomultipliers, suitable for operation in a noisy magnetic environment.
The production of neutrons from D-D fusion reactions and gamma rays in RFP plasmas is found to be determined by
the ohmic input power, with a threshold value of about 1.2MA in terms of plasma current. Above this threshold, neutron
and gamma fluxes become strong function of the plasma current.
Neutron and gamma production dynamics is largely influenced by the MHD activity of the RFP plasmas. In particular,
a bursty enhancement of neutron yields, correlated with the spontaneous magnetic reconnection processes, occurs
almost cyclically in the RFP plasmas.
Magnetic reconnection, which is known to be associated to heating and particle acceleration, indeed is also found to
modify the energy distribution of the collected neutral atoms having impact on both the Maxwellian component and
on the observed higher energy tail.
The spontaneous generation of fast particles is of particular interest in RFP plasmas, as it has been proven by means of
external beams that high energy ions exhibit good confinement properties, with a classical behavior and no enhanced
radial transport. The possible role of such particles in the destabilization of the observed Alfvén eigenmodes is also
discussed.
Data from RFP experiments are compared to those obtained in low-current tokamak campaigns also performed in
RFX-mod.
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Since 90’s, ENEA is committed on the development of liquid metal technologies aiming at supporting the implementation
of innovative nuclear systems, such as Gen-IV Lead-cooled Fast Reactor [1] and DEMO Reactor [2,3].
Great interest has been focused on the development and testing of new technologies related to HLM nuclear reactors,
ever since Lead-cooled Fast Reactors (LFR) were conceptualized in the frame of GEN IV International Forum (GIF). In
this frame, ENEA developed a large fleet of experimental facilities (e.g., CIRCE, NACIE-UP, HELENA, LIFUS5, LECOR,
etc..) aiming at investigating HLM thermal-hydraulics, coolant chemistry control, corrosion behavior for structural
materials and at developing components, instrumentations and innovative systems, supported by experiments and
numerical tools.
On the other side, relating to fusion application, ENEA is involved on the breeder blanket (BB) design as well. Three out
of four European breeder blankets concepts for DEMO use the eutectic PbLi enriched at 90% in 6Li as breeder: Helium
Cooled Lithium Lead (HCLL), Water Cooled Lithium Lead (WCLL) and Dual Coolant Lithium Lead (DCLL). The main
functional requirements of the PbLi loop systems are: to provide adequate heating in order to maintain the coolant in
the liquid state in all system locations; to circulate the liquid PbLi through the BB; to extract Tritium produced in the
breeder modules from the coolant (this function is shared with the Tritium Extraction System); to control the coolant
chemistry and to remove accumulated impurities; to ensure the operation of the loop in every condition.
Again, in this frame ENEA developed at Brasimone R.C. a relevant fleet of experimental facilities (e.g., TRIEX, IELLLO,
EBBTF, LIFUS5, etc.), aiming at supporting the breeder blanket development in Europe.
The present work aims at highlighting the capabilities and competencies developed by ENEA so far in the frame of the
liquid metal technologies, both for GEN-IV LFR and DEMO nuclear machines.
1. Introduction
A comprehensive R&D program related to the use of liquid metals is necessary on the associated technologies,
properties, neutronic characteristics and compatibility with structural materials. Furthermore, innovations require
qualification programs of new components and systems, together with the continuous program of code validation.
2. Activities related to GEN-IV LFR
Several experimental campaigns employing HLM loop and pool facilities (CIRCE, NACIE, HELENA, LIFUS5) were and
are being carried out in order to support HLM technologies development. This chapter aims at providing a short
overview of these activities.
2.1. Activities on CIRCE
Suitable experiments were carried out on the CIRCE pool facility [4], which was equipped with the Integral Circulation
Experiment (ICE) test section [5] in order to investigate the thermal hydraulics and the heat transfer in grid spaced
fuel pin bundle cooled by liquid metal providing, among the other purposes, experimental data in support of codes
validation for the European fast reactor development.
The study of thermal stratification in large pool reactor is relevant in the design of HLM nuclear reactor especially
for safety issues. Thermal stratification can induce thermo-mechanical stresses on the structures and, in accidental
scenarios, it could oppose to the establishment of natural circulation which is a fundamental aspect for the achievement
of the GEN-IV safety goals. A Protected Loss of Heat Sink with Loss Of Flow (PLOHS+LOF) scenario was experimentally
simulated and the mixed convection with thermal stratification phenomena was investigated during the transient. Two
tests (C and D) of about 100 and 200 h were performed by achieving a steady state condition at full power (750 kW)
and by simulating the transition in DHR conditions respectively in natural and forced circulation. After the transition to
DHR conditions, the power supplied to the bundle is decreased to about 30 kW to simulate the decay heat.
The LBE mass flow rate through the ICE test section reaches a value of about 59.6 kg/s under forced circulation (argon
flow rate of about 2.5 Nl/s), while it is about 8.8 kg/s after the transition to natural circulation conditions.
In order to investigate the thermal stratification inside the large LBE pool all the 119 TCs installed in the pool region of
the vessel are shown as a function of the axial depth in Figure 1 and Figure 2 at different times.
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Figure 1: test C, pool thermal stratification.

At the beginning of the experimental test (Figure 1a), the LBE temperature is quite uniform inside the pool with an
average value of about 270 °C. At the end of the full power phase (forced circulation conditions after about 10.4h)
thermal stratification phenomena are evident inside the pool, with a thermal gradient of about 30°C in the first 3.5 m
(up to the outlet section of the HX). Then, there is a region between the outlet sections of the HX and the DHR where
the slope of the thermal gradient increase with a temperature difference of about 30°C in 0.5 m. In the lower part of
the pool (from the inlet section of the ICE test section to the bottom of the vessel), the temperature is uniform with a
value of about 290°C. After the transition to natural circulation conditions, the temperature field significantly changes
becoming quite uniform in the entire LBE pool region.
Concerning the investigation of the heat transfer inside the fuel bundle, Nu number is calculated for test C from the
experimental data in the central subchannel of the Fuel Pin Simulator (FPS) according to [6] and obtained results are
compared with Nu values obtained from Ushakov and Mikityuk correlations [7,8]. To this end, high and low power run
are subdivided into shorter intervals (no longer than 1 h) in order to maintain pins temperatures constant in the central
subchannel of the FPS (for the low power run a time frame from 75 h to 99 h is considered).

Figure 2: test C, pool thermal stratification.

A good agreement was found between the experimental data and the Mikityuk and Ushakov correlations with obtained
data that show a general tendency to lie below Nu values given by the correlations.
2.2. Activities on NACIE-UP
A 19-pin fuel bundle was installed in the NACIE-UP facility [9] to study the heat transfer with a heavy liquid metal in a
wire-spaced FPS. The FPS installed in the NACIE-UP facility was designed to be representative of the fuel assembly of
the MYRRHA nuclear facility to be built at SCK-CEN [10]. In this framework, the NACIE-UP experiment is focused on the

low-intermediate mass flow rate and on the assessment of the coolability of the FA in these conditions.
The availability of experimental data is also mandatory for the validation of codes. In particular, turbulence and heat
transfer models need to be extensively qualified for the applications to liquid metals, which are characterized by low
Prandtl number. The validation of CFD and SYS-TH general purpose codes for HLM is a very important issue not only
for design but also for safety analysis.
The test section was instrumented with 67 thermocouples, placed at three axial positions, which monitor wall and subchannel temperatures allowing to calculate local and section-averaged Nusselt numbers. The sub-channel Reynolds
and Péclet numbers were respectively <12000 and <400, in the laminar or early transitional range. Tests with natural
circulation and gas-lift enhanced circulation flow regimes were performed.
Data acquisition started after that statistical steady state conditions were reached and data collection lasted about 1520 minutes (900-1200 samples) in order to have a set of data statistically relevant. Collected data were post-processed
by a Matlab routine which includes an error analysis numerical method consistent with the error propagation theory.
Measurements of wall thermocouples proved to be quite accurate. Some oscillations are presents in the signal, but
the same oscillating trend is exhibited by all the TCs in the same sub-channel. Therefore, the wall-bulk temperature
difference remains quite constant with a low error. Temperature differences Tw-Tb up to 2.5-3 °C are detected with
good accuracy. For lower temperature differences the measure is affected by instruments errors leading to uncertainties
in the calculation of derived quantities like the Nusselt number.
Two different analyses for heat transfer were performed: local analysis in single sub-channel and overall section analysis.
Results on local analyses generally show consistency. Nusselt numbers in central channels are well represented by two
of the correlation chosen. Nusselt in peripheral sub-channels are lower as the thermal field is affected by the heat
transfer to the outer structures. Section-averaged analysis on heat transfer showed some differences which depend on
the definition adopted for the average Nusselt. In this work, two definitions were chosen. The first one (Nu1) is based
on section-averaged temperatures; while the second one (Nu2) on the weighted average among the local Nusselt
numbers. The second method shows higher values of Nusselt than the first one at the same Péclet (30 % higher),
proving that results depend on the adopted definitions (Figure 3). This is a key feature of the HLM cooled bundle
thermal-hydraulics, where temperature difference in a section can be high, up to 50 °C in nominal conditions, and there
is a substantial difference between central channel temperature and section-average bulk temperature.

Figure 3: Section-averaged Nusselt number Nu1 (left) and Nu2 (right) at all the sections for all test cases.

The comparison of the experimental data with correlations is a good practice to investigate the global coherence of
the data set, but the specific geometry in the specific flow rate range with heavy liquid metals probably was never
investigated from experimental point of view in the past. Moreover, correlations for complex geometries are generally
based on largely non-uniform experimental data sets. From this remark, probably the best practice is simply to describe
accurately the experimental setup and the definitions adopted and to be very careful in comparison with correlations
or other experimental data sets.
2.3. Activities on LIFUS5/Mod2
The study of the interaction between the secondary side coolant (water) and the HLM has an outstanding importance
for the safety of LFR. This occurrence is known as Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) and it has to be considered a
challenging safety issue in the design. In this framework, experimental activities were carried out at different scales and
for different steam generators and reactor designs (i.e., MYRRHA and ELFR [11]).
LIFUS5/Mod2, small scale and high pressure facility, hosted a new test section having a geometry representative of
the spiral tube bundle of ELFR steam generator [12]. Experiments were executed with boundary and initial conditions
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relevant for the SGTR accident. The objective was to investigate the potential for tube-to-tube rupture propagation,
as well as to demonstrate the reliability of computer codes in simulating the phenomena of interest. The implemented
test section was composed by a vertical tube bundle of 188 tubes. The water supply system injected water in the
central tube at 180 bar and about 270°C in a small vessel filled with LBE at 400°C with a cover gas of argon at about 2
bar. The experiments provided pressure, temperature and strain time trends at a frequency up to 10 kHz, suitable for
the analysis of interaction phenomena and code validation.
Numerical codes were applied for supporting the experimental campaign, the design of experiments and for
experimental data analysis. RELAP5/MOD3.3 supported the qualification of the facility water injection line. The posttest analysis was mainly based on the comparisons of the experimental and calculated pressure trends by SIMMER-III
code. It provided for the first run an excellent simulation of the first pressure peak resulting from the rupture of the
injector.

Figure 4: experimental and calculated pressure time trends in S1 (zoom of the first peaks on the right).

The experimental data of the first test (B1.1) showed that first pressure peaks were lower than 30 bar (Figure 4). The
pressure wave propagation was largely damped by the “tubes tangle” and perforated plate of the test section. A
preliminary post-test analysis was performed by SIMMER-III code. The nodalisation of LIFUS5/Mod2 facility in LEADER
configuration was developed and set-up. The analysis demonstrated that the code is able to simulate the first pressure
peak measured when the cap is broken. The code predicted the maximum pressure value (30 bar) and the timing of the
phenomenon (10-3 s). The second pressure peak, due to the steam expansion in the reaction vessel, was also correctly
simulated by the code, even though overestimated (4 bar higher). The deviation is probably correlated to a plug of
LBE in the vertical section that connects the reaction tank to the dump tank due to geometrical approximations of the
model. The final experimental and simulated values of pressure in tanks system were in agreement. This confirmed that
the amount of water and steam injected in the simulation is consistent with the experimental one. The water injection
at about 180 bar in the center of the tube bundle caused a pressurization measured at the reaction tank wall of about
30 bar for both B1.2 and B1.3 tests.
These experiments highlighted that no leakages occurred from the 12 pressurized tubes of the test section and a
remarkable damping of wave propagation. This might imply a low probability of propagation of the tube rupture on
surrounding tubes. Confirmation is expected at the end of the experimental campaign, when also the second and third
series of tests, having higher injection orifice, will be carried out.
2.4. Activities on corrosion in flowing LBE and lead
The corrosion behaviour of AISI 316L austenitic steel and T91 martensitic steel were investigated in flowing lead–
bismuth eutectic (LBE) at 400 C. The tests were performed in the LECOR [13] and CHEOPE III loops [14] at low and
high oxygen concentrations, respectively.
The results of corrosion tests performed revealed that oxygen concentration in LBE affects the corrosion mechanism
of steels at present test temperature (T = 400 C). At low oxygen concentration (C[O2] = 108-1010 wt.%) both steels
exhibited the dissolution of alloy elements, and a weight loss was measured. For austenitic steel 316L, Ni depletion
has been detected, with the formation of a ferrite layer in the corrosion area. This seems due to the high solubility of
Ni in LBE. For martensitic steel T91 an uniform attack by LBE was observed, and the liquid metal penetration appears
on the interface between steel and liquid metal. However, no preferential dissolution of alloy elements was detected

in the attack area. Comparing the corrosion rates of AISI 316L and T91, the corrosion rate found for the martensitic
steel is higher than that for austenitic steel. The optical analysis on the corroded specimen showed a very limited attack
after 1500 h for both steels, while the corrosion became evident on the whole surface of the T91 specimen after 4500
h. This behaviour could be explained assuming that a thin layer of natural oxide is present on the specimens at the
beginning, and it acts as barrier against the liquid metal attack. Before that the corrosion can take place, this layer has
to be removed. Under the test condition adopted in the LECOR loop, the natural oxide film on the martensitic steel is
more easily removed by the LBE in comparison to the austenitic steel. This could be the reason for the higher corrosion
rate obtained for the martensitic steel and could also explain the increase in the corrosion rate observed with increasing
the time exposure.
At high oxygen concentration (C[O2] = 105-106 wt.%) a protective oxide layer on the specimens surface have been
detected, and a weight gain was measured for both steels. The oxide layers can protect the steels from dissolution
attack induced by LBE. Notwithstanding these layers are stable and compact for both steels, the one formed on the
surface of austenitic steel is much more thin than that one formed on the surface of martensitic steel. From the data
of weight gain and SEM analysis, the AISI 316L shows a higher resistance to oxidation, at the present test conditions.
Concerning the oxide layer formed on the surface of martensitic steel, it consists of two sub-layers: the outer is
magnetite while the inner is Fe/Cr spinel.
LECOR loop was recently updated and it will be used to perform an analysis of the corrosion behaviour of 15-15Ti(Si)
and DS4 (15Cr-25Ni) austenitic steels, together with the Al2O3 and TiN coatings laid on a layer of 15-15Ti(Si). The
specimens were weighted and measured before being exposed in flowing lead. The specimens with the TiN coatings
were also examined with the SEM microscope with the aim to evaluate the quality of the coating. At the end of the
experiments the specimens will undergo metallographic analyses. The lead temperature is 550 °C, while its velocity can
be varied in the range 0.3-1 m/s. The exposure times are 1000, 4000 and 8000 hours.
2.5. Activities on HELENA
The HELENA facility [15] is a loop working in pure lead for experiments in the field of corrosion for LFR structural
materials, component testing, and thermal-hydraulic investigations.
A prototypical mechanical pump was designed and manufactured to properly work in pure lead at high temperatures.
A long-run test on the component was performed in isothermal conditions at 400°C and with low oxygen content
(<10-8 wt.%). The oxygen content was continuously monitored. The pump was gradually driven to the reference mass
flow rate of 35 kg/s and this mass flow rate was maintained for 1500 h, i.e. about 2 months. After this, the pump was
stopped and the loop was drained. Then, the pump impeller was disassembled and it was analyzed for corrosion. A
test on a ball valve was also carried out for a few months.
At the end of 2014, the facility was upgraded with the insertion of a FPS in the heating section and adding a secondary
side. A 19-pin wire-spaced FPS was installed to measure the clad temperatures and the heat transfer coefficients in
different conditions in the different ranks of sub-channels of the MYRRHA bundle. A test matrix on the forced convection
condition in the wire-spaced bundle will be carried out. A shell and tube heat exchanger couples the primary lead loop
with the secondary side filled with water at 100 bar. Lead flows in the 7 tubes, while water flows in the shell side. The
gap is filled with a steel powder. Bubble tubes with flowing Ar are adopted to measure pressure losses in the different
branches of the loop. An ancillary gas system ensures the cover gas for the loop.
3. Activities related to breeder blanket development
The development of a BB with PbLi as breeder require to overtake several technological issues, related to structural
material compatibility (mainly corrosion and activation), Tritium handling, coolant chemistry and purification, magnetohydro dynamics, pumping system, instrumentation and safety concerns. ENEA is giving a significant contribution to
almost every topic by means of the experimental facilities installed at Brasimone R.C.
3.1. Activities on IELLLO
The Integrated European Lead Lithium LOop (IELLLO [16]) aims to carry out thermo-fluid dynamic tests on mock-up of
HCLL blanket modules up to full scale, in ITER relevant conditions; characterization of instrumentations, auxiliary circuits
and components relevant to lead lithium loops; LOCA simulations on HCLL TBM mock up (THALLIUM test section [17]).
Thermo-hydraulic system codes are used in order to perform the thermodynamic design of PbLi loops and to analyse
transient conditions during operation and safety analysis. Thus, code validation is another purpose of IELLLO facility.
77 circulation tests were carried out at different maximum temperatures (from 673 to 813 K) and pump speeds (from
100 to 700 rpm). The performances of the economizer and of the air cooler were assessed and compared with the
results of RELAP5-3D simulations. The tests revealed performances of the economizer higher than those expected after
the preliminary theoretical evaluations. In details, measured efficiencies are from 5% to 8% higher than the expected
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ones. The air cooler can be operated in natural convection, simply opening its shutter, and in forced convection by
switching on the blower. Similarly to the economizer, the performances of the air cooler in natural convection mode
are higher for low mass flow rates. In spite of that, a ΔT of about 70 K at the lowest pump rotational speed can be
considered an interesting value, even in prevision of the ITER relevant tests, which will be performed at lower mass flow
rates (0.2-1.0 kg/s). As far as the numerical simulations are concerned, RELAP5-3D tends to slightly overestimate the
efficiency of the economizer at high flow rates, with an average error of 2.67 percentage points and a unique maximum
error of 9.90 percentage points while underestimates the ΔT produced by the air cooler with an average error of 2.95
K, with three exceptions at 1.28 kg/s where the error is about 20 K.

Figure 5: results of the flow meter qualification tests (left) and of the qualification of the pressure transducer (right).

This experimental campaign also evaluated the performances of a Vortex mass flow meter and of an absolute pressure
transducer (Figure 5). The Vortex mass flow meter was firstly calibrated for water and, afterwards, adapted for lead
lithium. To qualify the mass flow meter the real mass flow rate is calculated from a power balance across the electrical
heater and compared with the measured one. The error bar is fixed at the 10 % mainly because of the uncertainties
involved in the calculation of the power dissipated in the electrical heater. The pressure transducer was qualified
with a special device and a corrective equation was found. After the implementation of the formula, the maximum
error is around 100 mbar, while the standard deviation lies between 25 and 40 mbar. These values correspond to a
maximum error of 0.5 % on the FSO for a 0-20 bar transducer. The pressure transducers revealed a good accuracy for
temperatures between 523 K and 673 K.
The test section THALLIUM (Test HAmmer in Lead LithIUM) is currently installed within IELLLO. It was designed to
reproduce the geometry of the LLE loop of the HCLL TBM. The main objective of the ongoing experimental campaign
is to study the release of high pressure He in the PbLi. The second objective is to validate the system code RELAP53D with the data produced. Furthermore, an additional task is to test new instrumentation and, in particular, pressure
meters with acquisition frequency of 1 kHz and a guided-microwave level meter installed in the expansion tank. The
experiments simulate the rupture of a pipe in a stiffening plate of the HCLL TBM and the consequent injection of He
from the Helium Cooling System of ITER.
IELLLO can be coupled with the He facility HeFUS3 to constitute EBBTF (European Breeding Blanket Test Facility),a
facility dedicated to the qualification of HCLL TBM before its installation in ITER and to test the main TBM auxiliary
systems: tritium extraction system, coolant purification system, etc.
3.2. Design of the WCLL BB
Water-cooled lithium-lead breeding blanket is considered a candidate option for European DEMO nuclear fusion
reactor. ENEA and the Linked Third Parties proposed and are developing a multi-module blanket segment concept
based on DEMO 2015 specifications. The layout of the module is based on horizontal (i.e. radial-toroidal) water cooling
tubes in the breeding zone, and on lithium lead flowing in radial-poloidal direction. This design choice is driven by the
rationale to have a modular design, where a basic geometry is repeated along the poloidal direction. The modules
are connected with a back supporting structure, designed to withstand thermal and mechanical loads due to normal
operation and selected postulated accidents. Water and lithium lead manifolds are designed and integrated with a
consistent primary heat transport system, based on a reliable pressurized water reactor operating experience, and
the lithium lead system. Thermo-mechanics (TM), thermo-hydraulics (TH) and neutronics analyses were performed
[18,19,20,21,22].
The Neutron Wall Load distribution (average 1 MW/m2) and radial nuclear power densities in materials are calculated
by MCNP 5 code [23]. An average First Wall (FW) heat flux of 0.22 MW/m2 is assumed for the evaluation of the thermal

balance and an HF of 0.5 MW/m2 is used for the design of the equatorial outer module. Irradiation limit of material
during operation is assumed as 20 dpa. Tritium breeding ratio larger/equal to 1.1 is a requirement. Reference primary
system thermodynamic cycle is based on coolant at inlet/outlet temperatures respectively equal to 285 °C and 325
°C, at 15.5 MPa. The design of the cooling system accounts for the maximum temperature limit of 550°C. The cooling
system is designed for a nominal pressure of 15.5 MPa, the PbLi pipelines, manifolds and breeding blanket box are
verified to withstand a pressure of 15.5 MPa + 10%, as Class IV condition.
Both inner and outer segments are divided into 7 boxes with straight surfaces, attached to a common back supporting
structure. The breeding blanket boxes are constituted by the breeder zone and the FW. The FW is in the front part of
the WCLL BB. It is an integrated part of BB module and it is cooled with an independent water system at the reference
coolant thermodynamic conditions. The FW is an U-shape plate bended (150 mm) in radial direction. The thickness is
of 25 mm, plus 2 mm of protective tungsten layer. The water flows in counter current direction in square channels with
dimension of 7x7 mm and pitch of 13,5 mm. The channels are 3 mm inside the steel along the radial-toroidal direction.
Each module box has a “quasi” modular geometry. Basically, an “elementary cell” is repeated along the poloidal
direction up to the lower and upper caps, which represent a discontinuity. The equatorial outer central module (EOCM)
is considered as the reference for the geometrical description and the analyses. The EOCM is divided in 16 “elementary
cells” in poloidal direction and 6 channels in toroidal direction. Each “elementary cell” has a baffle plate at the midplane: the PbLi enters in the bottom, flows in radial-poloidal direction and exits from the top. The breeder zone water
cooling tubes are placed along a toroidal-radial direction. They are double walled and have the internal and external
diameters equal to 8 mm and 13,5 mm, respectively. The layout and the number (21) of the tubes is repeated in each
elementary cell.
3-D neutronics calculations were performed using MCNP5 and JEFF 3.2 nuclear data. Resulting maximum neutronics
wall load is 1.33 MW/m2, calculated in the outboard equatorial module. The global tritium breeding ration is 1.127. The
highest contribution is given by the EOM (i.e. TBR=0.142) and the contributions of outboard and inboard blankets are
71% and 29% respectively. The overall nuclear power deposited on the breeder zone of DEMO 2015 is 1805 MW. The
EOM is the largest contributor with 4.5MW. The shielding performance of the system BB/manifold/BSS is sufficient to
ensure the safe operation of the vacuum vessel, i.e. damage is lower than 0.03 dpa/FPY (Figure 6), and to reduce the
nuclear heating deposited in the toroidal field coils to acceptable level (<7x10-6 W/cm3).

Figure 6: damage in EUROFER & SS316 (dpa /FPY) radial profile along inboard-midplane.

PbLi and water manifolds systems are in charge to connect the modules with the main pipelines. The PbLi inlet manifold
is internal to the module box, between the Back Plate (BP) and the breeding zone. It ensures the PbLi distribution in the
elementary cells through 6 orifices on the toroidal-poloidal plate. The system has been designed with the support of
CFD [21]. MHD effects were neglected. The PbLi enters from 8 pipes exits through 32 pipes. Two manifolds (inlet and
outlet) are placed on the back wall of the module box. They are connected with the breeder zone cooling system and
with the main pipelines. Both manifolds are 1750 mm high and 326 mm width. The inlet and outlet pipes are placed in
center and are DN 100. The FW cooling zone is fed by two manifolds (inlet and outlet). These are bended pipes DN40
and are joined to the FW cooling channels through tubes. The structure has been analyzed [22] considering the gravity,
the thermal and the preliminary EM loads. Results have shown that EM loads make the BSS rotate clockwise in the
poloidal-toroidal plane. Safety verifications, according to SDC-IC codes, are totally satisfied as far as each single load
is concerned and also when the total load is taken into account, even if with a lower margin.
Six main pipes feed and collect the fluids of the module boxes. They are successfully integrated in the DEMO 2015 CAD
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without interferences. FW and breeder zone cooling systems are separated, thus two pipes enters from the lower port
to fed the modules and other two pipes exit from the upper port to deliver the hot coolant to the Primary Heat Transfer
System. Dimensions of the pipelines are calculated according with the velocity limit of 7 m/s. The overall primary
system coolant mass flow rate is 9035 kg/s. PbLi pipes (inlet and outlet) are routed from the upper port. The flow area
of these pipes is the result of the total mass flow rate equal to 956.30 kg/s, calculated assuming 10 recirculations per
day and the velocity limit considered in the main pipelines (50mm/s).
The back supporting structure is a poloidal-toroidal plate having maximum radial thickness of 200 mm attached to
the modules by means of 4 ribs. It shares the space on the backside of the modules with the main pipelines and the
manifolds.
The LIFUS5 facility is under upgrade to support the design of the WCLL providing new data on PbLi/water interaction
and to validate a code that has the capability to simulate both thermodynamic and chemical processes (including
the hydrogen production). Designing and execution of SET facility experiments in LIFUS5/Mod3 for code validation
purposes are ongoing.
3.3. Activities on Tritium extraction
The first and main step of the HCLL blanket fuel cycle consists of Tritium extraction from the liquid breeder. In DEMO
reactor a dedicated system, called TES (Tritium Extraction System), will be devoted to accomplish this task. Different
technologies, belonging to the families of gas–liquid contactors, getters and tritium permeators have been studied in
the last years. Gas-liquid contactors showed contradictory results. Plate, spray and bubble columns resulted in a very
low-extraction efficiency. On the contrary, packed columns gave better results, although some doubt arise about the
accuracy of the experiments performed in the past. For this reason, it was decided to further study them by means of
a dedicated facility called TRIEX (TRItium EXtraction) [24]. The design was optimized to be compatible, in the future,
with an installation in EBBTF.
In TRIEX the extraction efficiency of a packed column of variable height is tested in a systematic way, varying the flow
rate of both gas and liquid metal as well as hydrogen content and partial pressure. Particular attention is paid to the
hydrogen monitoring system in gas and liquid metal phases. The loop is operated in isothermal mode, at a maximum
temperature of 770 K. The Saturator includes a PORAL diffuser to ensure small and dispersed argon and hydrogen
bubbles. It is assumed that saturation should be achieved in one pass. The hydrogen concentration at the gas outlet
of the extractor is measured by thermal conductivity sensors. Three permeation hydrogen sensors are foreseen to
measure hydrogen content in lead lithium at the extractor inlet, outlet and at the saturator outlet.
The operating conditions are as follows:
•
temperature range of lead lithium: 620–770 K;
•
lead lithium flow rate: maximum 0.2 kg/s,
•
gas stripping flow rate range (S3): 5–120 N l/h;
•
Ar–H flow rate (gas injector): 10–100 N l/h;
•
maximum hydrogen concentration in the Ar–H flow rate (gas injector): 5 vol.%.
TRIEX facility will be updated and used to qualify the Vacuum Sieve Tray and Permeation Against Vacuum methodologies
in 2017-2019.
3.4. Activities on corrosion of RAFM steels and on hydrogen permeation
Corrosion tests of EUROFER bare and coated with PLD-Al2O3 in static Pb-Li will be carried out within cylindrical steel
vessels, already used in the past for other corrosion tests. The heating is obtained by means of a heating resistance
wrapped around the external surface of the cylinder. The thermal insulation has been obtained by wrapping mineral
wool and an aluminum sheet around the hot part of the cylinder. The vessel is provided with an inlet and an outlet for
the argon gas cover, opposite to one another in the cylinder body. The lid is equipped with valves for the insertion of
the components required for the tests execution (e.g. sample-holders rods). Furthermore, a steel-made thermocouple
is implanted in the lid for the continuous monitoring of the liquid metal temperature.
To perform the corrosion tests, the cylindrical vessel was equipped with different tools. First, an alumina crucible
(φ=125 mm, h=220 mm) was positioned inside and at the bottom of the vessel. The crucible acts as a container for the
Pb-Li and prevents the contact between the liquid metal and the cylinder steel wall. In this way it is possible to avoid
the contamination of Pb-Li with metallic elements which do not directly come from the corrosion of EUROFER samples.
Secondly, the valves on the lids have been adapted to the insertion of other components required for the tests, in
particular:
•
sample-holders rods (3 per each vessel);
•
connection to the melting furnace for the molten Pb-Li inlet in the vessel;
•
connection to the vacuum system (pump).
Each sample-holder rod can hold two specimens. By inserting three rods per vessel, it will be exposed 6 samples

simultaneously for each fixed exposure time (3 bare and 3 coated EUROFER samples).
A filter placed in the outlet section of the melting furnace will allow to catch any oxide or slag during the melting
process, preventing their entry into the vessel. During the loading, the outlet section of the melting furnace will be
inserted directly into one of the valves of the vessel lid. The Pb-Li output from the melting furnace will be facilitated by
creating the vacuum with a pump inside the vessel. The vacuum will also allow to purify the system from the oxygen,
avoiding the formation of Li2O and thus the shift of the Pb-Li composition from the eutectic condition.
Once the Pb-Li loading and purification procedures are completed, the samples will be immersed in the liquid metal
for the exposure test. Argon with a purity of 99,9999% will be fluxed into the system and kept inside with a slight
overpressure in order to keep inert the atmosphere.
Exposure tests will be carried out at 1000, 2000, 4000 and 8000 hours of exposure for the corrosion investigation of the
EUROFER and the Al2O3 coating in static Pb-17Li. For the first tests, the pre-exposure analysis of PLD-Al2O3 coated
samples by SEM-EDS has already been performed (Figure 7). Regarding the bare EUROFER samples, the dimensional
analysis has been carried out using a caliper and it will be used to determine the corrosion rate at the end of the
exposure test. Finally, as regards the Pb-Li alloy to be used in the tests, a control analysis of the melting point has been
performed by DTA (Differential Thermal Analysis). According to the results, the Pb-Li alloy melts at 239,9 ± 1,4 °C (the
nominal melting temperature of the Pb-17Li eutectic alloy is 235 °C).

Figure 7: Cross-section at SEM of a PLD-Al2O3 coated EUROFER plates, with indication of the thickness (about 1μm) and the
composition wt. % (obtained by EDX) of the coating.

For the investigation of the permeation behaviour, the activity will start with hydrogen permeation tests. The tests
will be performed using the PERI II experimental facility of ENEA R.C. Brasimone. The test section of the facility
is composed of two vacuum flanges separated by a sample-holder septum and heated at high temperature. The
sample, which consists of a disk with a 2"diameter, is placed above the septum. The facility is prepared by heating the
sample-holder septum and by creating a high vacuum in both flanges. Once the vacuum is creating into the system,
hydrogen is flushed at a known partial pressure in the first flange ("high pressure" side). The gas permeates through the
sample and is released into the second flange ("low pressure” side), generating a pressure increase. The equilibrium
permeation flux exiting from the second flange is measured by a continuous flow quadrupole mass, in order to monitor
over time the concentrations of the gaseous species.
The permeation tests will be performed by setting two hydrogen partial pressures in the "high pressure" side (10 and
100mbar). EUROFER samples will be coated with different thicknesses of Al2O3 (0.5, 1, 5 and 10μm). For each of the two
hydrogen partial pressure chosen, tests will be performed for all the coating thickness and at different temperatures
(from 250 to 600°C).
4. Conclusions
Liquid metals technologies play a role of paramount importance towards the development of innovative fusion and
fission nuclear systems. Indeed, some open points still preclude the advent of such systems. Structural materials and
coolant chemistry are among the most relevant priorities, on which the lack of data and know-how is only partially
covered in Europe (e.g. neutron irradiation behavior and synergic effects of corrosion/erosion).
ENEA is trying to address several of these issues, taking advantage of the large research infrastructure already installed
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at Brasimone R.C. As this work tries to point out, the available experimental facilities are being used to produce new
experimental data on safety-related phenomena, corrosion and material compatibility, tritium permeation, components
reliability and instrumentation.
A large part of these new data will prove useful also to support the validation of thermo-hydraulic system codes and
CFD programs, as well as to develop tools to couple the two of them.
Indeed, numerical tools can be important to support the design of systems, components and experiments. To this end,
a comprehensive program of validation should be implemented and properly supported by the research institutions
and stakeholders.
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Abstract
The Fusion-Fission Hybrid Reactor(FFH) can be considered an attractive actinide-burner or a fusion assisted transmutation
for destruction of transuranic(TRU) nuclear waste. The hybrid reactor has two important subsystems: the tokamak
neutron source and the blanket which includes a fuel zone where the TRU are placed and a tritium breeding zone. The
reference tokamak models considered so far are equivalent from the Kadomtsev-Lackner similarity parameters, and
the amplification factor Q_FFH is of the order of 5-7 times that possible on JET, of the order of half of Q_ITER. The
availability and pulse length are that of a small DEMO, implying long pulses and high availability. These requirements
are near to the limit of the presently available technology.The possibility of a pilot experiment is considered and the
possible parameters are determined. The diagnostic system for a HR must be as simple and robust as possible to
monitor and control the plasma scenario, guarantee the protection of the machine and monitor the transmutation.
Keywords: hybrid reactors, transuranic waste transmutation, diagnostics tokamak.
PACS: 28.52.Fa;29.30.-h;28.65.+a;28.52.-s;28.41.-i;28.41.Fr;28.41.Kw;28.41.My;25.85.Ec
1. Introduction
The Fusion-Fission hybrid reactor(FFH) can be considered an attractive actinide-burner or a fusion assisted transmutation
for destruction of transuranic nuclear waste [1,2]. The FFH has two subsystems :i) a break-even class (Q~3) tokamak,
as 14 MeV neutron source and ii) the transuranic burner. Two examples of hybrid load assembly [2,5] are taken as
reference and analysed in the present study having a JET-like[9] device as neutron source. From the Lackner-Kadomtsev
dimensionless parameter point of view the FFH models considered so far are equivalent. In general the parameters
of the tokamak neutron source considered for FFH models are in the range: major radius R=3.75-4m, plasma current
Ip=6-8MA, B=5-6T , Aspect ratio R/a=3.4-4, 200MW fusion power. The motivations for building a Pilot experiment
dedicated to explore solutions for the main issues of a FFH are related to the fact that the tokamak neutron source is
a ‘low power DEMO’ with long pulses and high availability.
Diagnostic equipment of FFH must complement the tokamak measurements plus blanket diagnostics including Tritium
regeneration and fission characterization.The diagnostics for tokamak are usually divided into the following categories:i)
machine protection;ii) basic plasma control;iii) advanced control;iv)physics evaluation [3] . The tokamak of a FFH must
have a simple equipment for basic plasma control , machine protection and some fundamental plasma measurement.
In the present study the diagnostics systems related to machine protection and burn control are discussed,where
some basic plasma measurements like electron temperature and alpha losses are included. The paper is organized
as follows : in sec. 2 the FFH models considered having a tokamak as neutron source, are briefly discussed together
devices characteristics, relation to ITER, relevance for DEMO[7,8]; in sec.3 the motivation and the parameters for a
FFH Pilot experiment are presented ; in sec 4 the criteria determining the diagnostics systems needed for a FFH, i.e.
i)machine protection , ii) burn control , iii) fusion and fission blankets are introduced; in sec.5 the requirements on the
measurements are presented ; in sec.6 the diagnostics specific R&D needed for Hybrid reactors is discussed; in sec.7
the conclusions are presented.
2. Models for hybrid reactors
It is important having concrete models as reference, when diagnostics are considered. In this section two hybrid
reactors models are briefly analyzed.
Devices characteristics and relation to ITER and relevance for DEMO[7,8] are briefly discussed.
Table 1 report the design of the China model FDS-I [5] with the machine parameters, compared to the ITER device.
The other model taken as reference is the SABR[2,4] ( Georgia (USA)) whose parameters are listed in table 2. The
comparison between FDS-I and SABR ( taking ITER as reference) is reported on Table 3. The main rationale of the
comparison is to learn that the two models are similar with close parameters and concepts. The range of the plasma
parameters are similar ( i.e. electron density and temperature , neutron flux ) for the two models and close to the ITER
values. The only difference between FDS-I / SABR and ITER is the pulse length and the availability which is required
as >70% for FDS-I /SABR while it is 4% for ITER.
The similarity between these devices can be quantitatively assessed using the Lackner-Kadomtsev dimensionless
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Fig.1 Kadomtsev-Lackner dimensionless parameter comparison beween
FFH tokamak neutron sources.

Table 1 - Main core parameters of FDS-I

parameter approach [17]: the figure 1 shows
that in practice all the tokamak sources for FFH
models considered so far are closely related .
The models included in fig.1 are FDS [18], SABR,
FNS1 and FNS2[19], JT-60SA[20] , ITER and JET.
The FFH tokamak neutron source is equipped
with neutral beams and ECRH(Electron Cyclotron
resonance heating ) and /or LHCD (Lower
Hybrid Current Drive) systems for heating and
current drive(ECCD/LHCD). Also on this respect,
building this facility is a strong extrapolation
from the existing devices. The value of Q is
of the order of 6 times that obtained in the JET
campaign of Deuterium –Tritium experiments
JET DT1[see ref.9, QDT =(Fusion Power from
DT reactions) /(Input Power) = 0.4 -0.5 in JETDT1 ]. The pulse length and the availability
are an extrapolation also with respect to ITER
values and typical of DEMO-like device. The
blanket is also more complex than ITER /DEMO
fusion blanket module(BM) since it includes two
parts : the fusion BM devoted to the tritium
generation and the fission BM devoted to the
trasmutation of the actinides. The pulse length
and the availability are an extrapolation also with
respect to ITER values and typical of DEMO-like
device. The blanket is also more complex than
ITER /DEMO fusion blanket module(BM) since
it includes two parts : the fusion BM devoted
to the tritium generation and the fission BM
devoted to the trasmutation of the actinides.
The conclusion is that the tokamak neutron
source for a hybrid reactor has the properties
of a compact, low power Q=2-4 DEMO with a
complex blanket having two parts: the fuel zone,
where the long lived actinides are inserted, and
the tritium regeneration zone where the litium
composites are placed.
3. Parameters of a pilot FFH experiment
The Pilot experiment can be designed to meet
the minimal requirements for energy production
which could be defined by the amplification
factor

Table 2 - Parameters of SABR

Q_FFH_P =Qfusion * Qfission=1.

(1)

Where Q_FFH_P is the global amplification of
the FFH Pilot system , and Qfusion is the tokamak
neutron source power amplification, Qfission is
the fission power blanket amplification. Since
Qfission≈10, we have that the required
Qfusion_Pilot≈1/10			

Table 3 - Comparison between SABR / FDS-I and ITER

(2)

For the evaluation of the tokamak dimensions
and plasma parameters of the Pilot FFH
experiment with Qfusion≈0.1, we take as

reference the JET DTE1 experiment[9] and we use the scaling laws described in [17] to get the major radius and plasma
parameters.
We take JET DTE1 as reference, being QDT_DTE1=0.6, and Pfusion=16MW. This means that the Pilot FFH will have(
see (2)) a Qp= (QDT_DTE1)/6.
Now we suppose that JET can obtain a Q_JET_DT=0.1 for some value of the (q, ρ*(rho*), β(beta), ν*(nu*)) and using
the scaling laws given in [17] we can obtain the plasma parameters of the Pilot FFH tokamak, supposing that the aspect
ratio(Ap) of the tokamak is Ap=AJET*0.8.
Using the confinement scaling law IPBy2, and supposing that the tokamak of pilot FFH has the same q, ρ*(rho*),
β(beta), ν*(nu*) ( see the usual definitions in ref.17) of the Q_JET_DT=0.1 discharge, we obtain that the Q scales as
				

Q=Pfus/Pinput=Pfus/Pheat≈(R-2)*(A4) 			

(3)

Where A=R/a=aspect ratio. Applying the scaling (3) implies that a Pilot tokamak neutron source has a major radius
R=(R_JET/(61/2))*((AJET/Ap)2)=1.77m,for Ap/AJET=0.82. The plasma current scales as Ip/IJET=(61/8)*(Ap/AJET)3/8=1.16
and the magnetic field as Bp/BJET=(65/8)(Ap/AJET)35/8=1.28, the plasma current Ip=4.64MA and Bt=4.63T, Ap=2.52,
The heating power scales as Ph_IPBy2~R-1 A3. ( if the IPBy2 scaling law for the confinement is used ) , therefore the
heating power needed for the Pilot FFH Tokamak is Pheatp=23.3MW.

Table 4 - Parameters Pilot FFH Tokamak

3. Criteria determining diagnostic needs of hybrid reactors
The characteristics of a FFH device ( tokamak neutron source with two blankets, the fusion blanket regenerating the
tritium and the fission blanket with transuranic elements) define the criteria determining the diagnostic systems needed.
The diagnostics are divided in systems for measuring fundamental quantities and control of the tokamak neutron
source and systems related to the measurements of characteristics of blanket modules.
3.1. Diagnostics for tokamak neutron source
Since the plasma scenario is supposed to be assessed, no advanced diagnostic systems are needed for the scenario
evaluation. The Table 5 shows a list of diagnostics needed for the neutron source.The diagnostics are devoted to
machine protection and basic plasma measurements and control. The machine protection includes the divertor probes
, thermocouples and monitors of divertor erosion and dust production, as well as lost fast particles( which could
damage the vacuum vessel). The neutron flux monitors ( fission chambers) must be distributed in different parts of
the machine. Disruption diagnostics are needed as well as halo currents and hard X-ray monitors to measure the
high energy runaways electrons. The main plasma quantities are measured as the line integral of electron density
by interferometry/polarimetry and electron density and temperature profiles by Thomson Scattering. The Zeff ( Z
effective), i.e. the level of purity of plasma, is measured using the passive visible spectroscopy. The polarimetry can be
used also for the real-time control of current profile whose main actuator is a neutral beam ( plus ECCD and or LHCD)
which is used as main heating system.
Table5
shows
measurements
need for machine
protection and basic
plasma control( first
two columns,starting
from left) , the last
column
on
the
right reports the
diagnostics systems
related
to
the
measurements for
the basic plasma
control.
Table 5 - Tokamak Measurements and Diagnostics
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The ECE ( Electron Cyclotron Emission) diagnostic is used to monitor the electron temperature spatial profile also with
the aim of providing a real-time sensor for the stabilization of the MHD modes through the ECRH/ECCD system. In
practice the main sensors for the control of the plasma scenario are i) ECE fast detectors and ii) the polarimeter. The
Table 7shows the tokamak neutron source control plan . The main actuators for the control of neutron emission rate
are the Neutral Beams and pellet injectors.
3.1.1.Minimum set of diagnostics for machine protection and burn control
The control of a FFH tokamak neutron source can be done also considering that a minimum set of diagnostics can be
used for the two important functions of machine protection and burn control. Table 6 gives a list of diagnostics for
machine protection.
The minimum set covers most of the measurements given in Table 5 first left
column.
The control matrix for machine protection is given in Table 7.
An important tool is the divertor control: keepng the control of theheat load
on the divertor implies the use of impurity injections and the sensors can be
The Table 7 shows the control matrix for machine portection. One important
point of the matrix is the control of the divertor heat loads where the actuators
are impurity gas injectors and/or pellets and sensors are bolometers and
heavy impurity spectroscopy as well as IR cameras. The control of runaways
electrons is another argument of interest in this context and this is carried
out using massive gas injection valves and/or disruption mitigation systems
Table 6 - Minimum set of sensors for
and algorithms, the sensors are hard-X ray cameras aas well as IR cameras .
Machine protection

Table 7 - Control Matrix for machine protection.

3.1.2.Burn Control
The fusion power and the burn control depends upon density, isotopic mix , dilution, radiation and geometry of the
discharge( see ref 18)

where fp is the pressure peaking factor ,fMIX the isotopic fraction , n is the elctron density Cα the plasma dilution
factor , krad is the ratio between the plasma radiation and the alpha power ( krad=0.75 is reasonable value).

Specifically the burn control is dedicated to the control of the equilibrium temperature which depends on the previous
parameters ( and slowly from the plasma density):

Temperature sensors like the ECE and/or the Thomson scattering are needed while the actuators are impurity injectors(
to control the radiation fraction ) and Neutral beams ( to control the density and the isotopic mix). The Table 8 gives
an overview on the Tokamak neutron source control plan.
3.2. Diagnostics for blankets
The principle scheme of the blanket for a FFH is given in fig.2 .
The figure shows the two parts of the blanket, whose diagnostics need to measure :
1. The content of isotopes ( measurement alpha lines of various radionuclides)
2. The neutron multiplication ( neutron flux / neutron spectroscopy)
3. The effective reactivity of the fission zone
4. Tritium breeding ( monitors of tritium)
Few notes on these measurements are given below.

Figure 2 - scheme of a blanket for FFH

Table 8 - Tokamak neutron source Control Plan
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3.2.1. The content of isotopes
The measurement of isotopes can be carried out both :
1. Using alpha particle monitors inserted into the blanket very close to the containers of ling life isotopes to monitor
on line the ‘transmutation’ of long lived isotopes
2. Using off-line alpha particle spectroscopy.
The alpha particle and gamma ray spectroscopy can be a useful tool because the long lived actinides exhibit decays
in alpha particles plus gamma rays , with energies in the range of Eα4-5 MeV and Eγ27-86 keV ( Tab.9),
Sensors for alpha particle detection and spectroscopy in the range of 4-5MeV (see Table 9) can be single-crystal
diamond detectors[6] with technology and electronics well known and tested. These detectors have also a very good
resistence to the high neutron flux, and they can be inserted inside the blanket in the fission zone. The off-line (high
resolution) alpha particle spectroscopy measurements can be done using Germanium detectors.

Table 9 - Actinides decay in alpha particles and gamma rays

3.2.2. The neutron multiplication
The measurement of neutron multiplication implies the possibility of measuring the neutron flux in three positions: i)
just outside the vacuum vessel, ii) in the fission blanket zone and iii) in the fusion blanket zone, and /or outside the
fusion blanket zone.
A neutron profile monitor , providing also gamma ray spectroscopy channels , can be mounted outside the fusion
zone at least in one equatorial port plug to ensure measurement of the spatial profile of the neutron and gamma ray
emission.
The gamma ray spectroscopy channels must be equipped with neutron absorbers to make possible the gamma ray
measurements with reasonable sensitivity.
The gamma ray emission is deriving from the following sources :
1. Gamma lines due to interaction inside the plasma between alpha particles produced by DT reactions (energy
range of EDTα>1MeV) and possibily Be ions used as impurities to detect them.
2. Gamma lines produced by actinides in the energy range of EAγ28-80keV.
The relative intensity of gammaDT and gammaA is a matter of careful evaluation to make the system working linearly
in both ranges EDTα>1MeV and EAγ=28-80keV.
In any case gamma ray channels can be dedicated separately to gamma ray derived from DT plasma.
4. Requirements on measurements
Following the classification of diagnostics given in sec.3 very simplified requirements on measurements can be outlined
for the diagnostics related to the tokamak neutron source ( see Tables 7 ,8) and for the blanket fuel zone(Actinides)
(Table 9).In practice three systems would provide profile measurements: Thomson Scattering (temperature and density) ,
ECE (Electron Cyclotron Emission) provides the temperature , and neutron profile monitor the spatial profile integrated
along various lines of sight at different angles.The space resolution for the profile measurements of temperature and
density is set to Δ=a/10 (a = tokamak minor radius) following ITER requirements, while the time resolution is set to
Δτ=1s. Table 10 shows the requirements on measurements for tokamak neutron souce.
The motivation for making the repetition rate of these measurements much slower than in ITER is that these measurements
are intended only as monitors for long discharges, thus making simpler the system technology used.
For the laser diagnostics like interferometry/polarimetry and Thomson Scattering the problem of the plasma facing
mirrors used is important due to the damage induced by the neutron flux on mirror materials and coatings. This problem
has been studied for ITER mirrors, where Rhodium coated with copper substrate or monochristalline molybdenum
mirrors are used[3].
On the tokamak neutron source the measurement of the spatial q- profile could be also important , in particular to
monitor and control the plasma scenario. In this case the Motional Stark Effect diagnostic could be used using the
heating beams, as in ITER[13], to measure the q-profile interfaced to an equilibrium code. The measurement of lost

fast particles[10,11,12] can be a delicate point because the present knowledge on building such systems is limited to
scintillator probes used on TFTR, JET and ASDEX devices which work at neutron fluxes definitely lower than a FFH
neutron source.
Moving to the divertor diagnostics the divertor thermography and the tile erosion monitors are mentioned in the Table
11 thermography is carried out using IR viewing cameras, in various position of the divertor and main chamber.

Table 10 - Requirements on Measurements for the Tokamak neutron source.

To measure the divertor erosion, diagnostic systems have not been fully tested. There are two techniques under
consideration for ITER[14] : i) speckle interferometer and ii) laser radar erosion monitors.

Table 10 - Requirements on measurements for Divertor of the Tokamak neutron source

The diagnostics for the fission zone are mentioned in Table 11 the measurements and diagnostics are discussed in the
sec.3.

Table 11 - Requirements on measurements for blanket fuel zone

5. R&D needed for diagnostics
The HR features require measurements and control of important quantities like the current profile, the fusion Q,
and for the safety of the device the lost fast particles flux on the wall, and divertor erosion on long discharges. The
measurement of the neutron multiplication and the activity of the Actinides placed in the fuel zone are needed.In
practice, the control of the neutron source is a matter to be carefully tested : this type of control, which means the
scenario control, has been tested for short discharges on JET[15,16], using the neutron profile monitor as sensor
and the heating beams( and LHCD ) as actuators. The novelty of the FFH is that it will use heating beams for long
discharges, and the control of the scenario as well as the safety of the machine has been not tested on long discharges
on the present devices. The lost fast particle monitor need a further evaluation.The neutron monitors inserted into the
fuel zone need to be tested.
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6. Conclusions
The FFH tokamak neutron source is a low-power ( low Q) device with some characteristics close to a DEMO having
a quite complex blanket.
It will have long discharges , using heating and current drive systems to sustain the neutron production. There is no
need for the scenario evaluation diagnostics and only systems aimed at the scenario control and machine safety on
long discharges are considered as necessary. Monitoring the blanket in particular the fuel zone where the actinides
are placed could be useful.
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Introduction
Focusing on plasma diagnostics relevant to future fusion reactor, we are discussing ITER diagnostics developed in
Russia. Different methods of measurements like microwave (reflectometry and refractometry), optical and spectroscopic
(charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) and visible spectroscopy), ionizing radiation (neutrons and
gammas) and neutral particles detection are under development for ITER project. There are two groups of diagnostics:
some of them have high performance design and are relevant to the fusion reactor requirements, some others need
extended R&D to meet reactor requirements.
Neutron diagnostics are the most relevant for fusion reactor, as well as microwave diagnostic. For neutron diagnostics,
the main challenges concern the wide range of necessary measurements, calibration, lifetime of detectors, collimating
for neutron camera and integration of diagnostics in the facility.
For reflectometry and refractometry the main issues are strong loads on waveguides and antennas inside vacuum
vessel, integration of microwave path under the blanket, as well as first window, separating in-vessel part from air part
of the microwave path.
The relevance of optical and spectroscopic diagnostics for fusion reactor is rather questionable. The main challenge
here is the first mirror performance under the harsh environment of a reactor.
The use of neutral particles analyzers (NPA) diagnostic in a reactor seems most questionable because it creates a
long vacuum extension through the shield, so the safety and contamination issues are serious. Besides, for good time
resolution the NPA needs rather large aperture, thus creates problems with activation and radiation protection.
In the paper, the examples of the development of neutron, gamma, optical diagnostics as well as neutral particle
analyzer are presented.
Neutron diagnostic, DNFM
The divertor neutron flux monitor (DNFM) diagnostic is to provide ITER total neutron yield and fusion power
measurements, which are necessary for the plant control during operation and overall data analysis and experiments
planning. The major design-driving requirement for the DNFM is the ability to perform absolute calibration. To
implement this requirement the diagnostics has to cover the seven decades dynamic range of measurable neutron flux.
The neutron yield varies in the ranges 1014-1017 n/s for pure deuterium plasma and 1017-5×1020 n/s for deuterium-tritium
discharge. The corresponding fusion power varies in 100 kW – 1.5 GW. The measurements should provide temporal
resolution 1 ms and uncertainties < 10%. To achieve the lower limit, the DNFM is arranged on the ITER divertor cassette
body under the dome. Thus, the DNFM is to withstand hostile environment: magnetic field up to 6 T, nuclear heating
in steel parts ~ 1 W/cm3, thermal load 20 kW/m2, and vacuum.
The 18 fission chambers (FC) with various amounts of 235U and 238U converters will be used as detectors of DNFM
diagnostics. The combination of fission chambers is optimized to cover the desired dynamic range and to meet 1 ms
temporal resolution requirement for both DD and DT operations. Besides, each FC signal is processed in three ways:
pulse count rate, Campbell and current modes. For application at fusion reactor the count rate and Campbell modes
look more preferably because EM noise and gamma-ray background is high. In the recent DNFM design the detectors
are grouped in 3 pairs of detection units: one unit in a pair contains three commercial fission chamber КНТ 30-5 (235U)
and another - three FC КНТ 30-8 (238U) (figure 1).
The FC 238U is supposed to be used for high intensity neutron flux
measurement, on low neutron source intensity the 238U FC will
be used for noise and gamma-ray subtraction. It is important to
recall, that FC 238U radiator operates as a threshold detector, only
sensitive to neutron with energies above 1 MeV. According to our
computations up to 60% of registered neutrons will be neutrons
coming directly from plasma without scattering on surrounding
materials. Therefore, the effect of uncertainty in the surrounding
materials spatial distribution is minimized. This threshold is only
possible if the radiator is made of high pure (99.999987%) 238U.
Figure 1. Commercial Fission Chamber КНТ 30.
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Moreover, the 238U is to be shielded with boron carbide layer to avoid 239Pu production, because 239Pu would cause the
drastic change in spectral and absolute value of FC response during its lifetime. That is the reason to separate 238U FCs
in a special, more complicated unit.
The DNFM calibration goal is to achieve 1% statistical error in count rate measurement for the most sensitive FC 235U. A
compact high intensity neutron generator NG-24M has been developed to justify calibration methodology and to test
neutron detectors. The most essential features of the NG-24M neutron generator [1] are:
•
sealed replaceable tube (D+T mixture or pure D), lifetime ~300 hours
•
ion current 2.5 mА and accelerating voltage 250 kV
•
neutron yield up to 1011 n/s of 14 MeV neutrons
•
dimensions Ø 0.43×1.1 m,
•
weight 140 kg
Automatic feedback control of NG-24M operation demonstrates ± 5% stability of neutron yield during a tube lifetime.
DT neutron generator NG-24M and 2D-positioning system are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - DT neutron generator NG-24M (left) and 2D-positioning system for irradiation samples with
tolerance less than 0.5 mm (right).

Gamma spectrometer
Gamma ray spectrometer (GRS) as a part of ITER NPA system is intended for line integrated measurements of γ ray
and hard X-ray emission from ITER plasma in equatorial plane [2]. Diagnostic can provide information on fast particles:
fuel ratio in plasma core, alpha particle and other ions energy distribution, etc. GRS is unique in diagnosing runaway
electrons (RE), particularly while they are in plasma (before hitting the wall) – RE maximum energy and other important
parameters can be derived from the measurements.
Viewing the same plasma area in the equatorial plane
as the rest component of the NPA system, GRS can
significantly improve diagnostic abilities.
It is proposed to install gamma ray spectrometer
in the port cell of the equatorial port EP#11 at the
back of the NPA channel, embedded in the neutron
dump. The arrangement of GRS units in the NPA
neutron dump is shown in figure 3. Two types of γ
ray detectors are proposed to be used in the system:
a high purity germanium (HPGe) detector and a
scintillation detector with large-size (Ø76.2×76.2
mm) lanthanum bromide LaBr3(Ce) crystal. Highresolution semiconductor spectrometer basing on
HPGe detector has been proposed for the diagnosis
of the confined α particles. This technique is based on
the Doppler shape analysis (DSA) of the 4.44 MeV γ
ray line related to the nuclear reaction 9Be(α, nγ)12C
Figure 3 - Scheme of GRS and neutron spectrometer (NS) units
between α particles and the beryllium impurity which arrangement in the Neutron Dump behind NPA in ITER equatorial
will present in ITER plasmas. It is proposed to use in port #11.

the GRS system a reverse electrode Ge detector (N-type detector) manufactured by CANBERRA and equipped with
the electrically refrigerated cryostat Cryo-Pulse 5 Plus. N-type germanium detector can keep its working capacity at
the total fluence up to ~ 1011 cm-2 [3]. The second detector, serial LaBr3(Ce) detector manufactured by Saint-Gobain
company, is based on the material with a fast scintillation decay time, which can provide high count rate spectrometry
up to several MHz.
It is offered to arrange the detectors with their own axes perpendicularly to the axis of NPA beamline and to install
them inside the revolving chamber, allowing interchanging the position of the detectors depending on experimental
conditions and tasks. Revolving chamber is made of magnetic steel to protect the photomultiplier tube of LaBr3(Ce)
detector from action of magnetic field. It will be supplied with electromotor to turn the chamber by 180° between ITER
shots to swap the detectors.
To protect gamma ray detectors from neutron radiation and preserve the neutron dump properties it is proposed to
install neutron attenuator modules in the collimator inside the neutron dump in front of the detectors. The attenuator
is a hermetically welded metallic capsule containing lithium hydride (LiH) powder pressed into tablets. Three LiH
attenuator units with 120 cm of total length will be used. Removable neutron detector module of neutron spectrometer
(NS) is installed in front of LiH attenuators to provide neutron spectrum and flux measurements.
Divertor Tomson scattering
The ITER divertor Thomson scattering (DTS) system is designed to measure the local Te and ne in the outer leg of the
divertor providing the link between upstream and target electron parameter measurements with capabilities presented
in table 1. The relative location of probing and viewing chords with magnetic field lines structure is shown in figure 4a.
Figure 4b demonstrates relative locations of the described elements in the ITER buildings low level.
While the basic principles of Thomson
scattering diagnostic will be similar
to those operating in modern plasma
devices [DIIID, MAST, NSTX], the
technique implementation in ITER
divertor has to have advanced
capabilities. The frontend optical
components should be located in
Table 1 - DTS measurement capabilities.
several meters from the vacuum
boundary and can be affected by possible mechanical deformations and/or displacements during cooling/heating and
vibrations resulted from disruptions or abnormal events. Since the diagnostic equipment is working close to the source of
impurities produced by physical and chemical sputtering at the divertor targets, the DTS optics require protection from
deposition by sputtered first wall materials. Thus, the hardware solutions has to be developed addressing for practical
usability and reliability under highly hostile environment, possible degradation of the collection optics transmission
spectra and restricted access through the narrow gap between divertor cassettes. These limitations impose severe
constraints on the diagnostic equipment design and force to develop new technical approaches.

Figure 4 - DTS equipment on ITER low level. a) DTS probing chords and collection cones; b) overall hardware arrangement.

A number of innovative hardware products (lasers, polychromators [4]) and approaches (protection/cleaning techniques
[5, 6, 7]) developed over last years for ITER DTS are applicable for other ITER diagnostics. Besides, they are able to
extend diagnostics opportunities in already operating tokamaks.
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Neutral particle analyzer
The main purpose on the neutral particle analyzers (NPA) in ITER and future fusion reactor is to measure and control
plasma fuel ratio in deuterium-tritium plasmas. The NPA system consists of two analyzers - LENPA (Low Energy Neutral
Particle Analyzer) with 10 – 200 keV energy range of measured atoms and HENPA (High Energy Neutral Particle
Analyzer) with 0.1 – 4.0 MeV energy range. Also, as shown in figure 5 it includes additional spectrometers: gamma-rays
(HPGe and LaBr3(Ce)), fast charge exchange atoms (compact diamond) and neutrons (stylbene and compact diamond)
spectrometers.
Gamma-ray spectrometer (GRS) will be used to measure signals related to fast D and 4He ions, HXR, hence Emax and
runaway electron energy distribution, as well as to reconstruct alphas energy distribution from Doppler width.
Compact diamond spectrometer will be used to measure D, T charge exchange atom flux resolved in time and energy
in low neutron rate experiments. It will provide the study of fast ions energy distribution dynamics under plasma
instabilities, fusion products (alphas, protons, tritons) confinement and slowdown. Also, it will be used as a neutron
spectrometer to measure plasma temperature and energy of fast ions during DT phase.

Figure 5 - NPA diagnostic system with additional spectrometers.

Neutron spectrometer (NS) will be used to measure DD and DT neutron energy distribution flux dynamics. It may
be involved into the independent estimation of nT/nD ratio, which will provide NPA cross-calibration because it uses
NPA line-of-sight. Also, it will be used as a neutron NPA background monitor to study the influence of neutrons on
NPA performance. During the NPA system development, it was necessary to take into account a number of technical
problems, which required new engineering solutions. Some of the problems are: high levels of neutron and gamma
radiation; presence of the vacuum beamline, connecting the analyzers to ITER plasma vessel. These problems require
development of the neutron shield to provide the acceptable neutron environment behind the equatorial port and a
vacuum connector for quick connection/disconnection of the vacuum pipe.
One of the neutron shield components is a tungsten collimator shown in figure 6. It is located inside the port plug.
It is used to collimate the
background neutron flux
slightly
decreasing
the
useful signal but significantly
reduce neutron background.
A special unit, vacuum
connector,
for
quick
connection/disconnection
of the vacuum pipe is
under development (figure
7). It is based on ITER
vacuum requirements with
using of the double silver
sealing. The first tests show
that
conceptual
design
of the vacuum connector
satisfies the ITER vacuum
requirements.
Figure 6 - Tungsten collimator mockup of ITER neutral particle analyzer system.

Figure 7 - Test facility for the vacuum connector mockup.

The NPA system including gamma-ray spectrometer is developed by Ioffe Institute and Technoexan, LTD. The diamond
detector and neutron spectrometers are developed by Institution “Project center ITER” and Technoexan, LTD.
Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy
Edge Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy diagnostic (CXRS - edge) will provide the measurements of the
basic ITER plasma parameters such as the ion temperature profile, light impurities density profile, toroidal and poloidal
plasma rotation velocity minor radius distribution. CXRS diagnostics are based on measurement of radiation of excited
ions produced due to charge exchange of plasma ions with neutral hydrogen provided by dedicated diagnostic neutral
beam (DNB). The CXRS - edge diagnostic on ITER will have two optical cones of view (mainly toroidal, with small
poloidal component) located in equatorial port plug EPP#3: one lower wide field of view (FOV) covering a spatial range
along the DNB with r / a > 0.5, and a second upper narrow FOV covering a spatial range along the DNB with r/a > 0.85.
The layout of the CXRS - edge side and top views in equatorial port #3 is shown in figure 8.

Figure 8 - Side and top views of the CXRS-edge layot in equatorial port #3.

The First Mirror (FM) of the optical collection system is the most critical element for the CXRS-edge diagnostic on ITER.
The FM is closest to the plasma and gets to handle the highest heat and neutron loads. Single-crystalline molybdenum
(SC Mo) is considered as the best candidate material for the FM. It maintains its acceptable optical properties under
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erosion (or mirror cleaning that seems inevitable) and it can withstand the high thermal and neutron loads. Two samples
of first mirror made of SC Mo plate connected by either hot isostatic pressing (HIP) or brazing to a poly-crystalline
Mo substrate with cooling channels were manufactured (figure 9) and tested for image quality under pressure and
temperature of cooling water adequate to ITER conditions.
Novel technique was developed allowing calibrating the impurity density measurements solely relying on a combination
of the CXRS and beam emission spectroscopy (BES) measurement. This technique required the development of a three
bands spectrometer. Moreover, this spectrometer needed to have a high etendue (to collect enough light) and a high
spectral resolution (for accurate measurements of the radiation lines widths and shifts).

Figure 9. First mirror made of two square plates (left) and FM made of three stripes (right). 1 – gaps between single crystal Mo plates
(4 mm thickness); 2 – water pipes.

The devices suitable for CXRS-edge diagnostic should combine features of both polychromator and high resolution
spectrometer in three separate spectral ranges. Such kind of device based on transmission holographic gratings was
developed. This spectral instrument has high etendue, excellent spectral resolution, and reasonable size. The design of
the device ensures the same optical path for both CXRS and BES diagnostics that is favors the calibration. The scheme
and the picture of high etendue spectrometer (HES) are shown on figure 10 and 11, respectively.

Figure 10. Principle scheme of the multi-channel HES spectrometer. 1 - entrance slit; 2 -collimator objective lens;
3 - holographic transmission gratings for 468±5 nm, 529±5 nm and 656 ±6 nm spectral ranges; 4 - camera objective
lenses; 5 - CCD cameras; 6 - light traps/viewing dumps; 7 - light shields/baffles.

Figure 11 - Multi-channel HES spectrometer. 1 - entrance slit; 2 - collimator objective lens; 3 - holographic transmission gratings; 4 camera objective lenses; 5 - enclosure; 6 - image planes.

Laboratory tests confirmed that the spectrometer meets the requirements [8]. The technical properties of HES
spectrometer obtained during the laboratory tests are listed below.
•
Working spectral ranges: 468±5 nm, 529±5 nm and 656 ±6 nm;
•
40 – 50% grating efficiency for the working spectral ranges;
•
F-number = 3;
•
Linear dispersion: 3.4 – 5 A0/mm;
•
Stigmatic image (astigmatism value: 0.025 – 0.03 mm);
•
Magnification (in horizontal and vertical direction) = 1;
•
Entrance slit height: up to 25 mm;
•
Image plane size: 25 x 25 mm;
•
Maximal spectral resolution ~ 0.2 A0 ;
•
HES spectrometer contrast: K >> 60 000.
Summary
The design of diagnostic systems for ITER creates a solid basis for development of diagnostics relevant for future fusion
reactor. Substantial steps in this direction are made by RFDA: detectors for neutron diagnostics are developed as well
as neutron generator for calibration, first mirrors for optical systems and methods of their cleaning tested, compact
spectral devices designed, some engineering solutions proposed for work in harsh ITER environment.
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The most promising fusion-fission hybrid reactor concept is based on the combination of a high power tokamak as
fusion neutron source and a blanket of subcritical fission material. Neutron emission plays a key role in both processes:
14 MeV neutrons, produced from the fusion reactions D+T—>α + n, escape the magnetic confinement and induce
fission reactions in the blanket. Here more neutrons are produced from the fission reactions. The diagnosis of the
neutron emission is therefore essential for both measuring the performance of the fusion neutron source as well as for
the control of the criticality of the fission reaction chain.
The most advanced neutron diagnostics have so far been implemented on the JET tokamak and have been developed
over a period of more than 30 years since its start in 1983. The experience, which relates to neutron yield, neutron
spatial emissivity and high resolution spectroscopy measurements, includes plasma operation at neutron yields up
~1016 n/s in D plasmas and a factor of hundred higher in DT (6⋅1018 n/s corresponding to 16.7 MW fusion power). The
next step ITER is planned for DT operation at up to 0.5 GW fusion power to be produced in long (103 s) discharges
made possible by the use of superconducting coils.
The step from JET means that ITER must handle much higher neutron fluencies implying massive shielding. It is
generally a fact that neutron diagnostics are affected by machine interface restriction which has been demonstrated at
JET but was there compensated by the fact that the neutron yield was greatly increased compared to earlier tokamaks.
On ITER it is difficult to exploit the increase fusion power for neutron diagnostics as the interface restriction will be
much more severe. In this presentation we will review the state of the art of neutron diagnostics and address interface
issues by examples from JET and ITER. Since gamma diagnostics is often sharing the collimated sight lines of neutron
diagnostics its integration issues will also be addressed. Comments on the outlook for neutron diagnostic interface
and possible changes of approach to increase feasibility will be discussed. In perspective neutron diagnostics can
be envisioned to play a central role in future tokamaks for power production (e.g. DEMO) or in fusion-fission hybrid
reactors.
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A fusion-fission hybrid (FFH) based on the tokamak concept as the neutron source will likely require a power gain (Q
value) between 3 and 5 provided by the fusion reactions. In these conditions, the heating fraction fα due to the alpha
particles born from the fusion reactions between deuterium and tritium will be between 40 and 50% of the overall
heating power, where the remaining half must be provided by the auxiliary systems. For comparison, the largest
experimental tokamak currently under operation, the Joint European Torus in the UK, has achieved Q≈0.7 in 1997,
which corresponds to fα≈12%, while ITER, the largest magnetic fusion experiment presently under construction in the
south of France, is designed to obtain Q=10 and fα≈67%.
In FFH and tokamaks, intrinsic and extrinsic heating systems typically lead to the production of a minority population
of supra-thermal ions in the plasma that needs to be well confined, monitored and controlled so to tailor the plasma
performance towards the desired Q. This crucial task is aided by indirect measurements that make use of the spontaneous
gamma-ray emission occurring from nuclear reactions between energetic ions and impurities in the plasma.
In this presentation, the principles behind gamma-ray emission in fusion plasmas will be summarized, where emphasis
is put on the information that can be derived on the supra-thermal ions and, ultimately, on their role along the path
towards Q≈3-5 as needed for a FFH, with examples taken from experience at the Joint European Torus. We will in
particular stress that a single, well calibrated spectrometer can be used to diagnose simultaneously both the intrinsic
and the extrinsic supra-thermal ions through the detection of the different gamma-ray peaks born in their reactions
with plasma impurities. By encompassing the most recent developments in nuclear detector technology, gamma-ray
spectrometers that combine good energy resolution, neutron resilience, MHz counting rate capabilities and, for some
applications, compact dimensions have recently been developed and their performance successfully tested at nuclear
accelerators. In this sense, most of the technology that may be needed to characterize the supra-thermal ions of an
FFH fusion source based on the tokamak concept seems to be available. A fundamental testbed of the readiness
of gamma-ray measurements at high performance will be the forthcoming deuterium-tritium campaign at the Joint
European Torus, where state of the art detectors will be for the first time under stringent test in conditions not far from
those expected at ITER or in a future FFH.
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Abstract
This paper high-lights some features of neutron measurements in their present roles on fission and fusion (tokamak)
reactors and projections forward, especially, for next step fusion power reactors and fusion-fission hybrids.
1. Introduction
Neutron emission is an intrinsic feature of energy releasing fission and fusion reactions such as n+235U→F1+F2+νn and
d+τ→α+n with the neutrons being, respectively, the sustainer of the fission chain reaction and the main energy carrier
of the thermonuclear fusion reaction. Common for fission and fusion reactors is the use of neutron measurements
(NM) to characterize/monitor the energy releasing process and the matter/condition states under which the processes
can be sustained. Neutron detectors for fission reactors have been in use and development over more than 70 years
and are, since the 1950’s, used in the control and monitor (C&M) system of commercial power plants. R&D has been
pursued for improved performance and for operation on next generation fast fission reactors. They are used to record
the ambient flux at in- or ex-core positions. Fusion tokamak experiments started in the 1960’s but it was not until late
1970 that thermonuclear fusion neutron emission DD plasma was evidenced (diagnosed) [1]. Dedicated instrumental
development began in the 1980’s to measure the neutron emission from selected plasma volumes in arrays of collimators
(cameras) and the energy distribution (spectrum) of the flux from the plasma center. The first tests of NM diagnostics for
DT plasmas took place in mid 1990’s. The most advanced NM systems, for both D and DT, are now found on JET [2]
which provides the platform for envisioning NM on next step tokamaks. The tokamak could also be the neutron source
driver of subcritical fission in FuFi hybrids. Besides serving the C&M needs fusion and fission parts of hybrids, the
NM system must also distinguish neutrons by their origin. Here, a plasma of simple (mirror) configuration is desirable
for which only rudimentary NM experience exists. The focus of this paper is to envisage the potential use of NM on
next generation fusion reactors for power production (DEMO and PROTO) and neutron production (hybrids) besides
ignition studies in what can be called iDEMO. The starting point will be the NM systems developed and in use for D
and DT plasmas at JET which is compared with what is planned for ITER (under construction). The aim is to illustrate
principle NM capabilities, especially, spectrometers, but leaving out the difficult interface issues (sightline and detector
accommodation) although these may very well be the final show stoppers.
2. Nuclear reactor concepts and development aims
Today’s light water (thermal) fission reactors have poor (4 %) fission fuel burnout (FFB) , which is wasteful and radiotoxic.
The increased FFB should make improvements on both accounts as is the goal of future fast neutron reactors (Table
1). On the fusion side, the NM base is the JET tokamak with a power gain of Q=Pfi/Pin≈0.6 in short pulses DT plasmas.
However, an electricity producing reactor need to achieve Q>50 for the same overall electric net efficiency (QE=20)
of a fission reactor (whose energy releasing chain reaction is self propelled, i.e., Pin=0 and Q=∞). Along the road, net
electricity production would be shown in DEMO with tritium breeding (TB). A physics experiment could be aimed at
the first ignition demonstration (iDEMO) such as the Ignitor project [3]. Another use of fusion is in FuFi hybrids for high
fission fuel burnout and nuclear waste incineration. Electricity self-sufficiency (QE ≥1) could be attained already at Q≥1
with TB excess capability. Mirror machines [4,5,6] would be attractive in this case where today’s base is the GDT project
[4].
Table
1.
Nuclear
reactor
development lines from today´s
base with indicated gross and
effective power gain factors
Q=P(tot)out/Pin and QE=P(net)out/
Pin, besides fission fuel burnout
(FFB).
TB
indicates
tritium
breeding.
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3. Fuel burn rates and control

Fission reactors, typically, operate at constant power (Pfi) which occurs when the fission reproduction constant is unity,
k=1; state self-sustained fission chain reaction is (critical reactivity). Higher/lower Pfi levels are reached by putting the
reactor into a super/sub critical state (k=1±ε) under careful MN monitoring so that ε< β (the fraction of delayed to
prompt neutrons); β≈0.006 for thermal neutron reactors operating with uranium fuel but decreases with the presence
of transU nuclides (connected with high fuel burnout). For ε=1-k approaching zero, the Pfi operating point is reached
which is stably locked by the negative temperature feed back on k=1; the operating state is monitored with NM and
otherwise, and only long term condition drifts need normally to be adjusted for. Constant fission rate can also be
maintained in the sub-critical state, such as k=1-ε≈0.97 in hybrids. Here, the sub-criticality level must be monitored
with MN to stay within prescribed safe upper limit Generally, MN is used to monitor the spatial power changes where
the live flux detectors are complemented with activation measurements (in so called ’aeroball’ systems). Finally, it is
important that the neutron monitor system can reliably measure over a large dynamic range of some 15 orders of
magnitude (from <1 mW to GW).
Fusion reactors operate with plasma fuel at T≈105 K° and p≈1-2 atm. It is contained by a magnetic field genennerted
with coils outside the vacuum vessel which are both protected by heat shield (plasma wall). The blanket absorbs
and transports the fusion power (Pfu) and the auxiliary plasma heating (Paux, when applied) besides furnishes the n+Li
tritium breeding. There is a limited domain of plasma parameters that constitute equilibrium (MHD) conditions (largely
determined by the electrons) that allow the d and t fuel ions to do their thing, namely to burn. The aim is to achieve
high (thermal) fusion power Pfu at high gain Q=Pfu/Paux so as to achieve a large plasma self-heating fraction
Fα=Pα/(Pα +Paux)=Q/(Q+5). The purpose of the power reactor is to deliver electricity some of which is needed for Paux
heating at a finite conversion efficiency so it would take Q≈50 for a electric power amplification factor of QE≈5 in long
pulses (practically continuous). Without the latter constraints, ignition experiments can be optimized for achieving selfburning plasma of short (≈10 s) but sufficient to study the heating and other effects of alpha particles (which have a
slowing down time on the scale 50 ms (Ignitor values [3]).
NM is not concerned with plasma MHD stability but only with the fuel ions and their burn. Clearly, NM provides
essential diagnostics for burn control through the parameters that can be measured. Among the principal ones are the
(absolute) total fusion power (Pfu), ion temperature (Ti) and d/t fuel ratio in addition to the radial profiles Pfu(r) and Ti(r).
Thermally stable equilibrium burn conditions, where plasma heating and loss are balanced by negative temperature
feed back, have been discussed but remains unknown [7]. Active burn control requires NM as an essential part of the
M&C system of fusion power reactors. Finally we can note that in ignited plasma studies, the alpha particle population
would be a central topic to be addressed though NM.
4. Narrow detector base for neutron measurements
The elusive neutron was around for quite some time until the unknown radiation from the Po+Li source could be pinned
down by Chadwick in 1932 using the proton recoil method. The discovery showed that neutron radiation is non-ionizing
(=penetrating) and detectable only indirectly through nuclear interactions such as: Elastic scattering on light nuclei, np
charge exchange, neutron capture including fission. There are only a handful potential NM processes available (Table
2) leading to charged particles (CP) generating detectable electric or light signals; of note are self-powered detectors
based on n+51V used in fission reactors, and the n+235/238U fission reactions used in both fission and fusion reactors.
Some lend themselves to measure ambient neutron fluxes. Others are suitable to record the collimated flux while the
energy distribution is measured by spectrometers of adequate energy resolution. The latter one are most demanding
but high in information output.

Table 2. Some principal nuclear processes and target nuclides for neutron
measurements

NM on fission reactors have a long (70+ years) history and are now well tested parts in the C&M systems on today’s
reactors. Fission chambers of different kinds are used as neutron flux monitors of the fission reactivity, viz. the increase/
decrease rate to reach the desired Pfi operating point including shut down state (zero reactivity). Some principle issues
are signal availability, reliability, and relative and absolute (power) calibration. The latter is supported by reactor code
calculations based on neutron cross section data and core state information from temperature and pressure gauges.

Existing NM development is aimed at enhanced performanc and economy, and for use on the next generation (fast)
neutron reactor. In the latter case the detectors must deal with other space and access constraints besides higher
neutron flux densities and temperatures.
The experience from operating the neutron diagnostics of the fusion plasmas of JET constitutes now the platform
for NM on the next step tokamaks such as ITER (under construction). ITER is first on the road map to a fusion power
prototype reactor (PROTO, able to connect to the electric grid) with the envisioned intermediate step DEMO [8].
Alternatively, next NM generation could be tested on an ignition demonstration (iDEMO) tokamak (Table 3). Principal
issues for fusion NM are signal availability, reliability, calibration and sensitivity just as for fission reactors.

Table 3. Time line for NM involving flux, collimated flux (profile) and spectrum over period of 1967-2016

In addition, a high S/B signal-to-background ratio) is an
important quality factor as is high (several MHz) event rate
capability for collimated flux measurements (not normally
used for fission NM); these are also heavy on the machine
interface (not considered here). For next fusion reactors,
dedicted instrumental developments can benfit from
the rapid electronics progress digital signal recording,
processing and storage.
The principal neutron instruments used at JET can be
divided into three groups (Table 3): Ambient flux detectors:
235
U/238U fission and BF3 (ionization) chambers (also used
on fission reactors) besides (liquid/plastic) scintillators.
Fig. 1 The neutron TOF spectrometer principle and TOFOR
Some of the above and others are used as collimated
design.
flux detectors such as in collimator arrays (cameras). The
cameras are used to determine neutron emission profile
over the plasma poloidal plane. Here, one needs flux
detectors with pulse height and shape discrimination to
suppress the influence of low energy scattered neutrons
(see Fig. 4) and gammas. Spectrometers are used to
determine energy distribution of the collimated neutron
emission from the plasma. Here it is appropriate to
distinguish between large high performance instruments
(TOFOR and MPR) and compact spectrometers (e.g.,
diamond semiconductors). High performance in the above
cases was embodied in the design goals: high count rate
for given neutron flux, just adequate energy resolution
(set to match the 4-keV thermal spectral broadening),
energy and flux calibration at quantifiable accuracy,
Fig. 2. magnetic MPR spectrometer with removed magnet yoke
stability and sensitivity including background suppression
lid.
(high S/B ratio). The 2.5-MeV TOFOR (OR=optimised
rate) spectrometer is based on double neutron scattering time-of-flight (TOF) (Fig. 1). Here,
the incoming neutrons scatter (at known angle θn’≠0) in plastic scintillator 1 (detected as
n+H→p+n´) followed by n´+H→p+n´´ in detector 2. The neutron energy En is determined
by the time difference t2-t1 (=TOF of n´) [9]. Neutron scattered proton recoils, n+H→n+p at
forward angles θp≈0, are used in the MPR (magnetic proton recoil) (Fig. 2) [10]. The protons
are momentum analyzed and focused onto a focal plane giving a momentum dispersed
x-distribution Pr(x)∝√En. It is mostly used for DT plasmas to measure 14-MeV neutrons
over the range ±3 MeV, but can also be set for dd neutron (the range 1.5-3.5 MeV). The
dimensions of TOFOR and MPR are ≈1 and ≈1.8 m by height (Figs. 1,2) [9,10]. Compact
Fig. 3 Compact
detectors attract interest for use as spectrometers as solution to solve interface problems.
These are of the type that absorb the two energetic charged particles (CP) produced whose energies are obtained
from detector signal, i.e., En=C⋅SCP where the proportionality factor C requires calibration with a neutron source.
One example is the (synthetic) semiconductor diamond (Fig. 3), which is under development [11]. Another is the
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historically important 3He (gas) ion chamber. Although the liquid NE213 scintillator is ‘compact’, it does not qualify as
a spectrometer which should be obvious from the observation that it does not respond with a peaked SCP distribution
to mono-energetic neutrons; i.e., there is no attributable FWHM (full-width-at-half-maximum) as measure of energy
resolution This elementary fact has not deterred continued efforts to demonstrate spectrometer functionality [12] .
5. Fusion neutron diagnostic measurement and systems
Fission chamber detectors are used on JET as flux
monitors with good (< 1 ms) time resolution operating
over a dynamic range of >10 orders. They are calibrated
so as to give the total neutron yield rate, Yn(t), from which
fusion power, Pfu(t), is derived. The critical calibration is
based on using a standardized radioactive neutron source
or generator tube in the plasma vessel with the assistance
of neutron transport model simulations. It also involves a
neutron activation system with samples sent and retrieved
from measuring points near the plasma. The modeling that
links the monitor response to the in situ source emission
is problematic when it comes to ascribing (absolute)
uncertainties quantitatively. This invasive method would
be undertaken once on power reactors as on ITER.
Otherwise, flux measurements have worked satisfactorily
on JET can be expected to be the case on ITER with the
developments made to meet performance and interface
conditions.
JET is equipped with two collimator arrays (cameras). The
2.5-MeV neutron fluxes are measured with liquid scintillator
(counter) detectors to allow discrimination against γ´s and
low energy (down-scattered, cf. Fig 4) neutrons and plastic
scintillator detector for 14-MeV neutrons from DT plasmas.
Camera measurements are difficult for many reasons, one
is the calibration that is important for the main task, namely
to measure the plasma neutron emission profile (sight
line distribution). Here, the focus must be on the relative
channel calibration for which the absolute calibration is Fig. 4. Example of MPR data for JET from DT campaign of
not needed and may even be detrimental for the relative 1996 for plasma periods into the plasma from top: 10-12 s (PΩ
one if tried. High neutron fluence conditions will present a only→thermal plasma); 13-13.7 (PΩ+PNBI); 14-15 s (after giant
challenge to in-flux detectors. ITER will present a first mild plasma saw tooth [13]. Proton momentum and √En increases
with position coordinate x
test for power reactor conditions.
Many types and designs of spectrometers have been
used and developed at JET, first for 2.5-MeV dd neutron emission from D plasmas and since 1996 for 14-MeV dt
neutrons from DT plasmas [2,10]. Today, the large TOFOR and MPR instruments [9,10] remain in routine use with some
development tests of compact diamonds. The MPR spectrometer is of most interest in the forward perspective of DT
plasmas whose capabilities are illustrated below.
Ion temperature is determined from the measured spectral 14-MeV peak width (W=177√Ti in keV) for thermal (th)
ion reactions which can be distinguished from supra-thermal (st) ion contributions from the Paux heating and, hence
the power ratio Pfu-st/Pfu-th (Fig. 4). A special st contribution is AKN (alpha particle knock-on neutrons) [14] which is also
a sensitivity demonstration. The AKN appears as a weak (10-5) feature on the high energy tail of the principal main
neutron distribution (Fig. 5). The total neutron flux, i.e., Pfu and the ratio Pfu-st/Pfu-th, can be determined with low (≤ 15 %)
uncertainty mostly based on factors with known absolute errors [15]. With profile information from cameras, the results
can be improved further. A dedicated test of this calibration method of the flux monitors could be done at JET during
the next period of tritium operation (2019?). Confirmation would have profound forward impact. While not tested on
JET, a potential simultaneous measurement of the dd and dt spectral components (Sdd and Sdt at 2.5 and 14 MeV) with
the MPR (Fig. 5) would give information on the density ratio nd/nt=ρSdd/Sdt, i.e., the isotopic fuel ratio RD/T, where
ρth is determined from known reactivities at T (measured) but an estimated ρtst when supra-thermal contributions are
involved [16]. The isotopic fuel composition is an essential parameter for fusion reactor operation. TOFOR and MPR
are the first built based on these concepts and hence prototypes possessing potential for further development based
on experience gained. This has been demonstrated in TOFOR2 of dedicated designed for full digital signal processing
to enhance performance in general and sensitivity in particular [13]. Further potential lies in dedicated designs for next

generation applications for plasmas
of Ti≥10 keV and corresponding
relaxed energy resolution. This
would have significant impact on
scintillator geometry choice and
dimensions. TOFOR would be
used for D plasma operation that
would precede high power DT
operation. Next generation MPR
for DT plasmas, for instance, could
be equipped with new (curved)
detector (to follow the focal plane)
to improve the S/B ratio and energy
Fig. 5. Left: MPR data from JET plasma (@ Te=10 and Ti=20 keV) showing the contribution
resolution that can be traded for
from AKN to the right of XC. Right: Calculated En spectrum for DT (50:50) plasma with
increased efficiency and sensitivity.
Te=Ti=20 keV showing thermal and AKN contributions [15].
In particular, the magnet beam
optics could be optimized with
modern computer codes implying
shrunk dimensions and/or improve
performance such as higher flux
efficiency and better control of
neutron beam halo effects. An MPR
of dedicated design for 2.5-MeV
neutron is of interest to explore the
potential to measure dd neutron
emission from DT plasmas, possibly
a combined dd and dt instrument.
Fig. 6. Calculated spectrum of neutron emission from (50:50) DT plasma for Ti=20 keV
The magnetic field interference
showing dd (1), dt (2) and tt (3) peaks and detail of 2.5-MeV region on scattered neutron
between instrument and machine
background [16].
is a general issue that need to be
addressed to find active compensation methods and passive shielding. The MPR spectrometer is of most interest in
the forward perspective of NM on DT plasmas and
6. Prospects for neutron measurements on future nuclear reactors
Foretelling the future is difficult but to be a bit right is not so bad. From Jarvis 1993 [2]: ‘little scope for development
for 2.5MeV (but) considerable scope for innovative designs of spectrometers for use with 14-MeV neutrons’. Let us
consider the situation of NM systems on reactors that lie in front of the present (JET) illustrated by ITER, DEMO and
iDEMO (exemplified by Ignitor [3] (Fig. 6) . As indicated earlier ITER has weaker NM capabilities than JET reflecting the
difficulty to accommodate these instruments as add-ons after the machine design has been frozen. It is now realized
that the planning of DEMO diagnostics must be an integral design part of the reactor [18]. There is a big step to take
as it is only the ambient flux monitors that come with experience beyond that of JET. What concerns cameras and
spectrometers, ITER will offer scant experience on the former (because of limited viewing of the plasma) and none on
the use of high performance spectrometers. A general question is what is the minimum number of NM diagnostics and
types needed on DEMO and, in the extension, for the C&M system on commercial electric fusion reactors. ITER will
tell if its reduced NM capacity was sufficient or not. If not, then experience on interfacing/using them would remain
wanted.
NM on an iDEMO machine, such as Ignitor, would, in addition to the C&M function, have burning plasma studies as an
objective. Cameras and spectrometers would be essential and such measurements would be simplified by the lower
fluence levels and the high neutron emissivity of the plasmas (some 10x higher than for JET). Moreover, a plasma fully
α-heated (ignited) would be thermal and the supra-thermal fuel ions would be generated the MeV burn products are
α and t. We have already shown how the slowing down α’s manifest themselves in the neutron spectrum and the one
in (Fig. 5) illustrates what could be expected at Ignitor (but for the low energy scattered neutron tail). The count rates
would be much higher on Ignitor than on JET but this will be needed main time resolving power relative to time scale
of phenomena to observe (e.g., the 100 time shorter alpha slowing down time). Neutron spectrometry is a given tool
for ignited plasma studies [19] besides giving experience for next step applications
The NM diagnostics of a fusion reactor in a hybrid present extra challenges, even if one assumes a ‘simple’ mirror
plasma (Fig. 7) [20]. Aside from the daunting interface problems, the NM system must provide the fusion neutron yield
rate (and Pfu) to the C&M system of the hybride which controlls the fiision power Pfis≈[4.4k/(1-k)]Pfus. This will definitly
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need a high performance spectrometer to single out the 14-MeV fusion neutrons in the total flux. Also monitoring
the neutron flux near the fission fuel will be a challenge beyond the situation for a stand alone fast neutron reactors.
Moreover, measurement of neutrons that can be ascribed to the fusion and fission origins is needed in order check that
the k-value does not drift off from the operating point (k≈0.97) into an unsafe region and with correct start-up k. Some
of the interface issues were illustrated in Ref. [20].
7. Concluding remarks
In this comment we have stated that JET has a full complement of neutron measurement diagnostics including
flux detectors, cameras and spectrometers and there has been room for development, over time, with input from
experience gained. This has been used in planning and implementation on ITER but only partially for cameras and
very little for spectrometers ,because these have been interfaced to the machine as add-ons. Only time will tell if the
reduced neutron diagnostic capacity of ITER was sufficient. Or if it was not, what is the experience base for developing
the needed ones for the next step (DEMO) on the road map for fusion. Perhaps one could go off road and gain that
experience on an ignition demonstration machine (iDEMO) coming earlier in time. From the JET platform, the forward
spectrometer R&D has had been unilaterally steered towards so called compacts (even in lieu spectrometers) so as to fit
the ITER interface constraints. This means that the developments potential of high performance spectrometers remains
unexplored and innovative R&D in new directions have been hampered. Such a forward thrust for next step fusion
neutron measurements is needed as it seems commonly accepted that neutron diagnostics are needed to operate
fusion power reactors, and one could even dare the statement that no reactor would run without high performance
spectrometers. This comment paper has lead me to the opinion that fusion-fission hybrids would not be able to do
without them.
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Abstract
Hybrid fusion-fission reactors (HFFR) are characterized by a very harsh environment with intense neutron and gamma
fluxes and high temperature. This environment results very hostile for hosting the nuclear detectors to be used for
monitoring the nuclear parameters (e.g. neutron flux, tritium production). Presently, no detectors are available for being
hosted in such a harsh environment. However, some important lessons can be learned from the activities presently
ongoing in the EU for studying and realizing nuclear detector prototypes to be located inside the European Tritium
Breeding Module (TBM) for ITER. ITER-TBMs experience high neutron and gamma fluxes and working temperature up
to 600°C or higher. The goal is to develop and test prototype detectors able to measure relevant nuclear quantities
(e.g. nuclear flux and spectrum, tritium production, gamma flux, etc.) to be compared with those predicted by the
calculation tools which need to be qualified by comparison with experimental data in view of their application for
designing the breeding blanket of DEMO.
Despite the difference, the ITER-TBMs and the breeding blanket of HFFR experience a number of similarities in terms
of radiation level, use of liquid metals and high working temperature, so the lesson learned so far in the development
of nuclear detectors for the ITER-TBMs can be very helpful to study and develop nuclear detectors to be used in hybrid
reactors.
In this paper the activities and results ongoing at ENEA Frascati for developing nuclear detectors for ITER-TBMs are
highlighted and the possible follow out to hybrid reactors discussed.
1. Introduction
Long term availability of abundant and safe energy represents a goal and is among the main issues to be faced
and solved by humanity. The capability to fulfil such a goal will affect the life of next generations. Many ideas and
proposals have so far been considered but no definitive projects and technological solutions have been proposed nor
are available. Among the possible candidate of future energy production systems, hybrid fusion-fission reactors (HFFR)
play a primary role as they promise to produce energy by solving the safety and proliferation problems still affecting
the nuclear fission rectors while overcoming the request, not yet achieved, of operating the fusion reactors in steadystate mode.
HFFR principle is very simple as it consists of a coupled fusion-fission system [1,2]. A plasma produces (14 MeV)
neutrons via the D+T→ α+n reactions. The neutrons move inside a “blanket” region mainly constituted by sub-critical
fissile material (made by not otherwise burnable fissile materials) so producing nuclear fission. The neutrons produced
in the blanket are used not only to sustain the fission chain but also to produce the Tritium (e.g. via n+Li reactions)
needed as fuel for the tokamak. Owing to the high power density, liquid metals (e.g. Pb) are proposed as coolant for
the HFFR systems, this in turn, requires high operational temperature .
From the schematic description above, it is clear that HFFRs are characterized by a very harsh environment with intense
neutron and gamma fluxes and high working temperature. On the other hands, it is known as any nuclear system
requires a dedicated nuclear instrumentation to be located “in-core” to monitor a number of fundamental nuclear
parameters (e.g. neutron and gamma fluxes, fission rates, on-line tritium production, reactor power, etc.). Presently,
no detectors are available for being hosted in the HFFR harsh environment. However, some important lessons can be
learned from the activities presently ongoing in the EU under F4E specific grants (e.g. F4E-FPA-395) for studying and
realizing nuclear detector prototypes to be located and used inside the European Tritium Breeding Modules (TBM) of
ITER. EU is proposing two different concepts for the ITER TBM, the so called Helium Cooled Liquid Lead (HCLL) and
Helium Cooled Pebble Bed (HCPB) TBM [3,4].
ITER-TBMs experience high neutron and gamma fluxes and working temperature up to 600°C or higher. The goal is
to develop and test prototype detectors able to measure relevant nuclear quantities (e.g. nuclear flux and spectrum,
tritium production, gamma flux, etc.) to be compared with those predicted by the calculation tools. This is a fundamental
task since the TBM performances are studied and predicted only by calculation tools which need to be qualified by
comparison with experimental data in view of their application for designing the breeding blanket of DEMO.
Despite the difference, the ITER-TBMs and the breeding blanket of a HFFR experience a number of similarities in terms
of radiation level, use of liquid metals and high working temperature, so the experience gained and the lesson learned
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so far in developing nuclear detectors for the ITER-TBMs can be very helpful to study and develop nuclear detectors
for hybrid reactors and can represent a starting point A synergy between the two activities (at least at the level of
methodology) can be envisaged.
In this paper, the used methodology and the activities ongoing at ENEA Frascati for developing nuclear detectors for
ITER-TBMs are highlighted as well as some results and the possible follow out to hybrid reactors are discussed.
2. Functional Requirements and Specifications of Candidate Sensors for TBM
As already stated, EU is proposing two different concepts for the ITER TBM, the so called Helium Cooled Liquid Lead
(HCLL) and Helium Cooled Pebble Bed (HCPB) TBM. Despite the many intrinsic differences in the two proposals (e.g. in
the HCLL there is liquid Pb while in HCPB lead is solid), since both TBMs must withstand very similar working conditions
(Table-1) they share common issues, problems and, some time, similar solutions too and their design is going to be
homogenized. This is also the case of nuclear sensors/detectors to be located inside both HCLL and HCPB TBMs
to monitor and measure fundamental nuclear parameters (e.g. neutron flux nd tritum production). Due to the many
constrains (e.g. high neutron and gamma flux intensity, high temperature, scarce accessibility, limited room to host the
detectors inside TBMs, integration issues, etc.), the neutron detectors/sensors to be used in the EU-TBMs must fulfil
and meet very challenging working conditions and parameters and their development must face many technological
challenges. To select the most appropriate sensors a list of functional requirements and specifications is mandatory and
represent the first step. This list of requirements/constrains/parameters must be fulfilled by each one of the proposed
sensors. It is thus necessary to prepare a dedicated R&D program where these requirements & specifications will
represent the input data for the design of each nuclear detector. Furthermore, a step–by-step approach to develop the
detectors seems the more appropriate so to have a selection procedure which is based on feed-back from the lesson
learned at each step of the development program.
2.1. Definition of Measurable Quantities and Uncertainty Margin
A fundamental aspect to design any measuring system is to define the quantities of interest and the accuracy required
for each parameter to be measured. The main nuclear parameters to be measured in a TBM, but also in a hybrid fissionfusion reactor, are:
•
Neutron flux (and energy spectrum) at several positions
•
Gamma-rays flux (and energy spectrum) at several positions
•
On-line tritium production

Table 1: Summary of the nuclear working conditions in HCLL & HCPB TBM for DT phase (data refer to ITER at 500 MW
fusion power)

All these quantities must be measured as a function of time. Another important point to be addressed is that to gain
in reliability and also to reduce the uncertainty margin an effort is to be made to develop and use at least two or more
different detectors for measuring each parameter so to rely, at least, upon two independent measurements. One
proposal is to use both passive and active detectors. Owing to the present technology the former (e.g. activation foils)
seems more feasible. One draw-back of passive systems is that they need insertion/extraction systems (e.g. rabbit
system) with the related need for integration in the system. Furthermore passive detectors present very low time
resolution. On the other hands, active detectors require for cabling (and perhaps for dedicated cooled channels) so
the integration with the system is not easier than for passive detectors.
Once fixed the type of nuclear parameters of interest (this does not mean that all the listed parameters will be actually
measured) the second step is to propose a reliable range of uncertainty margin that can be accepted (not necessarily
the same for the various quantities). This is a very challenging task since the uncertainty range is to be fixed “a priori”

considering the present lack of the needed instrumentation. A satisfactory uncertainty for all the quantities to be
measured should be in the range ± 5% - 10% for TBM. However, in a blanket of a HFFR reactor this uncertainty margin
could be too large (e.g. reactor power).
3. Requirements and Selection of Nuclear Detectors
A first list of detectors has been written for TBM considering both passive and active detectors. To mention that the list
is not frozen because new entries/deletion can be foreseen according to the development of new technologies or the
demonstration of limits and difficulties with some of the proposed technologies. The active and passive nuclear sensors
that presently are considered for TBM are :
ACTIVE Detectors :
- (micro) Fission chambers
- Self-powered neutron detectors SPND (for total neutron flux measurement)
- Diamond detectors (covered with 6LiF for tritium measurement)
- (micro) Ionization Chambers (I.C)
PASSIVE Detectors :
- Nuclear Activation System or NAS
The use of active detectors is necessary for on-line monitoring (e.g. neutron flux and dose rate level) since can provide
time-dependent response thanks to their time resolution responses, while passive detectors usually provide timeintegrated responses. However, the duration of the integration time is arbitrary, to this end passive detectors can be
seen as low time-resolution instruments.
Owing to the specific need of HFFR a different, more dedicated, detectors list can be considered. Among these
detectors there are advanced detectors based e.g. on glasses, fiber optics, flow of micro/nano-sphere for activation,
and of course micro-fission and ionization chambers.
3.1. Common Requirements and Specifications for Nuclear Detectors
As it was pointed out above, the nuclear detectors to be proposed for the TBM (and HFFR) must fulfil a number of
constraints and technical restrictions that are reported here after. The list in not complete but can be seen as a starting
point :
a) Invasiveness : The small dimensions are crucial for any active or passive detector to be located in-situ especially if
a certain number of them are foreseen to monitor the whole system. Indeed, state-of-the-art SPND and micro fission
chambers can be manufactured with very small dimensions. Similar conclusion can be drawn for the other proposed
detectors.
b) Cabling : cables are needed to connect the active detectors to their electronics. These cables will go from the inside
of the TBM (HFFR) till the laboratory where signals are collected so extending for several (tens) meters. Owing to the
intense radiation fields and the high temperature the cables are necessarily of the mineral type (Ref. 5). Mineral cables
are used since many years in nuclear plants and mainly for in-core instrumentation such as fission chambers and SPND
so from this respect there are not concerns about their use in the TBM and in HFFR. Mineral cables can withstand
temperatures as high as 800 °C and neutron fluence > 1020 n/cm2. Mineral cables have also been tested under harder
neutron flux spectra such as those available in the ADS systems [5].
c) Electrical Signals : The transport and pick-up of the electrical signals is directly connected to the cabling. The
proposed detectors can, in principle, work either in pulse or current mode. Due to the intense neutron flux the current
mode will be most suitable and in some case it is the preferential operational mode (e.g. SPND, ionization chamber).
The detector’s signal must be well resolved respect to the noise and/or background signal. As far as methods for
measuring/subtracting/suppressing the noise and/or background are concerned, the most used in harsh environment
is to locate back-to-back two detectors one of the two being incomplete (dummy detector, e.g. fission chamber
without fissile deposit) and to subtract the signal from the dummy detector from the real one. “Ad hoc” calibration
methods are to be studied. The experimental uncertainty will depend largely on the capability to subtract the noise
and/or background. Work is to be done for each sensor to address these effects.
d) Radiation Hardness : This is the main point of concern for the nuclear
instrumentation.
The radiation hardness of any nuclear detector will characterize its working life and the degree of accuracy for the
measured quantities because degradation of the performances will occur during the operational life. As far as SPND
(and fission chambers) are concerned, the information regarding their capability to withstand intense nuclear fields
relate to their use in nuclear reactors. These information were extrapolated to TBM (and HFFR) but are not fully reliable
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since radiation (e.g. neutron) effects depend upon the neutron spectrum. Another approach could be the one based
on simulation.
e) Burn-up : To be considered for detectors such as fission chambers, the LiF deposit of diamond detectors and SPND.
This is a well-known problem for fission chambers and SPND operated in high neutron flux reactors. The fissile deposit
is burnt by the nuclear reactions they undergo. When the amount of the deposit and thus the number of reacting atoms
is small compared to the numbers of atoms involved in the reaction rate (as for micro-fission chambers), the continuous
reduction of the material alters the response of the detector. The time dependent decrease in the detector response
cannot be neglected and must be accounted for and corrected, it can be of several percent per year. The burn-up
affects also the accuracy of the measurements.
f) Capability to withstand EM fields : It is difficult to foresee the EM fields in the detectors location and to overall to
prevent their effects. However, in tokamaks there is a long experience in facing and correcting these effects, so in
principle it should be possible to deal with EM noise both in TBM and HFFR.
g) Neutron-Gamma discrimination : this represents an essential issue for the proper and reliable operation of any
detector located in a mixed neutron-gamma field. The discrimination between the two signals is often very difficult and
can have a not negligible impact on the results and their accuracy. This problem is also common to passive detectors
whose response can be affected by gammas especially if their energy spectrum is extending up to tens of MeV. There
are several methods that can be employed to control and solve the problem, however they depend upon the used
detector, the requested accuracy, the used electronics etc. When operating in current mode the techniques of using
a “double detector” configuration can be proposed. For SPND the sensitivity to gammas can be measured in a pure
gamma field.
h) Calibration : All active neutron flux sensors will most likely be restricted to producing a signal proportional to the
integral over the product of a interaction cross section and the local neutron spectrum, i.e., they map a multidimensional
parameter onto a single dimension. Since the interaction cross section will be larger than zero for a range of neutron
energies and not constant too over this energy range, the proportionality factor mentioned above will depend on
the neutron spectrum. The error on the calibration largely affects the quoted experimental uncertainty (and thus the
validation of the calculation tools). To get valuable and sound experimental results we must trust on the detectors
calibration. The calibration of nuclear sensors needs both neutron and gamma fields. Calibration will results more
accurate and reliable the more the used calibration field reproduces the “real” neutron field. The lack of experimental
facilities TBM (HFFR)-like for performing calibration is one of the main issue to be considered and faced (solved) for the
nuclear measurements.
i) Safety & Integration : All the proposed detectors and detection systems must ensure the safety levels according
to the prescription for the other part/components of the TBM (HFFR). This is to be considered since the early design
phase of these systems.
4. Development of SPND for TBM
We report an application of the approach presented above by presenting the activities carried out at ENEA to design
and to realize one prototype of a SPND devoted to measure neutron fluxes in the HCLL-TBM. Self-powered neutron
detectors are rugged miniature devices which are used for
fixed in-core reactor monitoring both for safety purposes and neutron and gamma flux mapping. As their name implies,
they operate without any applied voltage and this fact contributes to their extra reliability and their ability to withstand
the radiation damage suffered in the reactor core. The detectors are usually constructed in a coaxial configuration in
which the central conductor is called the emitter and is usually the material that determines the characteristics of the
device. The other electrode or metallic sheath is called the collector and the two are separated by a coaxial insulator
(see Fig. 1a).

Fig. 1 : a) Typical configuration of SPND;

b) Mechanism of current production in SPND

SPND are devices in which the emitter material is selected to have at least a moderate neutron capture cross-section
and where the activation product decays by means of beta emission. The means by which current is produced is
illustrated in Fig. 1b. The figure shows that those neutrons which interact in the emitter produce an unstable reaction
product which, in turn, will beta decay giving rise to a fast electron. This electron will then travel through the emitter
material and eventually come to the rest in it or will escape from it. Those betas which originate in the emitter and
stop there do not contribute to the detector current while the bulk of the detector current results from betas which
are passing the insulator and are reaching the collector or escaping from it. Some current is also produced indirectly
by electrons stopping in the insulator [Ref….].The SPND presently available on the market have been developed and
are used in nuclear reactors, so we can expect that these SPND are not suitable for a reliable operation in the ITERTBM since the neutron spectrum in TBM is much “hard” than in a nuclear reactor. Indeed, the used emitter materials
(e.g. V, Co, Rh etc.) present high activation cross-sections at thermal neutron energy but these cross sections are very
small at the neutron energy typical of a TBM. Furthermore, the gamma flux is about ten times higher than the neutron
flux thus the effect of gammas cannot, in principle, be neglected. The intense neutron flux poses also the problem of
the burn-up of the emitter material as well as the radiation hardness of the materials to be used for the constructions.
This means that it is not necessary, perhaps, to use emitters with a very high cross-section. Indeed, usually at high
neutron energy the cross-sections are lower (up to some order of magnitude) in their absolute values than for thermal
or epithermal neutrons. This may compensate or at least reduce the burn-up effect due to the high neutron flux. The
energy spectrum of prompt gammas due to fast neutrons is, on the average, higher than that of prompt gammas due
to thermal neutrons, so perhaps the Compton and photoelectric effects inside the insulator could be slightly reduced
(the probabilities of both effects decrease quickly with the gamma-ray energy). Last, but not least, the operation at
temperatures of the order of 400-600 °C is another point of concern. Commercial SPND are usually designed to
operate at 200-300 °C and thus tests at high temperature must be performed too. The few points discussed above
clearly indicate that the use of SPND with fast (14 MeV) neutrons requires a deep analysis of all the aspects related to
the physics, construction and operation of a SPND detector. This was done a ENEA, the first step was to calculate and
compare the activation induced in a number of metals using different neuron spectra including the one in the TBM.
The output of this study was a list of a few metals which can produce enough activation to be used as emitters in SPND
designed for TBM [6]. Among these metals Cr and Be resulted the more interesting and a prototype of SPND with Cr
emitter was realised. The prototype SPND with the Cr emitter (SPND_Cr) is basically similar to the commercial ones
so to reduce technological problems. It uses a mineral cable 10 m long, the insulator is made of Alumina (as for the
commercial detectors). The sheath is in stainless steel. The Cr emitter is a rod of 100 mm length and 2 mm diameter
(Fig. 2a) for a total Cr mass of about 5.5 gr.

Fig. 2 : a) Picture of the prototype SPND with Cr emitter; b) Measured “dark” current of the SPND_Cr detector at 400 °C

The prototype SPND_Cr was thus tested studying its behaviour at high temperature. The first goal of the test was the
measurement of the background current versus temperature (in the range 300-450 °C of interest for HCLL) so to get
insight about the magnitude of the “dark” current induced by the temperature. For the measurements a cylindrical
heater was used which uses a double solenoid to heat the detector. In this way the current simultaneously flows in two
opposite directions and the magnetic field produced by the current is null. A Keithley 6487 picoammeter was used and
directly connected to the detector. For measuring the temperature inside the heater a Fluke thermocouple was used.
The heating procedure was the same for each temperature. The wanted temperature was kept constant (±2°C) for at
least one hour. The heater was thus switched off and the measurement continued till the temperature inside the heater
cooled down to room temperature. An example of the measured response of the SPND_Cr detector at 400 °C is shown
in Fig. 2b. It is shown that the dark current is almost stable with the temperature. Similar results were obtained at other
temperatures, however the magnitude of the dark current resulted to increase slightly with the working temperature.
The sensitivity to gammas was thus investigated by irradiating the SPND_Cr detector with an intense Co-60 gamma ray
source available at ENEA (CALLIOPE facility). The measurement were performed at room temperature while those at
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high temperature will be performed in the next. The results are in Fig. 3a, which shows that the detectors is somewhat
sensitive to gammas. Good linearity of the produced current versus the dose rate was observed (Fig.3b).
Further tests are scheduled to better study the performances of the SPND_Cr prototype under different working
conditions. Therefore a problem to be faced is with the lack of neutron sources which for intensity and energy spectrum
can reproduce those expected in TBMs. This is limiting the study and putting some concern for a proper and detailed
study of the prototype. This problem is common to all the detector to be developed for TBM as well as for fusion
tokamaks and HFFR.

Fig. 3 : a) Measured response to Co-60 source;

b) Measured current vs. Co-60 dose rate

5. Discussion and Conclusion
The analysis of the various requirements listed above points out that a big effort is necessary to develop nuclear
detectors suitable to withstand and properly operate in the TBM and HFFR radiation fields. As a matter of fact, presently
no detectors are available, even the most “ready” among them (e.g. fission chambers, ionization chambers, SPND)
require “ad hoc” study/prototyping, optimization and test under reliable neutron/gamma fields and working conditions.
Considering the proposed active detectors (SPND and FC operated in current mode), with proper technological
development the time dependent measurement of the neutron/gamma flux/dose seems feasible. More challenging
seems the measurement of the on-line tritium production and, over all, of the neutron energy spectra. Furthermore, if
the goal of the measurements in TBMs and HFFR is that to provide useful information not only for the functioning of
the machine but also for qualifying the calculation tools, the experimental data should have enough accuracy to get
reliable comparison with calculation.
The main conclusion of the present paper is that, owing to the status of available technologies, “ad hoc” R&D activity
is mandatory to study, develop, prototype and test candidate detectors for HFFR. To this end it ought to be stressed
that a further issue is represented by the lack of proper radiation fields in terms of neutron/gamma fluxes and spectra
where to test and calibrate the prototype detectors. The development of nuclear detectors for HFFR can borrow the
approach already used for ITER-TBM as the working environment and the requests for the data to be measured are
very similar. An example of almost immediate application of the results already got for ITER-TBM is represented by the
SPND, probably owing to the similarity of the neutron energy spectra the same detectors already developed for TBM
can be considered at least s a starting point. This is putting in evidence the need for synergy between researches than
are studying similar problems.
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Abstract
The starting point is the definition of Technology Readiness Level (TRL) for fusion technologies adopted in ref.1 (
see Table A1).The TRL 4/5 (Technology basic validation in laboratory /a relevant environment) was referred to
technologies demonstrated in JET experiments so far (including DTE1[2]).The TRL2 (Technology concept and/or
application formulated) and TRL7(Technology prototype demonstration in an operational environment) can be taken
as reference points as the farthest and nearest point (respectively) to the maturity of a technology for a FFH system
based on a tokamak neutron source.There are two important technologies with label TRL2:i) the demonstration of a
discharge many hours long (at least three hrs) at relevant plasma parameters , and tokamak continuous operation for
many months;ii) study of divertor geometry and control in a high radiation environment.A TRL4 can be proposed for
the heating systems, in particular the demonstration of operation of 100keV NBI sources is needed for long pulses
(ideally CW sources) and extensive machine operation times (one full power year).TRL5 can be defined for most of
the plasma diagnostics needed for FFH (basic diagnostics are : neutron, gamma, X rays ; Microwave systems (ECE
and reflectometer); magnetics (Hall probes outside and FOCS(Faraday rotation effect fiber optic current sensors) to be
considered). The main point here,for diagnostics, is the demonstration of plasma control with minimum possible set of
diagnostics[1].A TRL7 classification can be given to the mechanical structures and vacuum vessel: the material selection
and system design is well demonstrated in existing machines (for low power neutron flux).It is apparent that even for
the low-gain compact devices intended for FFH systems, most of the required technologies are presently quite far from
the high TRL needed to move into a detailed design stage.
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